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Abstract

The evaluation of Inter-organizational Relationships (IORs) is important in today’s businesses
for increasing competitiveness and business potential, especially in the Business-to-Business
context. However, the evaluation of IORs is often based on success factors, such as trust and
flexibility, which are difficult to be measured quantitatively. This motivates us to seek for an
approach for evaluating IORs in a concrete manner. Nowadays, Electronic Data Interchange
(EDI) widely enables information exchanges between business partners via electronic business
messages. Therefore, it is considered as one potential data source for deriving knowledge about
IORs. In this research, we aim at providing an approach for evaluating IORs from EDI mes-
sages by means of inter-organizational performance analysis. Considering this ultimate aim as
a main research question, we further derived three relevant sub-research questions which are
necessary to accomplish the main goal. This includes (i) extracting business information from
EDI messages, (ii) identifying inter-organizational Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), and (iii)
lifting the performance evaluation to the strategic level. In addressing the problem of business
information extraction from EDI messages, we defined an ontological approach to conceptu-
alize EDI data into business information concepts by user-defined mappings. Thereby, EDI
data can be represented at any abstraction level which eases further querying tasks. Further-
more, to obtain inter-organizational KPIs from EDI messages, we firstly conducted a literature
review on inter-organizational success factors together with their measurements and interdepen-
dencies among them. We further investigated EDI messages for identifying inter-organizational
KPIs and grouped the KPIs according to success factors found in the review. Finally, we built
a framework for inter-organizational performance analysis from EDI messages based on the
aforementioned works. The framework integrates (i) a bottom-up approach supporting the iden-
tification of KPIs from business information, event logs, as well as process models derived using
process mining techniques, and (ii) a top down approach for measuring business performance
on the strategic level based on the Balanced Scorecard (BSC) method. For demonstrating the
framework, we presented two case studies on inter-organizational performance analysis of a bev-
erage manufacturing company and a consumer goods manufacturing company. The case studies
show that the framework enables (i) the derivation of quantifiable KPIs from operational data
and (ii) the alignment of KPIs with business objectives allowing an evaluation of IORs on the
strategic level. The main contributions of this research are the artifacts developed for addressing
the relevant research questions which include (i) an approach for business information extraction
from EDI messages, (ii) a set of inter-organizational success factors and a corresponding cause
and effect model, (iii) a set of inter-organizational KPIs and a method for deriving them from
EDI messages, and (iv) an inter-organizational performance analysis framework.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

Inter-organizational collaboration impacts an organization’s performance [VM06; Dau+06]. In
particular, organizations require inter-organizational collaboration to increase profitability, com-
petitiveness, and growth. This is especially relevant in the Business-to-Business (B2B) context,
where partnership is important to increase business potential.

During collaboration, business activities and transactions are executed within the network
of organizations forming an inter-organizational business process, which we refer to as chore-
ography. These choreographies of inter-organizational business processes specify the exchange
of business documents, i.e. actual business information, as part of business processes. In par-
ticular, an inter-organizational business process comprises one or more messages exchanged
between companies in order to conduct an electronic business transaction. The specifics of
inter-organizational business processes require not only focusing on the executed activities, but
also on the business information that is exchanged.

Nowadays, the exchange of business information is supported by Electronic Data Inter-
change (EDI). EDI is considered as one of the driving tools fostering collaboration between
business partners, such as in supply chain management [Jan11]. During the evolution of EDI,
different standards have been developed. This includes the traditional delimiter-based EDI stan-
dards such as UN/EDIFACT and ANSI X12 [KD10; The+01] as well as the XML-based docu-
ment standards which are used in a Web Service environment. In recent academic research for
Web Services and business process modeling, lots of emphasis is placed on modeling choreogra-
phies [BDO06]. In practice, however, neither explicit choreography modeling nor Web Services
are widely employed in electronic business transactions. Rather, traditional EDI standards, es-
pecially, UN/EDIFACT standards, are still widely applied in B2B scenarios [Ber94; VGS07].
According to a survey [VGS07] conducted in 2007, an estimated 85%-90% of the total volume
of electronic B2B transactions were carried out using traditional EDI standards at this time. Sim-
ilarly, other surveys and studies including [Nur08; Son11; Jan11; Cho+11; MSC11] reveal that
UN/EDIFACT standards will continue being one of the accepted standards in the B2B market
due to their long establishment in the cross-industry context.
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Figure 1.1: Management cycle Plan-Do-Check-Act [SPP10]

We believe that knowledge on Inter-organizational Relationships (IORs) can be derived
by investigating inter-organizational business processes as well as the business documents ex-
changed in the course of the processes. This business information is valuable for analyzing
IORs since it allows understanding business relationships and provides benchmarks to assess the
“value” of business partners [PS08]. Based on the electronic messages exchanged during busi-
ness collaboration, this work aims at evaluating IORs by means of inter-organizational business
performance analysis. It is important to evaluate and analyze inter-organizational performance
since the analysis supports continuous improvement for business management. For example,
as shown in Figure 1.1, the Plan-Do-Check-Act management cycle is an iterative management
process consisting of four main activities: plan, do, check, and act [SPP10]. In each cycle,
performance evaluation plays an important role especially in the “Check” and “Act” activities.
Particularly, performance evaluation helps an organization and its business partners to evaluate
their achievement against their plan as well as to identify and analyze problems, faults, or weak-
nesses that affect their performance results. Consequently, the analysis results lead to necessary
changes or actions for the next improvement cycle which in turn benefit the entire collaboration
network.

Overall, the work described in this thesis is part of the EDImine project [Eng+11; Eng+12a],
whose main objective is to extract inter-organizational knowledge from electronically exchanged
messages. In the following, we describe the business context as well as provide an overview on
the EDImine project in order to introduce the reader to the context of the work. Subsequently,
the motivation and the research questions addressed in this work are introduced.

1.1 Background

The focus of the work presented in this thesis is on deriving inter-organizational knowledge from
EDIFACT messages exchanged between business partners in the course of business transactions.
We concentrate on UN/EDIFACT standards since it is, as mentioned earlier, a widely applied
format for EDI documents. Figure 1.2 provides an overview on business partners communicat-
ing by electronically exchanging business documents during their business activities. Figure 1.2
illustrates an example where a manufacturer communicates with the supermarket partners. The

2
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Figure 1.2: Business context

business level illustrates a purchasing processes between the manufacturer and the supermar-
ket. The actual communication about activities is realized by exchanging electronic business
documents. As depicted at the message level, such business documents are sent and received
among business partners. In the example, the purchasing process starts when the supermarket
sends an order to the manufacturer. Consequently, the manufacturer returns an order response
to the supermarket. After goods are delivered an invoice is sent by the manufacturer. Finally,
the manufacturer sends the supermarket a despatch advice in order to inform about detail of the
delivery. This message interchange is technically supported by EDI systems of both parties as
shown at the platform level. Particularly, the business documents such as orders and invoices
are represented by EDI messages where the information is stored in a certain structure of a spe-
cific message type. The structure of EDI messages depends on EDI standards that are in use.
As depicted at the platform level, those business messages on the message level are stored as
EDIFACT messages and exchanged between EDI systems of both business parties.

Based on different contributions for performance analysis presented in this thesis, the overall
contribution of this thesis is an inter-organizational performance analysis framework. As shown
in Figure 1.2, the framework aims at supporting the analysis of IORs by means of business
performance. It is designed to derive business information from the technical level (i.e., plat-
form level and message level) for answering business-related questions on inter-organizational
performance on the business level.
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1.1.1 Inter-organizational Performance

In the context of the work presented, we define the term inter-organizational performance as
organizational performance having two additional characteristics: (i) it is (partially) visible for
the involved business partners and (ii) it is influencing or being influenced by IORs. Hereby,
we do not distinguish between intra- and inter-organizational performance. We rather perceive
inter-organizational performance as organizational performance which has the aforementioned
characteristics.

The performance results derived from EDI messages meet the first aforementioned criteria of
inter-organizational performance since the information conveyed in EDI messages is visible for
message-exchange participants. The second criteria depends on whether the performance mea-
sures and their results affect IORs. For example, delivery performance can be perceived as one
kind of inter-organizational performance. This is because (i) it is seen by business partners, at
least by the one who participates in the delivery activities, and (ii) it influences the relationships
between business partners in the way that if delivery performance is poor (e.g., unreliable deliv-
eries, late deliveries, etc.), it will influence the decision of future collaboration (e.g., ordering,
manufacturing, ect.) of the business partners.

However, the question whether a specific performance result influences or is influenced by
IORs depends on the type of relationship. Considering the cost of product manufacturing and
the relationship between the business partners is buyer and seller, then the cost may not be
considered as an inter-organizational performance indicator, even though it can be seen by all
participants. In this case the cost of product manufacturing may be considered as a burden
solely for the seller who produces products, but not for the buyer. Based on the cost of product
manufacturing there might be no effect on an ordering decision by a buyer unless the price of
products is raised according to the cost. In contrast, it can be seen as an inter-organizational
performance indicator in the case of stakeholder relationships where business partners corporate
or invest together in product manufacturing.

1.1.2 Research Context EDImine

The research project EDImine aims at deriving inter-organizational knowledge from EDIFACT
messages exchanged electronically during the collaboration of business partners. The EDImine
project is jointly conducted by the Vienna University of Technology and the Eindhoven Uni-
versity of Technology. Furthermore, the EDImine project is funded by Vienna Science and
Technology Fund (Wiener Wissenschafts-, Forschungs- und Technologiefonds, WWTF1.

Figure 1.3 illustrates the overall framework of the EDImine project. In the preprocessing
stage a collection of EDIFACT messages is preprocessed and stored as ontologies and event logs.
In particular, EDIFACT messages are parsed into EDI/EDIFACT ontologies and knowledge
bases which semantically describe UN/EDIFACT standards, message types, message instances
and their contained values. EDIFACT ontologies provide means for the semantically enriched
interpretation of actual values by considering qualifiers and codes. Furthermore, EDIFACT data
is also conceptualized as generic business information (BI) concepts for reaching a higher level
of abstraction for EDIFACT data.

1http://www.wwtf.at (visited March 01, 2014)
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Figure 1.3: The overview of EDImine architecture [Eng+11]

Furthermore, process instances are derived from a collection of EDIFACT messages by map-
ping the messages and values contained in the actual messages to events and, consequently,
correlating those events into process instances. The resulting process instances are stored in
the eXtensible Event Stream (XES) format [Ver+11]. XES is an XML-based format for storing
event logs and the standard input format for ProM2 (as of Version 6), a well-known process
mining tool. ProM is developed at the Eindhoven University of Technology and is the most
prevalent tool in the area of process mining. The architecture of ProM has been designed with
extensibility in mind by means of plug-ins. In the EDImine approach, we build upon state-of-
the-art process mining techniques [Aal11; Aal+07], which we extend for inter-organizational
systems realized by means of EDI. Hereby, we leverage the extensibility mechanisms of ProM
by providing appropriate plug-ins for addressing our research questions.

The preprocessed XES log and EDIFACT ontologies serve as a basis in the analysis stage
focusing on three main research goals: (i) deriving inter-organizational choreographies, (ii) ana-
lyzing business performance, and (iii) identifying information redundancies. The prepared XES
data serves as a database for mining the inter-organizational choreographies. EDIFACT ontolo-
gies are used for the identification of redundancies by matching the business data contained in
the individual EDI messages with regard to their conceptual belonging. Finally, the resulting
mined process model as well as EDIFACT ontologies serve as information sources for business
performance analysis.

As highlighted in Figure 1.3, the core contribution of this thesis is the second research goal of
the EDImine project, i.e., the inter-organizational performance analysis. This also includes the
preprocessing task of information extraction by generating BI ontologies which conceptualize
EDI/EDIFACT messages into BI concepts. In the following, we explain the motivation of this
work as well as provide an introduction to the detailed research questions addressed in this thesis.

2http://www.processmining.org (visited March 01, 2014)
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1.1.3 Motivation and Research Questions

To understand the impact of business collaboration and to provide a benchmark for judging
business partners, the evaluation of IORs is required [PS08]. However, the evaluation of IORs
is typically difficult and ambiguous since it is usually measured by high-level success factors.
Such success factors, including trust, knowledge sharing, and others, are difficult to be mea-
sured quantitatively since they are often intangible. Thus, the interpretation of these success
factors into some quantifiable measures or Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) depends on the
experience of business professionals. This problem motivates us to seek for an approach for
enabling the evaluation of IORs in a concrete manner by making success factors more tangible
by translating them into quantifiable KPIs derived from EDI messages.

Main research question. By investigating EDIFACT messages exchanged in a network
of companies we aim at evaluating IORs by using the inter-organizational KPIs derived from
the information contained in the exchanged EDIFACT messages. Furthermore, we also aim at
lifting the evaluation, which uses KPIs gained on the IT level, to the strategic level. This leads to
the main research question addressed in this thesis: “How can we evaluate inter-organizational
performance based on EDIFACT messages?”. In addressing this main research question, we
further define relevant sub-research questions which need to be solved in order to be able to
answer the main research question.

Research question 1. Business information is required for supporting performance anal-
ysis tasks. Such analysis tasks are usually performed by management people who are aware
of the information needed for evaluating business performance. However, EDIFACT messages
are designed for enabling and automating business transactions. In particular, the information
in EDIFACT messages is stored in a certain structure and parts of the information are encoded.
Interpreting such EDIFACT messages requires in-depth knowledge on EDIFACT message struc-
tures. It is therefore difficult for management people to extract their interested business informa-
tion from such messages. Consequently, support in extracting business information is necessary
for obtaining business information in a human-understandable manner for facilitating the anal-
ysis task. This results in the first research question: “How can we extract relevant business
information from EDIFACT messages?”.

Research question 2. The second research question relates to inter-organizational KPIs
which is: “What are inter-organizational KPIs that can be derived from EDIFACT messages?”.
The evaluation of business performance requires the KPIs for indicating the success of business.
However, as mentioned earlier the evaluation of IORs is typically described through success
factors which broadly describe measurement aspects without specifying concrete quantifiable
measures. In order to provide a concrete way for evaluating IORs, the relevant quantifiable KPIs
need to be identified. This includes identifying inter-organizational success factors and their
measurements. Moreover, EDIFACT messages have to be investigated for deriving relevant
KPIs which in turn can be used for measuring inter-organizational success factors.

Research question 3. Although the KPIs derived from EDIFACT messages are quantifi-
able and tangible for performance evaluation, and concretely reflect business performance, such
KPIs are considered as low-level information and still cannot reflect business performance on
a strategic level. This leads to the third research questions: “How can we lift the evaluation
of business performance to the strategic level?”. This research question focuses on providing
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Figure 1.4: Information systems research framework [Hev+04]

an inter-organizational performance analysis framework which supports the identification and
calculation of KPIs based on information derived from EDIFACT messages. Moreover, the
framework provides means to connect such KPIs with business strategies which enables the
evaluation of IORs on the strategic level.

1.2 Research Methodology

The research presented in this thesis follows the Design Science methodology introduced by
Hevner et al. [Hev+04]. Figure 1.4 depicts the information system research framework pre-
sented as part of the design science methodology. In this research paradigm, the information
system research is driven by business needs coming from business environments such as or-
ganizations, people and current technology. Such business needs drive researchers to develop
artifacts (and/or theories) based on existing foundations and methodologies for supporting or ful-
filling those needs. Driven by business needs and by building upon existing knowledge, artifacts
are developed iteratively. In particular, the developed artifacts must be evaluated for justifying
their utility. Several assessment methods can be applied including case studies, experiments, or
simulations, etc. After the assessment of artifacts, refinement is required if artifacts still have
weaknesses or if they are not yet developed to the point where business needs are satisfied. The
resulting artifacts should be able to be applied as a solution to an appropriate environment hav-
ing the same kind of business needs or may be able to be applied to more generic problems. In
addition, the results of the design-science research can also be added to the existing knowledge
base for further research applications. Hevner et al. proposed seven guidelines for an effective
design-science research [Hev+04]. Those guidelines should be addressed when conducting re-
search. The degree to which research satisfies those guidelines indicates the completeness of the
research. These guidelines are elaborated on in the following.

1. Design as an Artifact. In design-science research, the resulting artifact must be viable.
The artifact in the sense of the design-science paradigm includes instantiations (e.g., sys-
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tems, products), constructs (e.g., concepts), models (e.g., representation, semantics/syn-
tax) and methods (e.g., algorithms, techniques) applied in the development as well as the
use of information systems.

2. Problem Relevance. The knowledge and understanding acquired from the design-science
research must lead to technical-based solutions for important and relevant business prob-
lems.

3. Design Evaluation. The resulting artifacts must be well-evaluated in the sense of proving
or demonstrating the usability, quality, and efficacy. The evaluation methods typically
include: the Observational method such as case studies or field studies, the Analytical
method such as static analysis, the Experimental method such as simulations or controlled
experiments, the Testing method such as functional testing or structural testing, and the
Descriptive method such as scenarios that are constructed to demonstrate the utility of the
artifact. The artifact is complete and effective when the evaluation shows that it satisfies
the requirements and constraints of its relevant problems.

4. Research Contributions. The effective design-science research must provide clear con-
tributions within one or more of these areas:

a) The Design Artifact. The artifact is the resulting contribution of the research con-
ducted. Moreover, the artifact must provide a solution to the problem addressed as
indicated through the bottom-left arrow of “Application in the Appropriate Environ-
ment” in Figure 1.4. In addition, the artifact may extend or apply existing knowledge
in a new or innovative way.

b) Foundation. The development of an artifact may lead to new knowledge or extend
existing knowledge. Such knowledge can be added to the existing knowledge base
(cf. the bottom-right arrow of “Additions to the Knowledge Base” in Figure 1.4).
Therefore, it can be identified as a contribution of the research conducted.

c) Methodologies. The creative development and use of evaluation methods and new
evaluation metrics can also be considered as a contribution. Such new evaluation
methods as well as new metrics can be added to the existing knowledge base for fur-
ther evaluation of design-science research (cf. the bottom-right arrow of “Additions
to the Knowledge Base” in Figure 1.4).

5. Research Rigor. The rigor in design-science research refers to rigorous methods for the
construction and evaluation of artifacts. Researchers should effectively apply methods in
the existing knowledge base including theoretical foundations and research methodologies
for constructing and evaluating the artifacts.

6. Design as a Search Process. The iterative development of an artifact is considered as a
search process. In particular, the design of an artifact is iteratively implemented to search
for the best or optimal solution for the problem addressed.

7. Communication of Research. The research must be well presented to both technical-
oriented and management-oriented audiences. For the technical-oriented audiences, the
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Figure 1.5: Design science process applied in this research

technical detail should be provided in sufficient detail for understanding the implementa-
tion of an artifact. This enables further re-usability as well as extension to the knowledge
discovered in the research. Furthermore, the presentation must provide sufficient detail for
management audiences in order to allow organizations to be able to acquire all require-
ments as well as knowledge for employing the artifact.

The Research Methodology applied in the Context of this Thesis. The research con-
ducted and presented in this thesis is motivated by the need of evaluating IORs based on business
documents exchanged electronically between business partners. Figure 1.5 illustrates design-
science process applied to our research. The research is conducted for addressing three research
questions presented in 1.1.3 which leads to the solution addressing the main research question.
The research is implemented sequentially. In other words, we employ the design-science process
for each research question in sequential order.

For each research question, the contributed artifact or knowledge has been iteratively devel-
oped and tested against requirements. During the development process, existing and relevant
knowledge is applied properly. Once the developed artifact satisfies its requirements, the devel-
opment process ends and the artifact and/or knowledge found are added to the existing knowl-
edge base. The knowledge as well as the contributions of prior processes are further applied in
other following processes.
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In the last step of our research (i.e., the fourth process), all prior contributions are integrated
as a final artifact representing a framework supporting the evaluation of IORs. Consequently,
such a combination serves as a solution for the main research question. The feasibility of the
final artifact is shown using case studies. In the following, the contributions derived from this
research and their underlying challenges are described in details.

1.3 Contributions of this Thesis

There are four main contributions presented in this thesis: (i) a business information extrac-
tion approach, (ii) inter-organizational success factors, (iii) inter-organizational KPIs, and (iv)
an inter-organizational performance analysis framework. The main focus of the contributions
in this thesis is to link EDI data to business objectives for supporting the performance analy-
sis and monitoring on a strategic level, as depicted in Figure 1.6. The first contribution of the
business information extraction approach allows extracting and representing EDI data as generic
business information concepts (e.g., order quantity, invoiced amount, etc.). The contributions of
inter-organizational success factors and KPIs (i.e., the second and the third contribution) focus
on identifying KPIs and success factors related to the success of IORs. For connecting business
information concepts, KPIs, and success factors to business objectives, the inter-organizational
performance analysis framework is introduced as the last contribution. The framework enables
the connection between business information and business objectives through KPIs and suc-
cess factors. In other words, the framework allows defining KPIs based on extracted business
information as well as linking those KPIs to success factors and business objectives.

We define the maturity of these contributions by using the knowledge contribution frame-
work of the design-science research introduced in [Hev11]. As illustrated in Figure 1.7, the
knowledge contribution framework indicates maturity of the contributions by two dimensions:
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Figure 1.7: Contributions maturity in knowledge contribution framework [Hev11]

(i) the maturity of application domain (i.e., problem) and (ii) the maturity of solutions (i.e.,
artifact). The framework divides maturity into four main quadrants as follows:

• Routine Design. The first quadrant refers to contributions which apply existing solutions
to known problems. In particular, the framework considers that the more well-known the
problem is, the more mature the problem is. Similarly, if the solution already exists, the
maturity of the solution is considered high. The more the solution is applied, the more
mature the solution is. The routine design quadrant refers to contributions where their
focused problem and their proposed solution are very mature.

• Inspiration. The quadrant of inspiration refers to contributions solving mature problems
with new solutions. In this quadrant, the research opportunities are new artifacts that are
developed for tackling known problems.

• Exaptation. Extending or adapting known solutions to new problems is classified into the
exaptation quadrant. The core of contributions lying in this area is to raise new challenges
and to address those challenges with existing solutions. The adaptation and the extension
of existing knowledge for solving unknown problems can be considered as a research
opportunity.

• Invention. The research opportunity in the invention quadrant lies in introducing new
problems as well as providing unknown solutions for them. The artifacts located in this
quadrant can be called as inventions, since they introduce totally new contributions to
society. This may lead to the emergence of a new branch of knowledge, a new paradigm,
or a new realm of particular domain rather than extending existing state-of-the-art.
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The contributions of this thesis, which are described in the following, are classified into the
inspiration quadrant (i.e., the first, third and fourth contribution) and the exaptation quadrant
(i.e., the second contribution). In the following, all challenges addressed in the context of this
thesis as well as the corresponding contributions are explained in detail.

1. Business Information Extraction from EDI Messages

Challenge. Due to the long establishment and wide utilization of EDI technology, many
different standards have been developed. In addition, individual standards generally com-
prise multiple different versions. Moreover, EDI standards are typically afflicted with a
lot of optionality. For instance, names of data elements as well as their positions in con-
taining segments may be changed from version to version. For example, one EDI stan-
dard/version might use the term “Document identifier”, while another might use the term
“Document/message number” for the same data element (i.e., the data element describing
identification number of EDI messages). Furthermore, codes with different interpreta-
tions may actually refer to the same meaning. For example, a code representing the term
“seller” may be considered as semantically similar or identical to a code representing the
term “supplier” for certain purposes. In order to allow generic and automated business
information extraction from EDI messages, the employed extraction mechanism must be
able to deal with different standards/versions of EDI documents as well as optionality.
Hence, mappings from data elements of EDI standards to more generic business informa-
tion concepts are required. It is necessary that such mappings can be specified in a way so
that both, multiple syntaxes as well as subtle differences in the semantics of data elements
and codes, can be flexibly accounted for.

While current state-of-the-art EDI systems typically allow for accurate information extrac-
tion from specific subsets of EDI standards (generally by using hard-coded interpretation
logic), the automated and accurate interpretation of arbitrary EDI messages still poses a
challenge. In particular, the challenge is to arrive at an information extraction mechanism
that allows for a sufficient degree of automation while at the same time being flexible
enough to deal with different EDI standards/versions and the pitfalls of accurately deter-
mining the semantics of concrete data element instances. Hence, ontologies that describe
and unify the semantics of different EDI standards are needed.

Contribution. In the course of EDImine project [Eng+11; Eng+12a], an approach in-
terpreting EDI data and storing it in EDI ontologies has been introduced. The approach
allows automatically resolving coded data as well as qualified data of arbitrary EDI stan-
dards/versions, and storing EDI data in EDI ontologies which describe both syntax (i.e.,
structure of messages) and semantics (i.e., interpreted information). However, full in-
terpretation of EDI data may also rely on the position of data elements which implicitly
specify the exact meaning. Moreover, mapping EDI data to generic business information
concepts is still necessary for facilitating further analysis tasks which are typically imple-
mented by management people who are unaware of the technical background on EDI.

To overcome the described challenge, we developed an ontological business information
extraction approach based on existing EDI ontologies, which have been developed in the
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course of the EDImine project, for supporting user-defined mapping of EDI messages
and generic BI concepts. In particular, the approach allows the mapping definitions by
using ontological rules. Based on the mapping, the underlining mechanism generates BI
ontologies on top of EDI ontologies. The detailed explanation of this approach is further
elaborated on in Chapter 3. The work on this business information extraction approach
has also been published in [Kra+12a].

The problem of business information extraction from EDI messages is a classic problem
which has been identified since decades. Several related solutions have been introduced.
Best to our knowledge, the current state-of-the-art of EDI data extraction is typically re-
alized by hard-coded interpretation. However, our approach aims at providing an automa-
tion for interpreting arbitrary EDI messages in any different standards as well as allowing
the flexibility of generating generic business concepts specialized in any specific domain
by defining ontological rules. Since our approach improves existing business extraction
methods, we assign this contribution to the inspiration quadrant of the knowledge contri-
bution framework (cf. Fig. 1.7, Mark 1).

2. Inter-organizational Success Factors and their Influencing Model

Challenge. The information conveyed in EDI messages is valuable for analyzing inter-
organizational businesses. Analyzing inter-organizational business performance helps to
assess the value of business partners and the performance of collaboration, and hence lead
to the understanding of the impact of IORs [PS08]. Most studies concerned with the eval-
uation of IORs (e.g., [Cas08], [SQ03]) tend to build upon the analysis of success factors
having an impact on IORs. For example, trust [SBS07; ZH06; Sau+04], information shar-
ing [LL06; Che11] and joint working [KHT07; Joh+04; Duf+12] are mentioned as such
factors, which are difficult to measure. The underlying reason is that success factors are
generally broadly defined.

In this work, we proposed using quantifiable KPIs derived from EDI messages to improve
quantifiability and explicitness of evaluating IORs. Nevertheless, inter-organizational suc-
cess factors are still important as they provide a limited scope of one particular aspect of
measuring an IOR. The limited scope supports the identification of relevant KPIs within
one particular success factor. Therefore, success factors, their measurements, and their
inter-dependencies need to be investigated beforehand.

In order to identify all relevant success factors in the entire context of IORs, all relevant
knowledge found in the studies must be extracted and integrated. This is challenging since
most of the studies on inter-organizational success factors and their influencing relation-
ships focus on some particular success factors. Moreover, some success factors are named
differently but semantically equal in terms of meaning. Therefore, the integration and
simplification of such knowledge for further applications pose a major challenge.

Contribution. In addressing this challenge we conducted a systematic literature review
on inter-organizational success factors. The review concentrated on identifying success
factors having an impact on the success of IORs and their influencing relationships. The
main contributions of the review is (i) a set of inter-organizational success factors orga-
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nized in a hierarchical structure, and (ii) a cause and effect model of influencing relation-
ships between those success factors. The cause and effect model can be used for inferring
further influencing relationships which, though not found in the review, implicitly exist
in the knowledge. For making this hidden knowledge apparent we defined and applied
ontological rules.

The knowledge of inter-organizational success factors and their relationships is derived
for understanding the success of IORs. The objective of this work is to identify success
factors related to the success of IORs as well as expressing the influencing relationships
through a cause and effect model. The model serves as a basis for supporting decision
making within an organization. Existing and relevant studies mostly concentrate on de-
veloping an understanding of a dedicated set of success factors and their influence on
IORs. In contrast, our work aims at developing knowledge of inter-organizational success
factors by integrating those studies and deriving an implication from it. For acquiring
such knowledge, we implemented a systematic literature review to identify success fac-
tors. Furthermore, we adopted semantic technologies for representing this knowledge as
well as for deriving inferences by using ontological rules. This resulted in knowledge on
the impact of success factors on the success of IORs regardless of any specific business or
application domain. The objective of deriving an entire understanding of success factors
in IORs is still considerably new. By applying and adapting an existing knowledge for
accomplishing this objective, the contribution is located within the exaptation quadrant of
the knowledge contribution framework.

3. Inter-organizational KPIs and the Method of KPI Identification from EDI Messages

Challenge. As mentioned earlier, we aim at identifying inter-organizational KPIs from
EDIFACT messages. Nevertheless, UN/EDIFACT standards define different message
types (e.g., order message, invoice message, etc.) and each of them contains a variety
of data elements. Although data elements appearing in each message type are already
predefined in the standard, most of them are optional. In other words, the appearance of
data elements depends on the customization performed by an organization itself. Conse-
quently, due to the large number of message types and the high number of data elements
as well as their optionality, the KPI identification from EDIFACT messages becomes a
major obstacle.

Contribution. To this end, we studied different EDIFACT message type specifications
in various EDIFACT releases (ranging from D96A to D10A) and identified sets of KPIs.
These KPIs reflect the success factors identified in the aforementioned literature review.
Thereby, we considered the frequencies of data elements as well as the semantics of
both data elements and message types. We applied this method on a data set of real-
world industry Message Implementation Guidelines (MIGs) and derived a set of inter-
organizational KPIs as well as defined guidelines for their calculation based on concrete
EDIFACT data. The KPIs identified are then used for quantitative measurements of inter-
organizational success factors. Details on the employed method for KPI identification and
the resulting set of identified KPIs are published in [Kra+13].
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The identification of inter-organizational KPIs is challenging, especially in the context
of performance analysis. Best to our knowledge, however, the solutions provided in the
existing state-of-the-art focus on defining success factors rather than tangible and quan-
tifiable KPIs. In addition, determining potential KPIs for indicating business performance
depends on the interest of organizations. Nevertheless, in this work we aim at providing a
set of KPIs derived from EDIFACT data which may be potentially applied for measuring
inter-organizational business performance. Furthermore, we also provide a method for
KPI identification which can be applied to other EDI standards. Therefore, this contribu-
tion can be classified in the inspiration quadrant. The maturity of this focused problem
is considered lower than the first contribution (i.e., business information extraction). Al-
though the problem of KPI identification is already known, the problem is less advanced
when comparing to the business information extraction problem. Nevertheless, the solu-
tion presented in this thesis is novel since there exists no related solution.

4. Inter-organizational Performance Analysis Framework

Challenge. The work of business performance analysis presented in this thesis covers
both, business-related information and process-related information. The KPIs applied
in the analysis tasks are derived from the information in both perspectives. Business-
related information can be extracted by using our business information extraction ap-
proach, whereas process-related information such as choreographies or process models as
well as time-related process information can be discovered by applying existing process
mining techniques. Although KPIs obtained from both types of information can reveal in-
sights on the operational performance of business transactions, the bottom-up KPI identifi-
cation approach does not directly reflect inter-organizational performance on the strategic
level. In particular, process mining is a bottom-up performance analysis approach where
event logs are mined for deriving process models. Subsequently, performance analysis is
done based on the mined models. ProM 6 [Ver+11], the most prevalent tool in process
mining, provides several plug-ins supporting analyzes based on low-level log data (e.g.,
ILP Miner [Wer+08], α-Miner [AWM04], performance analysis through process mining
[Hor07]) as well as business data (e.g., data-aware process mining [LA13]). Results from
process mining can also be applied for in-depth analysis of business processes for answer-
ing specific business-related questions. However, a drawback of bottom-up approaches is
that they usually fall short of accurately reflecting business success on the strategic level.

In contrast, top-down approaches for performance analysis exist which enable perfor-
mance evaluation on a strategic level. Top-down approaches suggest to base the per-
formance evaluation on business objectives and translate these objectives into measure-
ments. Balanced Scorecards (BSC) [KN92] are a widely applied top-down measurement
system [Eck06]. There are also several works on applying BSC in inter-organizational
contexts such as Supply Chain Management (SCM). For instance, Brewer et al. [BS00]
and Bullinger et al. discussed the interrelationship between BSC and the SCM field and
introduce approaches for supply chain performance analysis based on the BSC method.
Kleijnen et al. [KS03] and Chia et al. [CGH09] studied examples of KPIs commonly
used for measuring supply chain performance following the BSC paradigm. However,
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top-down approaches are difficult to implement since business objectives and/or strate-
gies are often too broadly defined and, hence, too ambiguous to identify appropriate KPIs.
Nevertheless, top-down and bottom-up approaches complement each other. The challenge
is how to leverage the advantages from both approaches for improving the performance
evaluation method and for lifting the evaluation from bottom-up identified KPIs to the
strategic level.

Contribution. In addressing this challenge, we developed an inter-organizational per-
formance analysis framework where top-down (i.e., BSC method) and bottom-up (i.e.,
process mining) performance analysis approaches are integrated. We suggest that the
top-down and bottom-up styles complement each other in that a bottom-up definition of
KPIs based on real data facilitates the calculation of KPIs in concrete use-cases and that
a top-down alignment of business objectives with KPIs enables the evaluation of business
performance on the strategic level.

The framework is implemented by using semantic technologies. It consists of (i) the BSC
ontology and (ii) a knowledge base describing success factors and KPIs identified from
the previous contributions (i.e., inter-organizational success factor and KPI identification).
The BSC ontology conceptually describes BSC elements such as business objectives, suc-
cess factors, and KPIs. Using the BSC ontology, KPIs can be modeled and aligned with
relevant business objectives. The predefined set of success factors and KPIs allows for the
automated suggestion of potential KPIs with regard to concrete instances of input data.
This is supported by using the influencing model of success factors and ontological rules
for inferring related KPIs. The framework and its detail have been published in [Kra+].

Since the problem of inter-organizational performance analysis already appears in the
scientific community, we position its maturity as high. However, the solution we provide
in this contribution is considerably advanced. Although there exist several top-down and
bottom-up performance analysis approaches, those approaches have their limitations. In
this work, we address these limitations by integrating both approaches in order to utilize
the advantages of both. Therefore, this contribution is located in the inspiration area where
the problem is quite mature and the related solutions are immature.

1.4 Outline of this Thesis

The presentation of this thesis is structured as illustrated in Figure 1.8. In the upcoming chapter
we provide the background on the necessary knowledge which this thesis is builds upon. The de-
tail of each challenge and contribution introduced above is presented within a dedicated chapter.
In other words, the chapters, addressing a particular challenge and contribution, provide their
related works as well as their assessments and a final summary. The related work given in each
chapter emphasizes on the studies related to a specific contribution, whereas the state-of-the-art
provided in Chapter 2 refers to the main fundamental knowledge on which this research relies
(e.g., EDI, balanced scorecard, process mining, etc.). In addition, the last contribution of this
research, i.e., inter-organizational performance analysis framework, and its demonstration are
presented separately. The framework builds upon the combination of prior contributions, hence
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Figure 1.8: The outline of the thesis

it consequently addresses the main research question. Therefore, we provide a demonstration of
the framework with two case studies as its final assessment. Furthermore, the contributions have
already been published and submitted to scientific conferences and workshops. Therefore, the
corresponding publications are pointed to where applicable.

Chapter 2. The upcoming chapter provides the theoretical background necessary for the
work presented in this thesis. This includes a solid background of B2B and how it relates to EDI.
As mentioned earlier, this work concentrates on UN/EDIFACT standards. Therefore, we provide
the background on the standards in both, theoretical and technical aspects. Furthermore, process
mining techniques and the BSC method, both used for performance analysis, are discussed. In
the course of this thesis, both approaches are integrated for enabling quantifiable performance
evaluation on a strategic level.

Chapter 3. In this chapter, we present an ontological approach for extracting business in-
formation from EDIFACT messages addressing the first research question. The content of this
chapter is based on [Kra+12a]. Section 3.3 describes the approach in detail. This includes (i) the
Meta-BI ontology used for mapping EDIFACT data to generic BI concepts by defining mappings
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with ontological rules, (ii) the BI ontology generation, and (iii) the classification of EDIFACT
data into BI concepts by reasoning on the BI ontology.

Chapter 4. As described in Figure 1.8, this chapter focuses on the identification of inter-
organizational success factors. In addressing the research question of KPI identification in an
inter-organizational context, the relevant success factors which influence the success of IORs are
investigated at first. Chapter 4 presents the results of the literature review on inter-organizational
success factors. In particular, the inter-organizational success factors as well as their influencing
relationships are identified. Moreover, the success factors and their influencing relationships
are simplified and presented as a cause and effect model presented in Section 4.4. Finally,
implications based on the findings are derived by applying network analysis methods. This
work is currently under submission [Kra13].

Chapter 5. In addition to inter-organizational success factors, inter-organizational KPIs are
identified. In this chapter, the method for identifying KPIs from EDIFACT messages is intro-
duced and elaborated on. Based on the success factors found, the identified inter-organizational
KPIs are grouped according to the corresponding success factors. The content of this chapter
has been published in [Kra+13].

Chapter 6. The final artifact of this work is the inter-organizational performance analysis
framework. The framework integrates the process mining approach and the BSC method for en-
abling bottom-up KPI definition as well as top-down alignment of KPIs and business strategies.
This enables performance evaluation on a strategic level. Hence, it provides a solution to the
third research question. The framework builds upon artifacts resulting from prior contributions
as illustrated in Figure 1.8. In particular, the business information extraction approach presented
in Chapter 3 is used for data preprocessing. The knowledge on inter-organizational success
factors and KPIs presented in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 is stored as a knowledge base for sup-
porting the performance analysis tasks performed through the framework. Moreover, semantic
technologies are employed as the underlying technologies for implementing the BSC method.
In particular, the BSC ontology is applied in the framework for modeling and aligning BSC el-
ements together with the employed BSC calculation method, which is discussed in Section 6.3.
The content described in this chapter has been published in [Kra+12b].

Chapter 7. In this chapter two case studies are presented for showing the application of the
framework introduced in Chapter 6. The aim of the case studies is to demonstrate the technical
as well as the practical feasibility of the framework. We perform an inter-organizational perfor-
mance analysis based on sample EDIFACT messages collected from EDI systems of a consumer
good manufacturing company and a beverage manufacturing company. The first case study of
the beverage manufacturing company is presented in Section 7.2. The second case study of the
consumer good manufacturing company is discussed in Section 7.3. In particular, the case stud-
ies demonstrate the framework’s utility starting from plain EDIFACT messages and ending by
delivering performance analysis results.

Chapter 8. The conclusion of this work is presented in Chapter 8. This includes a brief
summary of the work about, the developed artifacts, the contributions, as well as a discussion on
their benefits and limitations. Finally, an outlook on future works is provided.
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CHAPTER 2
Background

In this chapter, the theoretical foundations which are adopted and/or extended in this research
are discussed. Since the research focuses on deriving inter-organizational performance informa-
tion from EDI data, we provide a background on EDI including the UN/EDIFACT standard in
Section 2.1. This also includes a discussion on conceptualizing EDI data. The following sec-
tions also provide an overview on performance analysis approaches the research in this thesis
builds upon. This includes process mining, a bottom-up approach for performance analysis, and
the balanced scorecard method, representing a top-down performance analysis approach. The
background on process mining and the balanced scorecard method is provided in Section 2.3
and Section 2.2.

2.1 Electronic Data Interchange

Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) refers to a way of transmitting structured business documents
electronically [Emm90, p. 5] such as orders, invoices, and receiving advices. It is widely applied
in the B2B context [Tim01] where communication between business partners plays an important
role. The initial purpose of EDI is to replace paper-based communication between business part-
ners with electronic documents transferred between the systems of business partners [Emm90;
HF89]. The instant advantage of replacing paper-based business documents is the elimination
of processing delays and data reentry. Furthermore, unlike other types of electronic documents
such as PDF (Portable Document Format) or emails, EDI documents are structured. This makes
EDI documents machine-processable, and hence it allows the automation of data entry. Such
an automation task helps speed up business processes in the way that business information can
be retrieved and stored quickly. Therefore, processing delays caused by manual implementation
can be eliminated. Furthermore, employing EDI in an organization supports a lot of long-run im-
provements such as cost saving, improving operations, and improving customer responsiveness
[Emm90].

However, all business participants needs to agree on technical issues such as the specific data
and document format as well as on the technical environment in order to exchange their elec-
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ORDERS Message Structure 

├─UNH Message header  ×1  (M) 

├─BGM Beginning of message  ×1  (M) 

├─DTM Date/time/period  ×35  (M) 

├─PAI Payment instructions  ×1  (C) 

├─ALI Additional information  ×5  (C) 

├─IMD Item description  ×1  (C) 

├─FTX Free text  ×99  (C) 

├─Segment Group 1  ×10  (C) 

│─├─RFF Reference  ×1  (M) 

│─└─DTM Date/time/period  ×5  (C) 

├─Segment Group 2  ×99  (C) 

│─├─NAD Name and address  ×1  (M) 

│─├─LOC Place/location identification  ×25  (C) 

│─├─FII Financial institution information  ×5  (C) 

… 

├─Segment Group 25  ×20000  (C) 

│─├─LIN Line item  ×1  (M) 

│─├─PIA Additional product id  ×25  (C) 

│─├─IMD Item description  ×99  (C) 

│─├─MEA Measurements  ×5  (C) 

│─├─QTY Quantity  ×10  (C) 

│─├─PCD Percentage details  ×5  (C) 

│─├─ALI Additional information  ×5  (C) 

│─├─DTM Date/time/period  ×35  (C) 

│─├─MOA Monetary amount  ×10  (C) 

│─├─GIN Goods identity number  ×1000  (C) 

│─├─GIR Related identification numbers  ×1000  (C) 

│─├─QVR Quantity variances  ×1  (C) 

│─├─DOC Document/message details  ×5  (C) 

│─├─PAI Payment instructions  ×1  (C) 

│─├─FTX Free text  ×99  (C) 

│─├─Segment Group 26  ×999  (C) 

│─│─├─CCI Characteristic/class id  ×1  (M) 

│─│─├─CAV Characteristic value  ×10  (C) 

│─│─└─MEA Measurements  ×10  (C) 

… 

│─├─Segment Group 30  ×10  (C) 

│─│─├─PAC Package  ×1  (M) 

│─│─├─MEA Measurements  ×5  (C) 

│─│─├─QTY Quantity  ×5  (C) 

│─│─├─DTM Date/time/period  ×5  (C) 

│─│─├─Segment Group 31  ×1  (C) 

│─│─│─├─RFF Reference  ×1  (M) 

│─│─│─└─DTM Date/time/period  ×5  (C) 

… 

Position DTM Segment (Date/time/period) 

010 C507 DATE/TIME/PERIOD 

2005 Date/time/period qualifier 

2380 Date/time/period 

2379 Date/time/period format qualifier 

Position BGM Segment (Beginning of message) 

010 C002 DOCUMENT/MESSAGE NAME 

1001 Document/message name, coded 

1131 Code list qualifier 

3055 Code list responsible agency, coded 

1000 Document/message name 

020 1004 Document/message number 

030 1225 Message function, coded 

040 4343 Response type, coded 

Example: BGM+220+0123456789+9+AC' 

Example: DTM+137:20120101:102' 

1001 

Document/message 

name, coded 

220 Order 

380 Commercial invoice 

640 Delivery order 

… 

1001 Document/message name, coded 

2 Delivery date/time, requested 

3 Invoice date/time 

4 Order date/time 

137 Document/message date/time 

… 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Figure 2.1: An order (ORDERS) message structure (excerpt)

tronic documents [HF89]. The agreement is originally only among a specific business network,
but due to the widespread use of EDI in today’s business common agreement is required. In
particular, EDI is currently widely applied since business collaboration becomes important for
companies’ competitiveness, and hence EDI is required for supporting information exchange
for successful collaboration. In order to foster the widespread use of EDI, several EDI standards
(e.g., ANSI X12, UN/EDIFACT, etc.) have been developed. EDI standards define the structure
as well as the semantics of electronic documents. In other words, these standards are used as
common agreements on the format and the structure of business documents that are exchanged
among business partners. In the following, we present the foundation of the UN/EDIFACT
standard since the implementation of this research is based on it. The reason is that the UN/EDI-
FACT standard is still playing a dominant role in inter-organizational business scenarios [Ber94;
VGS07] due to its long establishment [Nur08; Son11].
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2.1.1 UN/EDIFACT Standard

The United Nations Electronic Data Interchange for Administration, Commerce and Transport
(UN/EDIFACT) is an international EDI standard developed and published by the United Nations
Economic Commission for Europe1. It comprises of a set of syntax rules describing how to
structure data. In particular, pieces of data are formed as data elements. The UN/EDIFACT
standard defines a specific structure for different message types (e.g., order message, invoice
message, etc.).

Figure 2.1 shows an example of an order message structure (ORDERS)2. The order message
consists of a sequence of segments and/or segment groups (cf. Fig. 2.1, Mark 1 and 2 respec-
tively). For each segment or segment group the maximum number of occurrences and whether
the segment group is mandatory or optional, is indicated by the letters M and C accordingly. A
segment consists of data elements and/or composite data elements consisting of multiple data
elements. For example, the BGM (Beginning of message) segment (cf. Fig. 2.1, Mark 3) is com-
prised of a composite data element C002 DOCUMENT/MESSAGE NAME and three additional
data elements including: 1004 Document/message number, 1225 Message function, coded, and
4343 Response type, coded. The composite date element C002 DOCUMENT/MESSAGE NAME
includes the data elements 1001 Document/message name, coded, 1131 Code list qualifier, and
3055 Code list responsible agency, coded. Some data elements are coded which means that their
data is represented through codes. For these coded values the EDIFACT standard provides code
lists specifying their semantics. For example, the data element 1001 Document/message name,
coded (cf. Fig. 2.1, Mark 4) can have any value from a specific code list. In order to interpret
these coded data elements, the value must be resolved using the corresponding code list. Further-
more, some data elements or segments have qualifiers which are coded as well. A qualifier data
element provides specific meaning to its qualified data elements or segments. For example, the
segment DTM (Date/time/period) consists of a composite data element C504 DATE/TIME/PE-
RIOD (cf. Fig. 2.1, Mark 5) which includes the data element 2005 Date/time/period qualifier,
the data element 2380 Date/time/period, and the data element 2379 Date/time/period format
qualifier. The data element 2380 Date/time/period is the data element qualified by the 2005
Date/time/period qualifier and the 2379 Date/time/period format qualifier. The data element
2005 Date/time/period qualifier indicates the exact meaning of date/time data depending on the
used value listed in its code list, such as requested delivery date/time, and order date/time (cf.
Fig. 2.1, Mark 6). In addition, the data element 2379 Date/time/period format qualifier specifies
date/time format (e.g., “CCYYMMDD” (Calendar date: C = Century ; Y = Year ; M = Month ;
D = Day.), “DDMMYY”, etc.). In the syntax of the UN/EDIFACT standard, the plus sign (+) is
used as a separator between positions of (composite) data elements and the colon (:) is used as
a separator between data elements inside composite data element. The apostrophe (’) is used at
the end of a segment.

Figure 2.1, Mark 7 shows an example of the BGM segment: BGM+220+0123456789+9+AC’.
Separated by the plus sign, the first part indicates segment type. In the example, it is BGM which
indicates that this is the beginning of a message segment. The next position is the position of the

1http://www.unece.org/cefact/edifact/welcome.html (visited March 01, 2014)
2The structure described in Fig. 2.1 is from the UN/EDIFACT standard version D96A which is obtained under:

http://www.stylusstudio.com/edifact/D96A/ORDERS.htm (visited March 01, 2014).
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Order No. 0123456789 

EDIFACT Message Content Translated Message Content 

UNH+000000001+ORDERS:D: 96A:UN:EAN008' This is an ORDERS message type  in the version of 96A with message reference number 000000001. 

BGM+220+0123456789+9+AC' This is an order having a number 0123456789. 

DTM+137:20140101:102' The message/document date/time is 20140101 (in a CCYYMMDD format). 

DTM+2:20140115:102' The requested delivery date/time is 20140115 (in a CCYYMMDD format). 

NAD+BY+1111111::9+BUYERCOMPANY' The participant in this message is a buyer named BUYERCOMPANY with the identification of 1111111. 

NAD+SU+2222222::9+SUPPLIERCOMPANY' The participant in this message is a supplier named SUPPLIERCOMPANY with the identification of 2222222. 

LIN+1' Line item 1 

PIA+5+0000001234:IS' Product identification is 0000001234 which is a type of ISSN number. 

QTY+21:100' Order quantity is 100 units. 

LIN+2' Line item 2 

PIA+5+0000009876:IS' Product identification is 0000009876 which is a type of ISSN number. 

QTY+21:50' Order quantity is 50 units. 

UNS+S' The following is a summary section. 

CNT+2:2' Number of total line items in this message is 2 line items. 

CNT+1:150' Number of total quantity values in line items in this message is 150 units. 

UNT+16+000000001' Number of total segments in this message is 16 segments and the message reference number is 000000001. 

Figure 2.2: An example of EDIFACT order message

composite data element C002 DOCUMENT/MESSAGE NAME. In this position there is only one
value which is “220”. In this case, the value “220” belongs to the data element 1001 Documen-
t/message name, coded. By consulting its available code list of this data element, the value “220”
refers to Order message (cf. Fig. 2.1, Mark 4). In this example, the remaining data elements
(i.e., 1131 Code list qualifier, and 3055 Code list responsible agency, coded) are not used. Next
position is the data element 1004 Document/message number, therefore the value “0123456789”
refers to the identification number of this order. In the position of the 1225 Message function,
coded, the value “9” refers to Original which means this order message is the initial message of
a given transaction.

Figure 2.1, Mark 8 shows another example of the DTM segment: DTM+137:20120101:102’.
DTM indicates the date/time segment. As mentioned earlier, the DTM segment is composed of
a composite data element C504 DATE/TIME/PERIOD. In this example, “137:20120101:102”
is the value that belongs to this composite data element. Separated by the colon, the first
value “137” refers to document/message date/time (cf. Fig. 2.1, Mark 6). The second value
“20120101” refers to date/time value. The last value “102” refers to date/time format of “CCYY-
MMDD”. As explained earlier, the data element 2380 Date/time/period is qualified by the 2005
Date/time/period qualifier and the 2379 Date/time/period format qualifier. Therefore, date/time
data provided in this example can be interpreted that this document/message is issued on 1st of
January, 2012. An extended example of an order message according to the EDIFACT standard
as well as an interpretation of the message is provided in Figure 2.2.

2.1.2 Conceptualizing EDI Data

As described earlier, EDI data is structured and typically represented as coded data for enabling
automated data processing. However, in order to allow the use of data for analysis tasks it is
necessary that business information contained in EDI messages must be identified and extracted.
Since EDI data is designed to be machine processable, it is difficult for humans to understand
and interpret EDI messages directly. Recently, works on conceptualizing EDI messages have
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been developed for interpreting and representing EDI data on a conceptual level. The purpose of
conceptualizing EDI data is to interpret and present EDI messages (i) in a way that humans can
understand, as well as to (ii) maintain the structure of EDI data to automate machine processing.
In the following, we provide the background on conceptualizing EDI messages as well as discuss
its benefits and limitations.

Traditionally, EDI systems interpret EDI data by using hard-coded interpretation logic or
mapping techniques [BHM07; DW09]. Those techniques require the knowledge of EDI struc-
tures and the available codes for generating mappings between EDI data and business informa-
tion accurately. In the current state-of-the-art, there exist approaches for conceptualizing EDI
data for representing the data at a conceptual level. In other words, these approaches aim at se-
mantically abstracting EDI data as generic business information which is human-understandable.
Approaches to conceptualize EDI standards include the works conducted as part of the Tripcom
project3 [FB05; FB06]. The Tripcom project provides an ontological infrastructure for busi-
ness processes and business data. The purpose of the provided infrastructure is to enable B2B
business process integration necessary due to the heterogeneity in the different EDI formats. An
approach for ontologizing EDI applied in the Tripcom project is presented in [FB05; FB06]. The
approach is based on manually defined semantic templates serving as a basis for deriving syntax
and semantics from EDI standard specifications [Eng+12b]. In particular, the Tripcom project
utilizes the approach for ontologizing UN/EDIFACT standards in both, syntax and semantics,
as a basis for B2B processes integration in Web Services environments. Regarding syntax, Trip-
com conceptualizes data elements and data segments specified in the UN/EDIFACT standard. In
terms of semantics Tripcom focuses on conceptualizing message type structure. Moreover, the
purpose of the ontological infrastructure of the Tripcom project is to support the communication
for web services for integrating B2B processes. Technically, the ontologies are realized by using
the Web Service Modeling Language (WSML)4.

In addition to the Tripcom project, EDI ontologies have been developed in the course of
the EDImine project with the aim of ontologizing EDI standards for different purposes, such as
identifying redundant business information or business performance analysis. From a technical
perspective, unlike the Tripcom project, the approach for ontologizing EDI presented in the ED-
Imine project builds upon the Web Ontology Language (OWL)5 [Eng+12b]. An overview of an
approach for ontologizing EDIFACT as well as EDIFACT ontologies are depicted in Figure 2.3.
EDIFACT ontologies consist of (i) the EDIFACT Standards Ontology (cf. Fig. 2.3, Mark 1),
(ii) the EDIFACT Message Ontology (cf. Fig. 2.3, Mark 2), (iii) the EDIFACT Message Types
Knowledge Base (cf. Fig. 2.3, Mark 3), and (iv) the EDIFACT Messages Knowledge Base (cf.
Fig. 2.3, Mark 4). The EDIFACT Standards Ontology and the Message Ontology are manually
designed. The EDIFACT Message Types and the Messages Knowledge Bases (KB) are auto-
matically generated by storing EDIFACT messages and their contained data elements according
to the aforementioned standard and message ontologies.

The EDIFACT Standards Ontology conceptualizes the meta-structure of UN/EDIFACT
standards. It describes core concepts that individual EDIFACT standards are built upon includ-

3http://tripcom.org/ontologies (visited March 01, 2014)
4http://www.w3.org/Submission/WSML/ (visited March 01, 2014)
5http://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-overview/ (visited March 01, 2014)
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Figure 2.3: Overview of the approach for ontologizing EDIFACT [Eng+12b]

ing message type (MessageType), segment groups (SegmentGroup), segment (Segment),
data fields (Field) which refers to composite data elements or data elements contained in a
segment, components of fields (Component) which refers to data elements contained in a com-
posite data element. Moreover, the concepts in EDIFACT standards also include code lists
(CodeList) and their available codes (Code). These concepts are organized as a hierarchi-
cal structure defined in the standards. In the ontology they are connected by object properties
such as hasSegmentGroup, hasSegment, hasField, etc. as described in Figure 2.4, Mark
1. Furthermore, the ontology is also designed to deal with qualification relationships. As de-
scribed earlier, segments and data elements may be qualified for specifying their exact mean-
ing. The qualification relationships can be classified into: semantic qualification and format
qualification as previously described in the example of the DTM (Date/time/period) segment
(cf. Fig. 2.1, Mark 5). These qualification relationships are represented by object proper-
ties qualifies which are further classified into: the qualifies_semantics_of and the
qualifies_format_of property.

The EDIFACT Message Ontology describes the concepts used for the composition of an
individual EDIFACT message. These concepts include messages (Message), segment group
instances (SegmentGroupInstance), segment instances (SegmentInstance) and concrete
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Figure 2.4: EDIFACT Standards Ontology and EDIFACT Message Ontology [Eng+12b]

values (Value). Values are divided into: raw values (RawValue), resolved values (Resolved-
Value), and interpretations (Interpretation). Raw values represent values contained in ED-
IFACT messages without considering additional qualifiers and codes. Resolved values represent
the values resolved from coded value, whereas interpretations represent the values interpreted
from qualified values by considering qualification relationships. Segment group instances, seg-
ment instances, and values are connected to the structure specifications defined in the EDIFACT
Standards Ontology by the object property hasSegmentPath and hasFieldPath as illus-
trated in Figure 2.4, Mark 2.

The Message Type Knowledge Base defines concrete specifications of individual EDI-
FACT message types as individuals of the concepts in the EDIFACT Standards Ontology (cf.
Fig. 2.4, Mark 1). By parsing message type definitions from the official UN/EDIFACT direc-
tories, these individuals of class MessageType and its contained segment groups, segments,
fields, and components are instantiated as individuals of their corresponding concepts automat-
ically. Figure 2.5, Mark 1 shows an example of a message type RECADV (Receiving advice)
along with its contained DTM segment. In the example, RECADV is instantiated as an individual
of the concept MessageType. The RECADV has Date_time_period (i.e., the segment DTM)
segment which consists of the field DATE_TIME_PERIOD (i.e., the composite data element C504
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Figure 2.5: Sample knowledge base (excerpt) [Eng+12b]

DATE/TIME/PERIOD) composed of three components: Date_time_period_qualifier,
Date_time_period, and Date_time_period_format_qualifier. Furthermore, it also
describes the qualification relationships between components, fields, or segments through ob-
ject properties: qualifies_semantics_of and qualifies_format_of as defined in the
EDIFACT Standards Ontology.

The Message Knowledge Base stores concrete EDIFACT messages and their contained
values. Each concrete EDIFACT message is instantiated as an individual under the concept
Message described in the EDIFACT Message Ontology (cf. Fig. 2.4, Mark 2). All values con-
tained in the message are parsed and stored as individuals of the concept Value. In addition,
coded values are resolved and stored as type ResovedValue. Similarly, qualified values are
interpreted and stored as the type Interpretation by considering the qualification relation-
ships specified in the Message Type KB (cf. Fig. 2.5, Mark 1). Figure 2.5, Mark 2 illustrates a
sample message knowledge base. The example shows a RECADV message represented as an in-
dividual message1 of the Message concept. message1 connects to RECADV message type by
hasMesageType property. The message1 contains segment instance dtm_1 which is of type
Date_time_period segment. The segment instance dtm_1 contains three raw values which
are the values of the following components: rawValue1 (i.e., Date_time_period_quali-
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fier having value “137”), rawValue2 (i.e., Date_time_period having value “20110712”),
and rawValue3 (i.e., Date_time_period_format_qualifier having value “CCYYM-
MDD”). Date_time_period_qualifier and Date_time_period_format_qualifier

are coded values after resolving their concrete value by consulting the associated code list (cf.
Fig. 2.5, Mark 1) their values are stored as resolvedValue1 and resolvedValue2 respec-
tively. Furthermore, according to the Message Type KB (cf. Fig. 2.5, Mark 1) there are qual-
ification relationships between the components in Date_time_period segment. Therefore,
the qualified date/time value (i.e., rawValue2) is interpreted and stored as interpretation1
with the attached meaning and format information.

The approach for ontologizing EDI makes the implicit semantic relationships between data
elements in EDIFACT formats explicit. By modeling these relationships explicitly, it enables
an accurate automatic interpretation of business data contained in EDIFACT messages. The
research presented in this thesis builds upon these EDIFACT ontologies. In particular, EDIFACT
ontologies are extended with the Business Information (BI) ontology where data elements are
classified into generic business information concepts. This serves as a data infrastructure for
supporting performance analysis tasks. The detailed discussion of the approach for generating
BI ontology is provided in Chapter 3.

2.1.3 Benefits and Limitations of Conceptualizing EDI Data

The purpose of conceptualizing EDI is to represent EDI data on a conceptual level as well as
to maintain its structure for further automated processing tasks. In other words, the benefits
of conceptualizing EDI data are twofold. Firstly, EDI data is semantically interpreted and pre-
sented through human-understandable concepts. In the approach introduced in the Tripcom
project [FB05; FB06], EDI data elements, codes and qualifiers are mapped to terms and rela-
tions that describe their meaning. Similarly, the approach for ontologizing EDI data developed
in the course of the EDImine project also provides means for interpreting and storing EDI data
as well as additional information about relationships between data elements [Eng+12b]. Sec-
ondly, EDI data can be organized and structured in an ontology which allows automated data
processing. For example, EDI ontologies, developed from both the Tripcom project and the ED-
Imine project, also describe data structures based on EDI standards (e.g., structure of message
types, segments, composite data elements, etc.). Since EDI data is still structured in ontologies,
it remains machine processable and in turn enables further automation.

Nevertheless, semantic templates, such as concepts and relations, provided in the EDI on-
tologies of Tripcom are manually defined [Eng+12b]. Although the approach in the EDImine
project for ontologizing EDI data can automatically generate EDI ontologies, the interpretation
of EDI data is still limited for coded and qualified data elements. In particular, the approach can
automatically interpret coded and qualified data. However, the interpretation as generic terms or
specific domain concepts is not yet considered. To address this shortcoming, we introduce the
business information extraction approach (cf. Chapter 3) that extends the EDI ontologies with a
BI ontology that contains generic business information concepts and their mapping to concrete
EDI data.
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Figure 2.6: Balanced scorecard method (definitions of vision, strategy and business objective
are from [Dav99, pp. 43,13])

2.2 Balanced Scorecard

The concept of Balanced Scorecard (BSC) has been introduced by Kaplan and Nortan in [KN92].
Originally, it has been designed as a method for analyzing and monitoring an organizations’ per-
formance by aligning business goals with measurements. This includes sets of measures, or
so-called Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), reflecting financial performance as well as a com-
plementary set of operational measures that further drive financial measures. These operational
measures are grounded on customer satisfaction, internal processes, and organizations’ innova-
tion and improvement capabilities. This yields a balanced presentation of both, financial and
non-financial measures. Thereby, organizations’ managers are provided with the information in
many aspects of business performance supporting their business decisions.

2.2.1 Background and Foundations

As depicted in Figure 2.6, the BSC method is a top-down approach for performance monitoring
and analysis. The method starts considering from the level of an organization’s vision/strategy
to the lowest level of operations [Eck06]. The implementation of BSC includes the steps from
designing a scorecard until learning and adapting the result for appropriately adjusting business
strategies [KN04; Eck06]. In particular, it begins with the step of designing a scorecard which
links measurements to strategies. This involves the activities such as translating business strate-
gies into operational objectives and assigning appropriate measures for each objective. In the
original BSC method, an organization’s strategies and the corresponding assigned measurements
are divided into four main perspectives:
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1. Financial Perspective. The financial perspective focuses on financial performance. It
contains measures related to the indicators of the financial status such as profitability,
income, revenue growth, etc. The measurement of this perspective intends to indicate
whether organizations achieve their bottom-line result. Thus, most of the measures ap-
plied in this perspective are lagging indicators which are used to indicate output of past
activities.

2. Customer Perspective. This perspective includes measures that reflect factors that matter
to customers. Its objective is to reflect an organization’s performance from the eye of their
customers. The examples of relevant measures are percent of sales, ranking of organi-
zations, number of orders, etc. Moreover, it also includes measures about the quality of
products/services since they have an influence on customer satisfaction.

3. Process Perspective. The measurement of the process perspectives concentrates on inter-
nal processes including product development, manufacturing process, delivery and service
process. It covers any activities and processes which are required to meet customers’ ex-
pectation. The measures should be derived from business processes which have an impact
to customers’ satisfaction such as on-time deliveries, inventory turnover, number of de-
fects, response time, etc.

4. Learning and Growth Perspective. The measurement of this perspective focuses on
internal resources which are crucial for driving the other three perspectives such as em-
ployees and technologies. Since the ability to learn, innovate, and improve are impor-
tant factors for an organization’s competitiveness. Organizations having employees with
those skills and supporting technologies are able to improve their processes/products, and
launch new innovations. This may result in continuous improvement and growth of orga-
nizations. Therefore, it is important to monitor and analyze the performance related to this
perspective. The example of relevant measures includes employee turn-over rate, training
hours, number of new products, etc.

The scorecard is used for monitoring and analyzing organizations’ business performance.
The insights obtained from an analysis are further incorporated in future business planning for
improving an organization’s operations and strategies.

2.2.2 Balanced Scorecard in an Inter-organizational Context

Although the initial application of the BSC method was the performance analysis and strate-
gic management within an organization, some studies about the applications of BSC in inter-
organizational context have been developed. Most of those studies focus on employing the
BSC method for supply chain performance analysis. For instance, Bullinger et al. [BKV02]
proposed a measurement method for supply chain analysis based on the BSC. Bhagwat and
Sharmar [BS07] developed the BSC method for supply chain management called balanced Sup-
ply Chain Management (SCM) scorecard. They conducted a review on performance metrics in
the SCM domain and divided those metrics into four main perspectives of BSC forming a bal-
anced SCM scorecard. Similarly, Kleijnen and Smits [KS03] and Chia et al. [CGH09] studied
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examples of KPIs commonly used for measuring supply chain performance following the BSC
paradigm. In addition, Brewer and Speh [BS00] discussed the interrelationship between BSC
and the SCM field and introduced approaches for supply chain performance analysis. Particu-
larly, they presented the modified version of BSC for SCM performance framework. Four main
perspectives of SCM performance have been developed which relate to the goals of SCM to cus-
tomer satisfaction, firm financial performance, and the potential for an organization’s learning
and growth. Their proposed framework offers several benefits. The most important advantages
are that it provides a “balanced” management approach for supply chain partners, and it helps
managers focusing on achieving goals beyond performance measures within their organizations.

2.2.3 Benefits and Limitations of Balanced Scorecard Method

The BSC method enables performance monitoring and analyzing against business strategies
across different perspectives. Monitoring performance in different perspectives provides a com-
plete and comprehensive view of performance information. In particular, by monitoring finan-
cial measures managers can evaluate business success from the outcomes of their interested
measures. In addition to financial measures, the BSC also provides managers an information
of non-financial measures in different perspectives (i.e., customer, internal process, leaning and
growth) that drive the success of financial outcomes. Thereby, managers can have a quick un-
derstanding of the relationships between outcomes and operational performance as well as can
identify shortcomings for future improvements.

Furthermore, the alignment of measures and business strategies enables organizations to
evaluate performance on a strategic level [KN04; KN96]. Organizations are not only able to
assess the success of their strategies, but are also able to manage their strategies and make busi-
ness decisions effectively based on the insights derived from the result of the BSC analysis.
The presentation of BSC is like a cockpit where several sources of information are visualized
simultaneously for supporting management and decision making. Due to the aforementioned ad-
vantages the BSC method is being widely applied. The BSC is not only applied as a performance
analysis method, but it is also applied as a strategic management tool for organizations [Eck06;
JBT07] in both, intra- and inter-organizational context.

However, the BSC method does not suggest how to identify measures or KPIs for mea-
suring an organization’s strategies. This makes the BSC method difficult to implement since
business strategies are usually too wide and sometimes too ambiguous to identify appropriate
KPIs reflecting those strategies. Regarding this difficulty, the BSC method best practices sug-
gest aligning business strategies with KPIs based on critical success factors [KN04]. In other
words, success factors are used for reflecting an organization’s strategies. For example, Fig-
ure 2.7 shows a simplified example for applying the BSC method utilizing success factors. In
the first column of Figure 2.7, the four different perspectives of the BSC method are shown. The
subsequent three columns show business objectives, critical success factors, as well as KPIs.
The KPIs are used for measuring success factors, which in turn are used for measuring business
objectives. Considering KPIs from success factors is easier than considering KPIs from busi-
ness objectives, since success factors focus on particular aspects which are more precise than
business objectives.
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Figure 2.7: Example of balanced scorecard having the alignment between business objectives
and KPIs through success factors

For example, in Figure 2.7, the customer perspective is comprised of the business objective
“Provide Best Services”. This business objective is linked to the success factors “Product/Ser-
vice Quality” and “Satisfaction”. The success factor “Product/Service Quality” focuses on the
quality of products and services. Therefore, the KPIs concentrate on measuring product/service
quality such as the number of failures or delays. The KPIs reflecting the success factor “Satisfac-
tion” are derived in a similar manner. The other perspectives are measured similarly by defining
proper business objectives, critical success factors, as well as KPIs.

2.3 Process Mining

Process mining is considered as a relatively young research area which aims at discovering, mon-
itoring and improving real processes (derived from reality, not from ideal process models that are
predefined) by extracting knowledge from event logs [Aal11]. Process mining lies between the
two research areas of (i) data mining and machine learning, as well as (ii) process modeling and
analysis. In particular, it extends the scope of data mining and machine learning for discovering
knowledge from event logs in process perspectives (e.g., discovering process model from event
log) which in turn fosters or/and enhances process modeling and analysis. In the following, we
provide the foundations of process mining as well as the necessary background that this thesis
builds upon.
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Figure 2.8: Process mining concept [AW04; Aal11]

2.3.1 Background and Foundations

The main idea of process mining is to investigate and derive process-related knowledge from
low-level event logs of (business) process activities. Figure 2.8 illustrates underlying concepts
of process mining. In particular, process mining is divided into three types: discovery, confor-
mance, and enhancement (cf. Fig. 2.8, Mark 1). The objective of discovery is to derive process
models from event logs without a-priori information [Aal11]. Event logs are an important in-
gredient for process mining. The process discovery takes event logs as input and derives the
corresponding process model by investigating and analyzing event sequences within the log.
Figure 2.8 illustrates an example of a log containing five cases (cf. Fig. 2.8, Mark 2) ordered
by timestamps. In Figure 2.8, Mark 3 the log is represented in a case-based perspective. In
the case-based representation, events are grouped according to a case identifier which results in
traces, or process instances. The log shows that each process has been executed in a different
sequence resulting in different cases. In the first case, task A and C are executed, while the next
two cases (2 and 3) task B has been executed in between. In the last two cases (4 and 5), task D
and E are executed instead of C. Based on the example, applying process mining techniques can
discover a process model such as the model shown in Figure 2.8, Mark 4. Several algorithms
have been developed for process model discovery including: α-algorithm [AWM04], genetic
algorithm [AAW05], and heuristic algorithm [WAA06].

In addition to discovery, process mining for conformance checking focuses on comparing an
existing process model with event logs of the same process to check if data in the log conforms to
the model and vice versa. In other words, it measures the alignment between event logs and pro-
cess models [RA08; Aal+08]. Conformance analysis helps to detect, locate, identify, and explain
the deviation of unexpected process executions against a desired model. For instance, one of the
applications of conformance analysis is to detect security violations as presented in [AA05].
Furthermore, Log replay is one of the conformance checking techniques that has be introduced
recently [AAD12]. The idea is to replay event logs on top of process models. By replaying a
log, discrepancies between the log and the model can be detected and quantified [Aal11].
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Figure 2.9: Process mining framework [Aal11, p. 242]

While conformance checking aims at verifying the alignment between a log and a model,
enhancement aims at extending or improving an existing process model. Similarly, the enhance-
ment is based on event logs and process models [Aal11]. Burattin et al. introduced an approach
for discovering organizational roles [BSV13]. Their approach enhances a process model by
means of extending the model with the information of organizational roles associated with ac-
tivities. To extend (e.g., by adding new perspective to a model), repair, or modify a model, it can
also be considered as one type of enhancement.

Figure 2.9 shows the process mining framework. In detail, the main input for process mining
are event logs, which can be obtained from information systems. Event logs can be divided
into “pre mortem” and “post mortem” logs (cf. Fig. 2.9, Mark 1). “Pre mortem” logs contain
current cases that are still in progress and not yet finished, whereas “post mortem” logs contain
past cases or historic data of cases that are already completed. Furthermore, models are also
classified into two different types according to their purpose. These are “de jure models” and
“de facto models” (cf. Fig. 2.9, Mark 2). The purpose of the former type is to specify how things
are done. In contrast, the latter focuses on capturing reality.
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The aforementioned types of process mining techniques can be applied on event logs for
several activities such as discovering process models, detecting problems, deriving predictions,
etc. These activities can be classified into three groups: cartography, auditing, and navigation.
Activities in the group of cartography (cf. Fig. 2.9, Mark 3) concentrate on process models that
are abstracted from reality (i.e., “de facto models”). Such activities include discovery, enhance-
ment, and diagnosis. In addition, the auditing group (cf. Fig. 2.9, Mark 4) refers to activities
that aim at checking whether the process execution in reality follows requirements, rules, restric-
tions, and other things defined by the “world” (e.g., managers, organizations, etc.). This type of
activity typically uses both, “de jure models” and “de facto models” for comparing things that
are expected to be done against reality. In contrast to the other two, the purpose of navigation
(cf. Fig. 2.9, Mark 5) is to look into the future. Therefore, activities in this group tend to use the
information from current data in order to predict the future of running cases or to recommend
further actions.

2.3.2 Benefits and Limitations of Performance Analysis with Process Mining

In the area of performance analysis, process mining also plays an important role for model-based
performance analysis. In particular, it introduces techniques that allow deriving models from re-
ality following a bottom-up approach. These models may then be compared, monitored, and
analyzed against the planned models. Consequently, the better models reflect reality, the more
sense these kinds of analyzes make sense [Aal11]. Therefore, process mining aims at elimi-
nating a lack of alignment between hand-made models and reality [Aal11, p. 57] by providing
connections between models and event data directly coming from actual process execution.

The performance analysis through process mining centers around the process perspective.
Currently, the KPIs focused in process mining are mostly concerned with time aspects such as
throughput times of processes, waiting times, service times, synchronization times, etc. [AAD12;
Hor07]. Moreover, other additional information (e.g., organizational roles or costs) can be taken
into account as well. For example, models can be extended by organizational roles discovered
from event logs through process mining techniques [Aal+12]. In addition, recent studies of pro-
cess mining provide data-aware process mining techniques for enhancing models by discovering
decision points based on business information [LA13]. Those enhanced models can be used for
supporting performance analysis tasks. Nevertheless, best to our knowledge, currently the focus
of KPIs in process mining are still centered around the time aspect. Furthermore, the connection
between KPIs and business strategies for allowing performance analysis at strategic level is not
yet considered.
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CHAPTER 3
Business Information Extraction: An

Ontological Approach

As introduced in Chapter 1, the ultimate research goal of this thesis is the evaluation of IORs
based on EDI messages by means of inter-organizational performance analysis. Analysis tasks
are usually performed by management people who aim at optimizing an organization’s perfor-
mance and its profit. Management people are typically aware of the information needed for an-
alyzing IORs. For extracting business information from EDI messages, in-depth knowledge on
EDI message structures is required. However, it is not always the case that management people
are aware of the technical knowledge required for understanding EDI messages and extracting
information from the same. Therefore, for management people, extracting business information
from raw EDI messages becomes a complex, ambiguous, and error-prone task.

To close this gap, this chapter presents an ontology-based approach for extracting business
information from EDI messages [Kra+12b]. The main idea of the approach is to link EDI data
to business information concepts (cf. Fig. 1.6). In this thesis, we distinguish information into:
business information and process information. Business information focuses on the content of
business documents exchanged among business partners. In particular, we refer to business
information as a certain kind of information that is required to be communicated for execut-
ing business transactions such as ordered quantities, order identification, delivery date, etc. In
addition, process information focuses on processes of transactions which can reflect process
efficiency. Process information includes process duration, activity timestamps, process model,
etc. As mentioned earlier, our presented approach aims at extracting only business information
from the content contained in EDI messages. The implementation of the approach focuses on
UN/EDIFACT standards since, as mentioned earlier, they are currently still widely applied in
B2B business scenarios [Ber94; VGS07]. In particular, the business information extraction ap-
proach presented in this chapter is one of our contributed artifacts addressing the first research
question of extracting business information from EDIFACT messages (cf. Chapter 1.1.3). Hav-
ing the extracted business information at hand supports management people in the evaluation of
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ORDERS Message Structure 

├─UNH Message header  ×1  (M) 

├─BGM Beginning of message  ×1  (M) 

├─DTM Date/time/period  ×35  (M) 

├─PAI Payment instructions  ×1  (C) 

├─ALI Additional information  ×5  (C) 

├─IMD Item description  ×1  (C) 

├─FTX Free text  ×99  (C) 

├─Segment Group 1  ×10  (C) 

│─├─RFF Reference  ×1  (M) 

│─└─DTM Date/time/period  ×5  (C) 

├─Segment Group 2  ×99  (C) 

│─├─NAD Name and address  ×1  (M) 

│─├─LOC Place/location identification  ×25  (C) 

│─├─FII Financial institution information  ×5  (C) 

… 

├─Segment Group 25  ×20000  (C) 

│─├─LIN Line item  ×1  (M) 

│─├─PIA Additional product id  ×25  (C) 

│─├─IMD Item description  ×99  (C) 

│─├─MEA Measurements  ×5  (C) 

│─├─QTY Quantity  ×10  (C) 

│─├─PCD Percentage details  ×5  (C) 

│─├─ALI Additional information  ×5  (C) 

│─├─DTM Date/time/period  ×35  (C) 

│─├─MOA Monetary amount  ×10  (C) 

DTM Segment (Date/time/period) 

C507 DATE/TIME/PERIOD 

2005 Date/time/period qualifier 

2380 Date/time/period 

2379 Date/time/period format qualifier 

Example: DTM+137:20120101:102' 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Figure 3.1: Excerpt of the purchase order EDIFACT message type (ORDERS) of D96A version

IORs. In the larger context of the framework presented in this thesis (cf. Chapter 6), the business
information extraction approach is applied for semantic preprocessing of the raw EDI data.

3.1 Motivation

In the following, the ambiguous task of extracting information from EDIFACT messages, due to
the complex structure of EDIFACT message types, is introduced and accompanied through an
excerpt from the EDIFACT message type Purchase order (ORDERS) (cf. Fig. 3.1). Let’s con-
sider retrieving date/time information from the ORDERS message type. In particular, the date/-
time information is located in the DTM segment at the beginning of the message (cf. Fig. 3.1,
Mark 1). According to the EDIFACT standard, the DTM segment contains a date/time qualifier,
a date/time value, and a date/time format (cf. Fig. 3.1, Mark 2). In other words, the date/time
value is located at the second position of the DTM segment. Corresponding to the example il-
lustrated in Figure 3.1, Mark 3, the actual date/time information of the message is “20120101”.
Furthermore, as defined in the standard, the DTM segment also contains a qualifier having ad-
ditional semantic meaning which is typically encoded through code lists. For interpreting such
qualifiers, the corresponding code lists defined in the standard need to be interpreted. In the
example shown in Figure 3.1, Mark 3, the qualifier “137” defines that the date/time segment
represents the date/time information of the actual message. As illustrated in Figure 3.1, Mark
4, another DTM segment is located within segment group 25. However, due to the location of
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the segment within the message, the date/time information has a different semantic meaning.
Consulting the EDIFACT standard reveals that the DTM segment within segment group 25 rep-
resents date/time information related to a specific product. This shows that the position of a
segment is also relevant for the semantically correct interpretation of EDIFACT data. To sum-
marize, the example demonstrates that for the correct interpretation of business information in
EDIFACT messages requires in-depth knowledge of the EDIFACT standard.

For these reasons, we provide a business information extraction approach for EDIFACT mes-
sages which (i) is based on ontologies, (ii) provides business information (BI) concepts which
in turn (iii) facilitates retrieving business information from EDIFACT messages. The idea is to
generate BI concepts on top of EDIFACT data. In particular, we extend EDIFACT ontologies
introduced by Engel et al. [Eng+12b] (cf. Chapter 2, Section 2.1.2) with BI concepts which
can be used for classifying EDIFACT data. In other words, in our approach concrete EDIFACT
data is derived in a bottom-up approach by utilizing ontologies. The extracted EDIFACT data is
linked to BI concepts defined by domain experts in a top-down manner.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 provides an overview
on related work. The business information extraction approach is described in Section 3.3.
Section 3.4 provides a discussion on the advantages of the approach. Finally, the summary of
this chapter is given in Section 3.5.

3.2 Related Work

EDIFACT message types describe the message structure and its semantics which includes the
position of data elements within the overall message structure. For extracting business infor-
mation from such messages there have been attempts based on mapping techniques [BHM07].
However, as shown earlier, the correct interpretation of EDIFACT messages also requires consid-
ering qualifiers and encoded values. Therefore, for the interpretation of EDIFACT messages the
following three aspects must be considered: (i) the position of data elements, (ii) optional qual-
ifiers of a certain data element, and (iii) coded values of data elements. This may be achieved
by creating specific mappings and/or by creating dedicated querying statements (see, for in-
stance, [DW09]). However, opposed to existing works, the approach presented in this chapter
is based on EDIFACT ontologies for abstracting from dedicated mappings or specific querying
statements.

The introduced approach builds upon EDIFACT ontologies [Eng+12b] where EDIFACT
standards, message types, message instances and their contained values are described in ontolo-
gies and corresponding knowledge bases. The existing ontologies provide means for the seman-
tically enriched interpretation of values by considering qualifiers and codes. In particular, coded
values are resolved and stored as resolved values. Similarly, qualified values are interpreted by
resolving their qualifiers and storing them as so-called interpretations. While EDIFACT ontolo-
gies already provide means for accurate semantic interpretation of isolated coded and qualified
values, semantic variances of data elements determined by their position in the overall message
structure are not considered. In the work presented in this chapter, we extend EDIFACT ontolo-
gies by linking the positions of individual data elements within the overall message structure
to corresponding BI concepts. Furthermore, having the ontological approach at hand allows as-
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Figure 3.2: Overview on ontology architecture of the business information extraction approach

signing relationships between different concepts, such as hierarchical orders among BI concepts,
which further supports the inferences required for querying tasks.

3.3 Business Information Extraction Approach

In the following, the ontology architecture of our business information extraction approach
(cf. Fig. 3.2) is presented which builds upon our existing works on EDIFACT ontologies (cf.
Fig. 3.2, Mark 1) [Eng+12b]. The basic elements of EDIFACT standards are represented as
an ontology, namely the EDIFACT Standards Ontology. For example, the ontology speci-
fies that each SegmentGroup contains Segments, each Segment has Fields and compos-
ite Fields may contain Components. Concrete specifications of individual message types are
defined based on the original EDIFACT standards, referred to as the Message Types Knowl-
edge Base (KB). Furthermore, the EDIFACT Message Ontology contains necessary concepts
for representing individual EDIFACT messages and their content. The concepts of the ontol-
ogy include messages (Message), segment group instances (SegmentGroupInstance), seg-
ment instances (SegmentInstance) and concrete values (Value). Values are further clas-
sified into RawValues, ResolvedValues and Interpretations. RawValues represent the
values in EDIFACT messages which are interpreted without considering additional qualifiers
and codes. Furthermore, some values are coded. In EDIFACT ontologies, these values are re-
solved (i.e., the meaning of the code is looked up in the corresponding code list) and stored as
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Figure 3.3: The business information extraction approach

ResolvedValues. Moreover, some values are qualified. The qualifiers add additional meaning
to values. In EDIFACT ontologies, this additional meaning of qualified values is captured in
Interpretations. Concrete EDIFACT messages and values are parsed and stored in knowl-
edge bases (Messages KB) as individuals of the aforementioned concepts.

As mentioned earlier, the semantically correct interpretation of data requires considering the
position of data elements as well. However, currently, the interpretations in EDIFACT ontolo-
gies only consider information on qualifiers and codes. To close this gap, we define the Meta-BI
ontology (cf. Fig. 3.2, Mark 3) which defines an ontological schema for BI concepts. Con-
crete BI concepts are defined as instances of the Meta-BI ontology in the BI Concepts KB (cf.
Fig. 3.2, Mark 4). The business information extraction approach generates mappings between BI
concepts and the corresponding paths to data elements in individual message types. Such map-
pings are represented in a separate, automatically generated ontological schema, the BI ontology
(cf. Fig. 3.2, Mark 5). The concepts in this ontology are defined by means of class equivalent
expressions that reflect the mapping rules between data elements in individual message types
and BI concepts.

Figure 3.3 depicts the business information extraction approach presented in this thesis.
Please note that the symbol of ellipses and filled circles, appearing in figures presented in this
thesis, represent concepts in an ontology and individuals (i.e., instances of concepts) in a knowl-
edge base respectively. For instance, EDI/EDIFACT ontologies and KB in Figure 3.3 Mark 1
is represented by both, ellipses and filled circles. This is because ellipses represent concepts in
EDI/EDIFACT ontologies, whereas filled circles represent instances in the EDI knowledge base.

The approach relies on (i) the existing EDI/EDIFACT ontologies containing concepts of
EDIFACT message types and the parsed EDIFACT data (cf. Fig. 3.3, Mark 1) and (ii) the
Meta-BI ontology together with the BI Concept KB (cf. Fig. 3.3, Mark 2). The EDI/EDIFACT
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ontologies are obtained by applying the ontologizing approach introduced in [Eng+12b] and as
described in Chapter 2, Section 2.1.2. The Meta-BI ontology and the BI Concepts KB are created
manually. In particular, the Meta-BI ontology is designed for describing types of BI concepts
(e.g., qualified concepts, coded concepts, valued concepts, etc.) as well as mapping concepts at
a meta level. The BI Concepts KB contains BI concepts which are manually defined as concrete
instances of the Meta-BI ontology. Those BI concepts are defined based on business information
found in EDIFACT message types. Furthermore, they contain the mapping information (i.e.,
corresponding positions of concrete EDIFACT data elements) for the BI ontology generation.
Section 3.3.1 provides a detailed explanation on the Meta-BI ontology and the BI Concepts KB.

According to the definitions indicated in the BI Concepts KB, the BI concepts generation
mechanism automatically generates BI concepts and their class equivalent expressions (i.e.,
mapping rules for data classification) in the BI ontology on top of the EDIFACT ontologies. This
results in the extended EDIFACT ontologies (cf. Fig. 3.3, Mark 4). The details on the BI con-
cepts generation are provided in Section 3.3.2. Finally, actual values from EDIFACT messages
are classified into their corresponding BI concepts by reasoning over the extended ontologies, as
illustrated in Figure 3.3, Mark 5. The classification step is elaborated on in Section 3.3.3.

3.3.1 Meta-BI Ontology and BI Concepts Knowledge Base

Figure 3.4, Mark 1, illustrates the Meta-BI ontology in detail. At its core, the Meta-BI ontology
contains the concepts InformationConcept and MessageConcept. The MessageConcept
refers to EDIFACT message types which contain InformationConcepts. InformationCon-
cepts are either (i) DirectConcepts, (ii) QualifiedConcepts, or (iii) CodedConcepts.
DirectConcepts are further classified into BlankConcept and ValuedConcept. For in-
terpreting data in EDIFACT messages, the following aspects need to be considered. First, all
BI concepts whose data elements can be interpreted directly through their positions are classi-
fied as ValuedConcepts. Second, BI concepts describing qualified data elements are repre-
sented as QualifiedConcepts. Third, BI concepts representing coded data elements are clas-
sified as CodedConcepts. Fourth, BlankConcepts are used for grouping all other concepts.
The InformationConcept may have several mappings to specific data located in EDIFACT
messages in different versions. This is achieved by associating the Mapping concept to the
InformationConcept. Thereby, several sub-concept of Mapping can be assigned in order to
group concrete mappings into a particular UN/EDIFACT version.

Based on the Meta-BI ontology, concrete BI Concepts are modeled manually for individual
message types. Depending on the type of BI concepts (i.e. BlankConcept, ValuedConcept,
QualifiedConcept and CodedConcept), the concepts refer to either RawValues, Interpre-
taions or ResolvedValues of EDIFACT ontologies (cf. Fig. 3.2, Mark 1). In order to allow
the mapping of BI concepts to data elements, BI concepts are linked to individual mappings
by using object property named mappingOf. Such mappings contain corresponding position
information through data properties named fieldPath and segmentPath.

An example of a BI Concepts KB is illustrated in Figure 3.4, Mark 2. A BlankConcept

named ORDERS_Info (cf. Fig. 3.4, Mark 3). It is an empty individual without any data proper-
ties which is used for grouping related BI concepts contained in purchase order (ORDERS) mes-
sages as a hierarchical structure. In addition, another BlankConcept named ORDERS_Docu-
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Figure 3.4: Meta-BI ontology and BI concepts knowledge base

mentInfo is defined (cf. Fig. 3.4, Mark 4). Other BI concepts may be linked to this BlankCon-
cept via the object property subConceptOf resulting into one single concept aggregating all
message identification information. Figure 3.4, Mark 5 shows the example of a ValuedConcept
named ORDERS_DocumentNumber which corresponds to the data element located in ORDERS
messages in the BGM (Beginning of Message) segment (cf. ORDERS message structure in
Fig. 3.1). This is expressed by connecting the ORDERS_DocumentNumber to the mapping
mD96A_ORDERS_DocumentNumber through the object property mappingOf. More precisely,
the mapping mD96A_ORDERS_DocumentNumber contains the location of document number
appeared in an ORDERS message type of D96A version. The information of location in this
mapping is stored using the fieldPath and segmentPath data properties. Similarly, this in-
formation is stored in the same way for the mappings of qualified BI concepts and coded BI
concepts. The example for modeling qualified and coded BI concepts is illustrated in Fig-
ure 3.4, Mark 6, namely the ORDERS_DateTime concept, and in Figure 3.4, Mark 7, the
ORDERS_DocumentFunction concept.

Considering the example on date/time information introduced earlier in Figure 3.1, Mark
1 and 4, the DTM segments are represented in the BI Concepts KB in the following man-
ner. For the ORDERS_DateTime (cf. Fig. 3.4, Mark 6), related to the whole message, the
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Figure 3.5: Example of extracted business information concepts

corresponding mapping mD96A_ORDERS_DateTime leads to the path of “ORDERS”. For the
ORDERS_LineItemRelatedDateTime (cf. Fig. 3.4, Mark 8), related to a specific line item,
the path is indicated to “ORDERS-Segment_group_25” through the mapping mD96A_ORDERS_
LineItemRelatedDateTime.

However, according to the UN/EDIFACT standard segment groups may contain several seg-
ments as well as nested segment groups. For example, the ORDERS message type may contain
several line items. Each line item has its related information such as the ordered product, the or-
dered quantities, the monetary amount, etc. In case of querying information within the same line
item (e.g., querying for ordered quantities of product A), all line items containing related infor-
mation must be identified. Considering the query of ordered quantities of product A, the query
mechanism must identify line items referring to product A. Searching within the same line item,
the query mechanism must be able to retrieve the correct ordered quantities of product A. For the
purpose of such queries, BI concepts can optionally be of type InformationSubGroup. For
example, the ORDERS_LineItem (cf. Fig. 3.4, Mark 9) is not only a BlankConcept but also
an InformationSubGroup. Its mapping mD96A_ORDERS_LineItemSubGroup points to the
segment group 25 which is referred to as the group of line items (according to the UN/EDIFACT
standard of ORDERS message type of the version D96A). This indicates that all data elements
related to a particular line item are contained within the ORDERS_LineItem instance. In other
words, all data elements under an instance of segment group 25 are related to each other under
the same line item.

3.3.2 Generating BI Concepts

Based on the BI concepts KB, the BI concept generation mechanism automatically generates the
BI ontology (cf. Fig. 3.2, Mark 5) and extends EDIFACT ontologies with concepts contained in
the BI ontology (cf. Fig. 3.3, Mark 3 and 4). In terms of technical implementation, EDIFACT
ontologies as well as Meta-BI ontology are represented in Web Ontology Language (OWL).
Hence, the mechanism applies SPARQL queries for querying the BI Concepts KB. However,
for optimizing reasoning performance, in our implementation, the resulting EDIFACT and BI
ontologies are transformed to a set of Datalog [MSS05] rules. The generation mechanism is
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based on the following two steps which are detailed in the following: (i) generating concepts
and (ii) generating hierarchies.

1. Generating Concepts. For each BI concept defined in the BI Concepts KB, correspond-
ing concepts are generated in the BI ontology. The names of the generated concepts in the BI
ontology mirror the names of the BI Concept individuals in the BI Concepts KB. Depending
on the type of the BI concept, the mechanism for generating concepts and their class equivalent
expressions in the BI ontology differs as follows:

ValuedConcepts. This type of BI concepts represents data elements in EDIFACT message
types that contain uncoded and unqualified values and are mapped to corresponding data el-
ements by means of Datalog [MSS05] rules representing class equivalent expressions. These
class equivalent expressions reference RawValues and contain further constraints for the field
path and segment path of the data elements to be referenced. The mechanism generates these
class equivalent expressions by using the following template of Datalog rule:

Template #1
BIConceptName(X) :- RawValue(X),

hasSegmentPath(X,"segment_path"),
hasFieldPath(X,"field_path").

In Datalog syntax, a rule consists of two parts: a head and a body. The punctuation :- sep-
arates the head from its body. In the template, the head is BIConceptName(X) and the body is
RawValue(X), hasSegmentPath(X,“segment_path”), hasFieldPath(X,“field_

path”). A body can consists of several atoms which are separated by a comma (,). In the tem-
plate, the body consists of three atoms: (i) RawValue(X), (ii) hasSegmentPath(X,“segment
_path”), and (iii) hasFieldPath(X,“field_path”). An atom represents either class of,
or relation between its related variables or constants defined in a parenthesis. For example, the
atom RawValue(X) specifies a class of a variable X. In other words, it specifies that the variable
X is of type RawValue. In addition, the atom hasSegmentPath(X,“segment_path”) rep-
resents the relation named hasSegmentPath between the variable X and the constant value of
segment path “segment_path”. Particularly, it means the variable X has segment path pointed
to “segment_path”. Please note that, in our presented templates, we use X as a variable repre-
senting a constant. Technically, at the time of classification, the variable will be substituted for
a constant (i.e., individuals or literals contained in the EDIFACT ontologies) to check whether
the constant satisfy the rule (i.e., class equivalent expression). The constant can be a specific
individual contained in an ontology or can be a literal. In the template, the constant refers to
an individual is presented between double quotes. The constant refers to literal is presented
between triple quotes.

According to the syntax, the template for BI concepts of type ValuedConcept specifies that
if X is an individual of type RawValue, X has a segment path to “segment_path”, and X has a
field path to “field_path”, then X is also classified into the concept of BIConceptName. At
the time of concept generation, the italic and underlined text, presented in the template, will be
replaced with the name of BI concepts and their related segment path and field path accordingly.
In particular, the BIConceptName will be replaced with the name of the generated BI concept.
The segment_path and the field_path will be replaced with the related segment path and
field path of the generated BI concept.
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Concrete example of the ValuedConcept is provided in Figure 3.4, Mark 5 (i.e., ORDER_
DocumentNumber). The ValuedConcept named ORDERS_DocumentNumber has the map-
ping pointed to segment path of “ORDERS” and field path of “Beginning_of_message-Docu-
ment_message_number”. According to this information, the mechanism generates the concept
which yields an equally named concept in the BI ontology having a class equivalent expression
generated based on the template #1 as follows:

ORDERS_DocumentNumber(X) :- RawValue(X),
hasSegmentPath(X,"ORDERS"),
hasFieldPath(X,"Beginning_of_message-Document_message_number").

The example shows class equivalent expression of the BI concept named ORDERS_Document
Number. It is generated in the BI ontology (cf. Fig. 3.5, Mark 1) based on the aforementioned
template (i.e., template #1). In particular, the BIConceptName is replaced by the name of BI
concept which is ORDERS_DocumentNumber. The segment_path and the field_path are
replaced by the segment path and field path of the BI concept ORDERS_DocumentNumberwhich
are ORDERS and Beginning_of_message-Document_message_number respectively. In
total, this class equivalent expression includes all individuals of type RawValue belonging to
the Beginning_of_message-Document_message_number field which are positioned in
the ORDERS segment path, indicating that the element is located at the root of the ORDERS
messages (i.e., not in a specific segment group).

QualifiedConcepts. Class equivalent expressions for QualifiedConcepts are constructed
analogously to ValuedConcepts, except that Interpretations rather than RawValues are
selected. The rule template for generating class equivalent expression of the QualifiedConcept
is as follows:

Template #2
BIConceptName(X) :- Interpretation(X),

hasSegmentPath(X,"segment_path"),
hasFieldPath(X,"field_path").

Furthermore, unlike ValuedConcepts, for QualifiedConcepts additional sub-concepts
are generated. While the aforementioned class equivalent expressions select data elements qual-
ified by any qualifying values, these additional sub-concepts are used to represent data elements
qualified with specific qualifying values. Hence, the class equivalent expressions of the sub-
concepts differ from the class equivalent expressions of their super-concepts by adding addi-
tional constraints on the meaning of a qualifier. Therefore, the rule template for generating class
equivalent expressions of sub-concepts has to specify the meaning interpreted from a qualifier.
This constraint is defined through the data property named hasMeaning provided in the ED-
IFACT ontologies (cf. Fig. 2.5, Mark 2 introduced in Chapter 2). The template is defined as
follows:

Template #3
BIConceptName_meaning(X) :- BIConceptName(X),

hasMeaning(X,"’meaning_of_qualifier’").
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As shown in the template, the names of sub-concepts are generated by combining the names
of super-concepts and the specific meaning given by the corresponding qualifiers. The example
of QualifiedConcept named ORDERS_DateTime from the BI concepts KB is depicted in
Figure 3.4, Mark 6. Based on this BI concept, the super-concept named ORDERS_DateTime is
generated in the BI ontology (cf. Fig. 3.5, Mark 2) with a class equivalent expression based on
the template #2 as follows:

ORDERS_DateTime(X) :- Interpretation(X),
hasSegmentPath(X,"ORDERS"),
hasFieldPath(X,"Date_time_period-DATE_TIME_PERIOD-Date_time_period").

The generation of sub-concepts depends on the available qualifiers found in the EDIFACT
ontologies and KB. In other words, the mechanism will generate sub-concepts only for the qual-
ifiers that are in use. In the example, we assume that the qualifier giving a specific meaning of
“documentMessageDateTime” is found. Hence, the mechanism generates a sub-concept called
ORDERS_DateTime_documentmessagedatetime (cf. Fig. 3.5, Mark 3) with a class equiva-
lent expression referencing the ORDERS_DateTime concept and having an additional meaning
of “documentmessagedatetime_Date_time_period” as shown below:

ORDERS_DateTime_documentmessagedatetime(X) :- ORDERS_DateTime(X),
hasMeaning(X,"’documentmessagedatetime_Date_time_period’").

In particular, the mechanism generates sub-concepts by using the template #3 for generat-
ing sub-concept of QualifiedConcept. The name of sub-concept is the combination of the
name of super-concept and the specific meaning of the corresponding qualifier. In this case, the
name of sub-concept is ORDERS_DateTime_documentmessagedatetime which consists of
the name of its super-concept (i.e., ORDERS_DateTime) and the meaning interpreted from a spe-
cific qualifier (i.e., documentmessagedatetime). The remaining body of the rule indicates
that this sub-concept is an ORDERS_DateTime having a specific meaning of “documentmes-
sagedatetime_Date_time_period”.

CodedConcepts. Class equivalent expressions for CodedConcepts are constructed analo-
gously to ValuedConcepts, except that ResolvedValues rather than RawValues are selected.
Hence, these class equivalent expressions capture coded data elements with no constraints on
the specific code value. The rule template for generating class equivalent expression of the
QualifiedConcept is as follows:

Template #4
BIConceptName(X) :- ResolvedValue(X),

hasSegmentPath(X,"segment_path"),
hasFieldPath(X,"field_path").

Similar to QualifiedConcepts, additional sub-concepts with corresponding class equiv-
alent expressions are generated to capture coded data elements having specific code values.
The template defines the constraint of specific code value by using the data property named
asPrefix. However, in the EDIFACT ontologies, the ResolvedValue has two data proper-
ties: hasValue and asPrefix (cf. Fig. 2.4, Mark 2 introduced in Chapter 2). We use the
property asPrefix because of technical reason. In particular, both, hasValue and asPrefix
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property, contain similar values which are the values of specific code, but are stored in different
formats (cf. Fig. 2.5, Mark 2 introduced in Chapter 2). The property hasValue stores the value
of code by keeping the original text format. For example, it allows having upper cases and some
special characters (e.g., slash (/), dot (.), comma (,), etc.) in the stored values. In contrast, the
property asPrefix stores the value of code with lower cases and without any special charac-
ters. In other words, the format of data stored in the asPrefix property is clean. Hence, it can
ensure that the template constructed by using the value from the property asPrefix will not be
corrupted according to the Datalog syntax. Therefore, the template is defined as follows:

Template #5
BIConceptName_meaning(X) :- BIConceptName(X),

asPrefix(X,"’meaning_of_code’").

The example of CodedConcept is provided in Figure 3.4, Mark 7 (i.e., the ORDERS_Docu-
mentFunction). Based on the BI concept ORDERS_DocumentFunction provided in the BI
Concepts KB, the mechanism generates super-concept named ORDERS_DocumentFunction

by using the template #4 (cf. Fig. 3.5, Mark 4). For generating the corresponding sub-concepts,
the mechanism identifies codes which are used in the available data. Let’s assume that the code
referring to the meaning of “original” is found. Therefore, the mechanism generates sub-concept
named ORDERS_DocumentFunction_original which, again, combines the name of super-
concept and the meaning of the code. Furthermore, the body of the class equivalent expression
is constructed according to the template #5 (cf. Fig. 3.5, Mark 5). The class equivalent expres-
sions of the super-concept ORDERS_DocumentFunction and the corresponding sub-concept
ORDERS_DocumentFunction_original are shown as follows:

ORDERS_DocumentFunction(X) :- ResolvedValue(X),
hasSegmentPath(X,"ORDERS"),
hasFieldPath(X,"Beginning_of_message-Message_function__coded").

ORDERS_DocumentFunction_original(X) :- ORDERS_DocumentFunction(X),
asPrefix(X,"’original’").

BlankConcepts. The BlankConcepts do not represent actual values but are used for group-
ing purposes. Thus, neither class equivalent expressions nor any sub-concepts are added to the
generated concepts (cf. Fig. 3.5, Mark 6).

2. Generating Hierarchies. This step is identifying the hierarchical order between the gen-
erated BI concepts (cf. Fig. 3.5, Mark 7). Therefore, the mechanism first creates a BusinessIn-
formation concept acting as a super concept for all previously generated concepts. Second,
for each generated BI concept, the mechanism queries the BI concepts KB for finding the re-
lated subConceptOf property and generates a corresponding hierarchy in the BI ontology.
For instance, the ORDERS_DocumentFunction is a subConceptOf ORDERS_DocumentInfo
(cf. Fig. 3.4, Mark 7). Therefore, the mechanism defines ORDERS_DocumentFunction as
a sub-concept of ORDERS_DocumentInfo. For all other BI concepts which do not have a
subConceptOf property the mechanism defines them as sub-concepts of the concept named
BusinessInformation.
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Table 3.1: Examples of queries before and after reasoning in Datalog syntax

Query #1: All date/time information related to ORDERS messages
Before
classification

answer(X) :- Interpretation(X), hasSegmentPath(X,“ORDERS”),
hasFieldPath(X,“Date_time_period-DATE_TIME_PERIOD-Date_time_period”).

After
classification

answer(X) :- ORDERS_DateTime(X).

Query #2: All document message date/time related to ORDERS messages
Before
classification

answer(X) :- ORDERS_DateTime(X), hasMeaning(X,“’documentmessagedatetime_Date_time_period”’).

After
classification

answer(X) :- ORDERS_DateTime_documentmessagedatetime(X).

Query #3: All ORDERS messages that have the function name “original” and have a document message date/time equal to
“20110407”
Before
classification

answer(X) :- Message(X), containsValue(X,Y), containsValue(X,Z),
ResolvedValue(Y), hasSegmentPath(Y,“ORDERS”),
hasFieldPath(Y,“Beginning_of_message-Message_function__coded”),
asPrefix(Y,“’original”’), Interpretation(Z), hasSegmentPath(Z,“ORDERS”),
hasFieldPath(Z,“Date_time_period-DATE_TIME_PERIOD-Date_time_period”),
hasMeaning(Z,“’documentmessagedatetime_Date_time_period”’),
hasValue(Z,“’20110407”’).

After
classification

answer(X) :- Message(X), containsValue(X,Y), containsValue(X,Z),
ORDERS_DocumentFunction_original(Y),
ORDERS_DateTime_documentmessagedatetime(Z), hasValue(Z,“’20110407”’).

Query #4: All Supplier IDs in ORDERS messages that have a product difference equal to “0”
Before
classification

answer(X) :- Interpretation(X), hasSegmentPath(X,“ORDERS-Segment_group_2”),
hasFieldPath(X,“Name_and_address-PARTY_IDENTIFICATION_DETAILS-
Party_id._identification”), Message(M), containedIn(X,M), containsValue(M,Z),
Interpretation(Z), hasSegmentPath(Z,“ORDERS-Segment_group_25”),
hasFieldPath(Z,“Quantity_variances-QUANTITY_DIFFERENCE_INFORMATION-
Quantity_difference”), hasValue(Z,“’0”’).

After
classification

answer(X) :- ORDERS_DocumentParticipant(X), Message(M), containedIn(X,M),
containsValue(M,Z), ORDERS_LineItemQuantityVariance(Z), hasValue(Z,“’0”’).

3.3.3 Classifying EDI Data into BI Concepts

The classification of values, contained in concrete EDIFACT messages stored in a messages
KB, is performed by applying reasoning techniques on the extended ontologies (cf. Fig. 3.3,
Mark 5). In particular, the idea of the classification is to classify EDI values into the empty
generic BI concepts generated from the previous step as illustrated in Figure 3.3, Mark 5. In
our implementation for reasoning over ontologies, we apply the DReW system 1 [XEH12] that
allows the evaluation of the combination of ontologies and logical rules. During reasoning, the
class equivalent expressions are used for classifying all values into corresponding BI concepts.
This classification eases querying of EDIFACT messages as described in the following.

3.4 Demonstration

Applying the reasoner to the extended EDIFACT ontologies has three advantages for querying
business information from EDIFACT messages:

Advantage #1. The approach supports improved accessibility of information and reduced
complexity of query statements meaning that queries may be created without having to spec-

1http://www.kr.tuwien.ac.at/research/systems/drew (visited March 01, 2014)
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ify the position of particular data or code elements. This is because the extraction approach
extracts and interprets data by interpreting qualifiers, resolving coded values, and considering
their position. Corresponding examples are illustrated in Table 3.1 which show query statements
before and after reasoning. The examples are expressed using rules in Datalog syntax [MSS05]
to description logic based ontologies [Baa+03]. Considering the query statements before rea-
soning, the position information, codes and qualifiers have to be specified, which is not required
after reasoning. Considering the example of querying document/message date/time, the query
can be formulated to directly point to the ORDERS_DateTime_documentmessagedatetime
concept. Without reasoning, the position information, qualifiers and codes have to be specified
(cf. Table 3.1, Query #2). Furthermore, considering the complexity of the different queries
illustrated in Table 3.1, it is shown that the query statements after reasoning have much less
complexity than before reasoning.

Advantage #2. The second advantage relies on having super- and sub-concept relation-
ships at hand which supports querying at a specific level as well as on a generic level. For in-
stance, querying for date/time information contained within a particular message, one may either
query for any date/time information appearing without considering the specific semantics of the
date/time information (e.g. document message date/time, invoice date/time, delivery date/time,
etc). For example, the ORDERS_DateTime_documentmessagedatetime concept is a sub-
concept of ORDERS_DateTime. Therefore, querying for ORDERS_DateTime (cf. Table 3.1,
Query #1, After Reasoning) also includes every value belonging to ORDERS_DateTime_docu-
mentmessagedatetime. This results from the inferences created during reasoning time. In
contrast, one can also query for the specific concepts such as ORDERS_DateTime_document-
messagedatetime (cf. Table 3.1, Query #2, After Reasoning).

Advantage #3. The classification reduces the search scope when querying business in-
formation. For instance, querying date/time information in the ORDERS message, such as
document/message date/time having the value “20120418”, the sub-concept relationships al-
low searching for ORDERS_DateTime_documentmessagedatetime directly. Without hav-
ing these sub-concept relationships at hand it would be necessary to search through all values
until the corresponding value is found. The related example is shown in Table 3.1, Query #2.

3.5 Summary

In this chapter, we presented our business information extraction approach which (i) provides
BI concepts and (ii) utilizes these BI concepts for extracting business information from EDI-
FACT messages. In particular, the existing EDIFACT ontologies [Eng+12b] are extended with
BI concepts which are then used for conceptualizing EDI data at any abstraction level. By rea-
soning over EDIFACT and BI ontologies, data contained in EDIFACT messages is classified
into generic BI concepts. Having the classification at hand, we can (i) improve the accessibility
of business information and, at the same time, reduce the complexity of query statements, (ii)
make super- and sub-concept relationships explicit, and (iii) reduce the complexity of the search
scope for evaluating query statements.

Consequently, the approach tackles the first research question (cf. Chapter 1.1.3) for extract-
ing business information from EDIFACT messages and representing the same on a conceptual
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level. The content of this chapter has also been published in [Kra+12a]. In the larger context of
the work presented, the work presented in this chapter serves as a basis for data preprocessing
for enabling inter-organizational performance analysis (cf. Chapter 6).
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CHAPTER 4
Identifying Inter-organizational

Success Factors

One of the important elements for evaluating inter-organizational performance are so called Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs) which quantitatively indicate performance results. Therefore,
inter-organizational KPIs are necessary to be identified for supporting the evaluation. This leads
to the second research question (cf. Chapter 1.1.3) which is identifying inter-organizational
KPIs. In addressing this research question, we (i) first identify inter-organizational success
factors and then (ii) investigate EDIFACT messages for deriving KPIs as well as assign them
to success factors. These success factors and KPIs are further used as one of the important
elements for connecting EDI data to business objectives, as depicted earlier in Figure 1.6. The
first task of identifying inter-organizational success factors is presented in the following chapter.
The second task of deriving KPIs is provided in the subsequent chapter.

4.1 Motivation

The evaluation of IORs is usually implemented by means of measurements which are based
on certain aspects of an IOR. These aspects are typically considered as “success factors”, such
as communication, trust, and information sharing. Success factors are required for deriving
measurements and for monitoring IORs in the context of performance analysis and strategic
management. One of the most widely applied strategic management frameworks, namely the
Balanced Scorecard (BSC) method [Eck06] uses success factors as key elements for implement-
ing the scorecard method. As described in Chapter 2, Section 2.2, the BSC best practices suggest
aligning business strategies with KPIs based on critical success factors [KN04] since it is diffi-
cult to identify KPIs solely from organizations’ strategies. Thus, a thorough understanding of
success factors, the influencing relationships between them, as well as their influences on each
other is required for effectively identifying appropriate KPIs. A lack of understanding may lead
to difficulties in evaluating an organization’s strategies or business objectives.
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Therefore, before the identification of inter-organizational KPIs, we study success factors
related to the success of IORs and based on these success factors we further derive KPIs from
EDIFACT messages. For identifying inter-organizational success factors and deriving an un-
derstanding of their impact on IORs, we (i) conduct a systematic literature review [Bre+07]
as well as (ii) analyze the results. The aim of the systematic literature review is not only to
identify success factors related to IORs, but also to provide an understanding of the influencing
relationships between success factors. Based on the assumption that scientific literature reflects
reality, we conduct the review on publications during the last decade. Several studies identify
success factors related to IORs and their effects on each other. However, most of them focus
on some particular inter-organizational success factors. In order to understand the whole con-
text of IORs we integrate these success factors and their influencing relationships in a cause
and effect model. The integration is achieved by grouping the success factors identified and
simplifying their influencing relationships as a cause and effect model. In summary, the cause
and effect model describes the influencing relationships of success factors having an impact on
IORs. Consequently, the cause and effect model is used as a basis for performing an in- and
out-degree analysis for describing the most influenced and the most influencing success factors.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 provides an overview of the
research process applied. A detailed description of the implementation of the review is provided
in Section 4.3. The grouping and simplification of the results, resulting in the cause and effect
model, is described in Section 4.4. Section 4.5 describes the application of an in-degree and an
out-degree analysis of the cause and effect model as well as provides and interpretation of the
analysis. Finally, we conclude the chapter in Section 4.6.

4.2 Research Method

In the following the research process followed in this work is described. The research process is
depicted in Figure 4.1 and consists of three main activities: (i) conducting the systematic litera-
ture review, (ii) simplifying the success factors found, which are commonly called constructs in
the existing literature, as well as their influencing relationships, and (iii) analyzing the constructs
as well as their influencing relationships based on an in- and out-degree analysis.

The first step followed is obtaining constructs from relevant literature which relate to the
success of IORs. In addressing this step we conduct a systematic literature review for identifying
these constructs as well as their influencing relationships (cf. Fig. 4.1, Mark 1). The literature
taken into account has to be published during the last decade as well as has to fulfill certain
inclusion criteria. Based on the selected literature we extract (i) constructs or success factors
together with their measurements, as well as (ii) influencing relationships among them. The
process and the results of the systematic literature review are discussed in Section 4.3.

In a consecutive step the constructs and influencing relationships are further simplified (cf.
Fig. 4.1, Mark 2). The simplification is divided into two tasks: i) grouping constructs (cf.
Fig. 4.1, Mark 2.1), and ii) deriving the minimum set of influencing relationships between con-
structs (cf. Fig. 4.1, Mark 2.2). Grouping constructs is achieved by organizing the constructs
in a hierarchical structure according to their definition and their measurements. This yields to
hierarchical relationships between constructs. The influencing relationships in the hierarchical
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Figure 4.1: The overview of research method

structure are further simplified in order to derive a minimum set of influencing relationships.
The minimum set of influencing relationships is described as a cause and effect model. The
simplification is described in detail in Section 4.4.

The resulting cause and effect model is then analyzed for deriving new insights (cf. Fig. 4.1,
Mark 3). For the analysis we apply an in-degree and out-degree analysis for deriving an impli-
cation about the constructs playing an important role in the success of IORs. In particular, we
apply an i) out-degree analysis to to identify most influencing constructs and an ii) in-degree
analysis to identify most influenced constructs. The analysis as well as the corresponding results
are discussed in Section 4.5.

4.3 Systematic Literature Review on Success Factors

The implementation of the review follows the systematic literature review methodology [Bre+07].
The review follows three main phases: (i) defining the review questions and the review protocol,
ii) conducting the review and iii) documenting the knowledge. In the following, each of the
these phases is discussed in detail.

4.3.1 Review Questions and Review Protocol

The objective of the review is to identify success factors playing important roles in the success
of IORs. Consequently, the relevant review question of this review is: “What are the success
factors affecting the success of IORs and how do success factors influence each other?”.

The studies that are of interest in this review directly and indirectly deal with success factors
that relate to the inter-organizational context. First, several studies directly investigate inter-
organizational success factors and the relationships among success factors. Second, other stud-
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ies address inter-organizational performance evaluation which typically includes measurement
aspects that reflect the success of an organization. This typically implies that those aspects can
be perceived as success factors. Third, studies on business partner selection usually provide
selection criteria. These criteria imply that having partners matching these criteria lead to the
success of IORs. Thus, the selection criteria can be considered as success factors as well.

For answering the review question, we developed a review protocol and search criteria cov-
ering the aforementioned topics. The protocol including database, keywords as well as the the
search criteria are discussed in the following.

Database

The database used for obtaining the literature reviewed was retrieved using Google Scholar. The
literature search was limited to literature published between the years 2000 and 2012.

Keywords

The keywords cover three topics including inter-organizational relationships, success factors,
and the evaluation of IORs. These topics correspond to the aforementioned areas of interest.
For acquiring literature in these topics different search terms have been used which are listed
in the following. Furthermore, we included the supply chain context and considered it as a
type of IOR since it is widely studied in terms of measurement and evaluation. Summarizing,
the following key words have been used: inter-organizational relationship(s),
inter-organizational relationship success factor, measure inter-
organizational relationship performance, supply chain measure,
performance measure supply chain, performance measurement supply
chain, inter-organizational measures, and B2B performance measures.

Search Criteria

Inclusion Criteria. The inclusion criteria specified in the following have to be fulfilled by the
literature found in order to be included in the review.

1. The literature must be in English and electronically accessible.
2. The literature must be published as a conference paper, journal paper, PhD thesis, masters

thesis, or technical report.
3. The main study should

a) focus on success factors (i.e. constructs) influencing the success of IORs or aspects
commonly being used for evaluating IORs or business partners.

b) focus on the evaluation and measurements for IORs.
c) mention or highlight some example of measures related to IORs.

Exclusion Criteria. The criteria listed in the following represent exclusion criteria for the liter-
ature found. If any of the criteria are met the literature is excluded from the literature review.

1. The literature is not in English and not electronically accessible.
2. The main study focuses on factors influencing the success of inter-organizational systems

and applications, as well as the adoption of information technology.
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Area of Study TotalType of
Literature Success Factors

in IORs
Performance

Analysis in IORs
Business Partner

Selection
(by type)

Journal 73 80 8 161
Conference 8 4 2 14
Workshop 0 1 0 1
Thesis 1 0 0 1
Total (by area) 82 85 10 177

Table 4.1: Summary of selected literature by area of study

4.3.2 Conducting the Review

The relevant studies are identified according to the review protocol. We selected relevant litera-
ture based on their abstract and conclusion that met the criteria. For each keyword combination
we implemented the search up to 20 pages since the candidate literature is mostly found up to
page 15-17. If there are still some literature on the 20th page which meet the criteria we continue
searching on the next page. We keep searching on the next page until we reach the page that
has no literature matching the search criteria. Following this process in the review, 177 primary
studies are found. In a consecutive step we manually extracted two key information concepts
from the selected studies: (i) constructs related to IORs with their measurement items used for
evaluating these constructs, and (ii) the influencing relationships between these constructs. The
limitation of the review is that it is not controlled. In other words, the review, including the
selection of studies and the information extraction, is solely conducted by the author.

4.3.3 Documenting the Knowledge

Four different types of literature are present in the set of the selected studies. These include
(i) journal publications, (ii) conference publications, (iii) workshop publications, and (iv) PhD
theses. Table 4.1 summarizes the area of study and number of literature focusing on each area.

As illustrated in Table 4.1 the majority of selected literature is of type journal (161 out of
177). The remaining studies are of type conferences (14 out of 177), workshops (1 out of 177),
and PhD theses (1 out of 177). The majority of literature in this set focuses on the studies of
success factors and performance analysis in IORs. In particular, 82 out of 177 papers study
success factors in IORs, and 85 out of 177 papers study performance analysis in IORs. The
remaining literature focuses on the study of business partner selection, i.e. 10 out of 177 papers.
Figure 4.2 shows number of papers by year. As mentioned, the selected literature had to be
published during the years 2000-2012. Around 87% of the studies are published during the last
six years (i.e., 2007-2012). Therefore, the selected studies can be considered up to date and still
valid.

Based on the set of studies investigated, 88 constructs and 263 influencing relationships be-
tween these constructs have been found. The result is further simplified as a cause an effect
model describing influencing relationships between constructs. The model is later used for con-
ducting an in- and out-degree analysis for deriving implications about the most influencing as
well as the most influenced constructs. The discussion on the simplification and the in- and
out-degree analysis is provided in the following sections.
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Figure 4.2: The histrogram showing number of papers by year

4.4 Simplification of the Review Results

To simplify the result we implement two main steps: (i) grouping and organizing constructs into
a hierarchical structure as well as (ii) applying inference and redundancy checking rules with the
ultimate goal of simplifying the influencing relationships. The grouping of constructs is achieved
by assigning part-of relationships based on the construct’s definitions and measurements. The
grouping is also solely implemented by and under the consideration of the author. The outcome
of grouping the constructs are 56 constructs organized into a hierarchical structure as depicted
in Figure 4.7.

The second step of simplification is to derive a minimum set of influencing relationships.
In addressing this task, redundant influencing relationships are removed by applying inference
rules and redundancy checking rules. These rules are, again, developed solely by the author.
The result is a minimum set of influencing relationships presented as cause and effect model
in Figure 4.9. In other words, the result after implementing the second step is the remaining
influencing relationships which can be used for further inference by applying inference rules. A
detailed explanation on each of these two steps is provided in the following sections.

4.4.1 Grouping Inter-organizational Success Factors

As mentioned before, more than 80 constructs have been found in the studies. For simplifying
this information the constructs are grouped according to two different methods. The methods
for grouping constructs include (i) grouping based on the definition of constructs as well as (ii)
grouping based on the measurement of constructs. The grouping based on these methods leads
to either similar constructs or multi-dimensional constructs. Each of these scenarios is discussed
in more detail in the following.
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Similar Constructs. We found that certain constructs can be considered the same according
to their definition and the way the constructs are measured. Thus, constructs sharing a similar
definition as well as a similar way of measurement are considered as the same construct.

For example, the construct Collaboration, Cooperation, and Integration have similar defi-
nitions which relate to co-working among business partners. In this case, we summarize these
constructs with a construct called Cooperation and Integration.

Multi-dimensional Constructs. Multi-dimensional constructs rely on assigning “part-of ”
relationships between the construct having other constructs as its dimensions. Some constructs
explicitly indicate that they consist of several dimensions while some are found to have overlap-
ping definitions or measures which can be implicitly considered as their dimensions.

For instance, the definition of the construct Connectedness is described in [Che11] as “Con-
nectedness indicates the dependence on each other for assistance, information, commitments or
in respect of other behaviors that encourage coordination among individuals, departments or
organizations”. Thus, we conclude that Connectedness is part of Dependency since according
to its definition it is a kind of dependency in terms of behaviors or relationships (cf. Fig. 4.7,
Connectedness construct).

Another example is given from the context of Communication, Information Sharing, and
Information Quality. The different measurements for measuring these constructs are depicted in
Table 4.2. As shown in Table 4.2, the measurement of Communication covers the measurement
of Information Sharing and Information Quality. In particular, Information Sharing tends to
measure if organizations and their business partners keep informing each other about changes or
any information that affect their business, whereas Information Quality tends to measure if the
exchanged information is timely, accurate, complete, adequate, and reliable. The measurements
of, both, Information Sharing and Information Quality, are also found in the measurement of
Communication (cf. Table 4.2). Therefore, we categorize Information Sharing and Information
Quality as dimensions of Communication by assigning part-of relationships between them (cf.
Fig. 4.7, Communication construct).

Moreover, the part-of relationship is a transitive relationship. This means that whenever a
construct A is a part of B and B is a part of C, then A is also a part of C. For example, Information
Sharing is a part of Communication and Communication is a part of Relational Norm then we
perceive that Information Sharing is also a part of Relational Norm.

Interpretation of the Hierarchical Structure. After the simplification of constructs, 56
constructs are defined and organized as a hierarchical structure depicted in Figure 4.7. The arrow
describes part-of relationships denoted as “partOf”. The construct, that is on the arrowhead side,
is a construct which consists of the construct on the other end of the arrow. For example, the
arrow from Information Sharing to Communication represents that the construct Information
Sharing is a part of the construct Communication. In other words, Communication consists
of Information Sharing. As shown in Figure 4.7, there are four main groups of constructs:
Relationship Orientation, Relational Capital, Relational Norm, and Atmosphere. Constructs
which do not fit any of the four groups mentioned are grouped into the fifth group, named
Others. Each of these groups is discussed in the following.

Removal of Redundant Influencing Relationships. Grouping constructs also implies re-
moving redundant influencing relationships. For example, Flexibility is grouped with Adaptabil-
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Communication
[CP04]

Information Sharing
[Li+06]

Information Quality
[LL06]

(1.) We share sensitive information (fi-
nancial, production, design, research,
and/or competition).
(2.) Suppliers are provided with any in-
formation that might help them.
(3.) Exchange of Information takes
place frequently, informally and/or in a
timely manner.
(4.) We keep each other informed about
events or changes that may affect the
other party.
(5.) We have frequent face-to-face plan-
ning/communication.
(6.) We exchange performance feed-
back.

(1.) We inform trading partners in ad-
vance of changing needs.
(2.) Our trading partners share propri-
etary information with us.
(3.) Our trading partners keep us fully
informed about issues that affect our
business.
(4.) Our trading partners share business
knowledge of core business processes
with us.
(5.) We and our trading partners ex-
change information that helps establish-
ment of business planning.
(6.) We and our trading partners keep
each other informed about events or
changes that may affect the other part-
ners.

The information exchange between our
partners and us is:
(1.) timely
(2.) accurate
(3.) complete
(4.) adequate
(5.) reliable

Table 4.2: Example measurement items of Communication, Information Sharing, and Infor-
mation Quality. The measurement items of Communication cover the measurement items of
Information Sharing in terms of the frequency of communication and the communication about
changes or events. The measurement items of Communication cover the measurement items of
Information Quality in terms of information timeliness, accuracy, completeness, adequateness,
and reliability.

ity. Since there is an influencing relationship between Adaptability to an additional construct, as
well as between Flexibility to the same construct in relation with Adaptability, we consider one
of them as a redundant relationship since Adaptability and Flexibility are considered as the same
construct. Consequently, we remove one redundant influencing relationship. Through perform-
ing this grouping and simplification, the hierarchy is simplified to 56 constructs (cf. Fig. 4.7)
and 212 influencing relationships.

Relationship Orientation

The relationship orientation represents the tendency of an organization to maintain relationships
with partners [CS12]. Relationship orientation is found to be a factor fostering IORs in various
dimensions, such as performance and relationship quality.

In long-term relationships business partners tend to have more willingness to share risks and
benefits [ZH09; CE93; CPL04]. A long-term relationship orientation may lead to greater com-
mitment and trust [CPL04] as well as may promote collaborative communication. This in turn
supports greater cooperation, strengthens relational bond [PLC08; TN99; KMD02; MFN96;
PKS96], reduces functional conflict [MH94], improves a firm’s performance [CP02], and has a
lasting effect on competitiveness of the entire supply chain network [KMD02]. The measure-
ment of relationship orientation, such as in [PC10] and [FKK10], typically measures the attitude
of business players towards their relationships in the long run.

Furthermore, relationship orientation could be determined based on relationship benefits,
relational proclivity, and connectedness among partners [CS12]. Therefore, the constructs re-
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Figure 4.3: The relationship orientation group

lationship benefits, relational proclivity and connectedness are classified as dimensions of rela-
tional orientation, as shown in Figure 4.3.

Performance and Relationship benefits are considered as the same construct since the
measures of relationship benefits are similar to the measures of performance. The measure-
ments for relationship benefits include financial measures such as profitability and cost, non-
financial performance measurements such as delivery time, lead time, product quality and satis-
faction [JZ03; CP08; Che11; CS12]. These measurements are similar to performance measure-
ment in general.

In this work, we divide performance into three different dimensions: (i) Financial Per-
formance, (ii) Operational Performance and (iii) Satisfaction since we found that in literature
these three dimensions are commonly used to measure performance. Although, it is not always
the case that all of them are considered together, performance measurement is still centered
around these three perspectives. For example, some of them include satisfaction in performance
measurement [Moo11; LLL09; Sep08], some of them refer only to financial and operational
performance [WLN10; Wie+10; Joh+04; Koh+12; Liu+12; PLC08; HRS10; Ara+07; PC10;
CPL04; Yeu08; SCW00; CGP11; GWI08; FHZ10; Li+06; KHT07; RSK09; CP04; OK03;
ZH09; SK10; Cha03], while some of them focus only on either the financial [CGP11; Hsu+08;
Möl10; FKK10; Hu+10] or on the operational perspective [AML10; ZB07]. Financial perfor-
mance typically focuses on outcomes related to economics such as profitability, cost and return
on assets, whereas operational performance reflects how well organizations perform in their
operations.

There are several dimensions used for evaluating the operational performance, such as,
quality [PC10], efficiency [Ara+07], effectiveness [Ash+09], adaptiveness/flexibility [PC10;
Ara+07; Ash+09], responsiveness [Ara+07; HSW04; CPL04], productivity [Zha02], deliv-
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ery [PC10], reliability [HSW04], and failure [CGP11]. For this reason the constructs, found
in the review and which are similar to the dimensions mentioned, are considered as a part of op-
erational performance. Therefore, Adaptability/Flexibility, Product/Service Quality, Customer
Responsiveness, Reliability, and Failure are considered as a part of Operational Performance.

Adaptability and Flexibility are similar in meaning. [Sin+11] states that flexibility is the
ability to deal with uncertainty, modification, or any variety of customer needs which is similar
to the definition of adaptability in [JZ03; Ash+09] and [WE04].

However, when considering measurement scales mentioned in literature, they are slightly
different. In [JZ03; WE04; AML10] and [CP08], the measurement of adaptation emphasizes
more on the ability to adapt the operation or behavior to meet customer needs, while the mea-
surement of flexibility tends to focus more on dealing with unexpected changes and unexpected
situations [Joh+04]. Nevertheless, they are considered as the same construct in general since
both of them focus on the ability of an organization to adapt itself to changes. In addition, Pro-
duct/Service Quality aims to evaluate the products and services provided by partners. Customer
Responsiveness focuses on how fast the organization responds to its partners’ requests. Relia-
bility mostly focuses on delivery performance such as whether the delivery is on time, or how
often the delivery is delayed, etc. Failure covers any failure in operational processes.

The last dimension of performance is, as mentioned earlier, Satisfaction. In general, satisfac-
tion is intangible. It is an emotional response to the difference between what customers expect
and what they actually receive [JZ03]. [WLN10] suggests that there are two dimensions of
satisfaction: Result Satisfaction and Relationship Satisfaction. Satisfaction with result focuses
on performance issues, whereas satisfaction with relationship focuses on relationship activities,
such as decision-making participation, information sharing, and coordination [WLN10].

Relationship Quality is the strength of a relationship as well as the extent to which a re-
lationship meets the need or expectation of partners based on the history of successful or un-
successful events [Ash+09]. By considering its measurement scales we found that relationship
quality consists of Relationship Satisfaction and Relationship Value. Relationship Satisfaction
is also considered as a part of Relationship Quality because it appears as one of the measure-
ment scales of relationship quality in [CP08]. Moreover, some of the measurement scales of
Relationship Quality are matched with the measures of relationship value [CMM10; GFC09]
and relational proclivity [Che11; CS12] which try to measure if the relationship supports or
motivates the positive outcomes. Therefore, we group the terms relationship value and relation-
ship proclivity as a construct called Relationship Value and define it as a part of Relationship
Quality.

Connectedness is also mentioned to be one dimension of relationship orientation. It indi-
cates the dependence of partners on each other for assistance, information exchange, and com-
mitments or in respect of other behaviors which encourage coordination of departments or or-
ganizations [Che11]. To the best of our knowledge, connectedness is a dependence in terms
of behavior which is similar to closeness and bond. They refer to the degree of how much the
partners are close to or depend on each other in terms of decision making.
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Figure 4.4: The relational capital group

Relational Capital

Relational capital or social capital are described in literature as relationships having dimen-
sions such as trust, shared goals, open interaction, feelings of shared destiny, and together-
ness [Koh+12]. Thus, we perceive that relational capital consists of Trust, Shared Vision, and
Connectedness. Figure 4.4 shows the structure of the Relational Capital group. The definition
of Connectedness is the same as introduced earlier.

Trust is one of the most widely studied constructs which is shown to have a lot of effects
on other constructs. Trust on the inter-organizational level typically refers to many different
terms such as credibility, openness, benevolence, integrity, predictability, competence, reliabil-
ity, etc. [SBS07; ZH06; Sau+04].

In this work, we consider trust in two main dimensions, namely Credibility [WLN10; AML10;
Moo11] and Benevolence [WLN10; AML10; Joh+04; RRG00]. The reason is, that these two
dimensions are commonly mentioned in the literature.

Credibility reflects the belief of an organization towards its partners that they perform tasks
as expected. From the measurements in [AML10] and [Moo11], credibility focuses on honesty
and integrity, reliability, commitment and fulfillment, keeping promises, and the fulfillment of
duties. We conclude that credibility tends to focus on the operational perspective in the sense
of how well partners perform tasks. We also group reputation with credibility since gaining
reputation means gaining credit.

Benevolence reflects the motivation, willingness, and care that business partners tend to have
for an organization. It can be seen as a construct against opportunism [Sau+04]. Benevolence
tries to measure the willingness to work or help business partners. For example, the measurement
scales are: “Does the supplier/partner care for us?”, “Do we see our partner as a friend and
vice versa?”, “Can we count on our partner in major issues or problems?” [AML10; Joh+04;
RRG00]. This also covers the concept of support [HCV09] which refers to the perception that
partners will help with their own free will without having any apparent or immediate benefits to
themselves.

Shared Vision is defined in [LL06] as the degree of similarity of shared values and beliefs
between partners. It is a kind of compatibility in terms of business objectives and strategies at
the strategic level. Generally, this covers the terms shared destination, shared values [HCV09],
shared goal, strategy fit [RSK09], goal compatibility, and goal consistency [Kim+10]. The mea-
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Figure 4.5: The relational norm group

sures or interview questions of shared vision are designed to evaluate if business partners have a
similar understanding about the business objectives of each other.

Relational Norm

In literature the concept of Relational Norm is defined ambiguously. Although [LLL09] defines
it as the expected norms shared by a group of decision-makers and directed towards collective
goals, it is still not clear to what exactly the norm refers to. According to the studies in relational
norms, [Dou96] defines relational norm as solidarity, information exchange and role integrity.
Similarly, relational norm is defined as solidarity, information exchange and flexibility in [HJ92].

From both definitions, solidarity and information exchange are in common. Solidarity refers
to the expectation of partners that they appreciate the relationship and will work to preserve
it [Dou96] by establishing activities that help maintaining the relationship such as joint problem
solving, meeting obligations, etc. In [HJ92], the solidarity measurement scales consist of items
expressing the expected efforts of all partners towards preserving the relationship such as joint
responsibility. Thus, solidarity can be considered as behavior of business partners that work
together or collaborate to achieve their shared goals and to maintain their relationship. Therefore,
we consider solidarity the same as collaboration and cooperation.

Information exchange refers to bilateral expectations that partners provide useful informa-
tion to each other [Dou96]. The measurement scales of information exchange focus on the
frequency as well as the proprietary or importance of the information itself [HJ92]. This in turn
could be seen as a whole concept of communication which is similar to the relational norm per-
ceived in [LLL09]. The reason is that the measurement scales of relational norm in [LLL09]
focus on communication, information sharing and joint working (e.g. joint problem solving,
joint consultations, and discussions). Therefore, we divide Relation Norm into Communication
and Cooperation and Integration, as illustrated in Figure 4.5.

Communication is divided into Information Sharing and Information Quality since we
found that their measurement scales mostly cover the measurement scales of information shar-
ing and information quality. For example, the measure scales for communication described in
[JZ03; CP08; Zha02; RSK09; PLC08; CPL04; FKK10] are similar to the measurement scales
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for information sharing described in [LL06; Che11; CGP11; Li+06]. The measurement scales
for information sharing focus on frequency, informality, usefulness of information exchange, and
proper communication. Furthermore, the measurement of communication in [PLC08; CPL04;
FKK10] and [CP04] also covers information quality which focuses timeliness and accuracy.
Some studies even use the same measurement scales interchangeably between communication
and information quality, such as [AML10] for communication and [LL06; Li+06; Wie+10] for
information quality.

Cooperation and Integration is another dimension of relational norm. It is one of the most
widely studied constructs that is found to relate to the success of IORs. This concept includes
the terms cooperation [WE04; CP08], collaboration [WE04; RSK09], coordination [Ash+09],
integration [PC10; FHZ10] and supply chain linkage [LKS07]. Cooperation, collaboration and
coordination clearly refer to the degree of joint working between partners in general whereas in-
tegration and supply chain linkage emphasize on the collaboration on the operational level. The
collaboration in the operational level includes, for instance, the integration of business processes
and activities. In this work, we define the collaboration covering both, the operational and the
strategic level.

Relationship Activities and Shared Information Technology (Shared IT) are classified as a
part of collaboration. Shared IT reflects collaboration in terms of platforms, systems, or infras-
tructure integration. Relationship activities refer to any activities that are jointly conducted or
implemented together with partners. These include the concepts of direct involvement [KHT07],
joint responsibility [Joh+04], shared planning [Joh+04], partner engagement in CRM [Duf+12],
and social mechanisms [CLS08].

Atmosphere

Atmosphere is studied in [WE04] and described in terms of a relationship that is dependent
on power, conflict, cooperation, closeness or distance of the relationship, and mutual expecta-
tions between business partners. From the definition, we define Cooperation and Integration
explained in the last sub-section, Power and Conflict as dimensions of Atmosphere. Figure 4.6
depicts a hierarchical structure of constructs in the Atmosphere group.

Power is the ability to (i) influence behavior and decisions and to (ii) cause others to do
something they would not have done otherwise [JZ03; Ash+09; Che11]. Power can be perceived
in positive and negative senses. Positive power includes mutual or symmetry power which refers
to the balance of power, and non-coercive power which refers to the power that comes without
forcing but instead it comes from reward, expertise, and legitimacy [Rat00]. The measurement
of power symmetry tends to measure if organizations have the ability to influence each other on
any decisions or activities [Che11]. Non-coercive power measurements tend to measure if the
organization admires their partners or if they are proud to be affiliated with them which in turn
makes the organization willing to adapt to partners’ requirements [JZ03; AML10]. In contrast,
negative power includes coercive power having its roots from the forcing by punishment mech-
anism. The measurement scales for coercive power described in [JZ03] and [MB00] are likely
to help observing if an organization is going to be punished or treated worse when it does not
accept the proposals or agreements made. From this reason we divide Power into Non-Coercive
Power, including the concept of mutual power, and Coercive Power.
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Figure 4.6: The atmosphere group

Conflict or dysfunctional conflict in inter-organizational scenarios or supply chain context
typically refers to disagreements that occur in the cooperation relationships or the incompati-
bility of activities, shared resources, and goals between partners [Che11]. It includes unhealthy
behaviors, such as distorting information to harm other decision makers, interacting with each
other with hostility and distrust, or forming barriers during the process of decision-making. The
measurement of conflict includes interference in decision making, overstating or distorting in-
formation to influence partners, and the frequency of disagreements.

Others

Furthermore, there are other constructs that do not have any major similarities and which can
thus not be grouped. Hence, the remaining constructs are assigned to the group Others. Each of
these constructs is described in the following.

Dependency is divided into Connectedness and Operational Dependency. Connectedness
is explained earlier as one kind of dependency in terms of behavior. In contrast, operational
dependency refers to the dependency at the operational level. It indicates the extent to which
the organization depends upon its partners in terms of resources, tools, manufacturers, products,
etc. [JZ03].

Compatibility is defined as the congruence in organizational cultures and capabilities, busi-
ness objectives, and visions between partners [CMM10]. We divide compatibility into Shared
Vision as mentioned before, and Operational Compatibility. Shared vision implies the compat-
ibility between organizations at the strategic level, while operational compatibility refers to the
similarity between organizations’ operations, processes, and the way how they conduct business.
The measurement of compatibility therefore reflects both, the similarity of an organizations’ op-
erations [RSK09; CMM10] and the similarity of business goals [LL06; CMM10; Kim+10].

Uncertainty, or environmental uncertainty, reflects organization’s volatility and unpredictabil-
ity [CMM10]. In [LL06], uncertainty is classified into Customer Uncertainty, Supplier Un-
certainty, and Technology Uncertainty. Generally, uncertainty is measured around those three
dimensions [RSK09; LL06; CMM10; Moo11]. Customer uncertainty can be measured from
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unpredictable behavior of customers such as the change of orders and product requirements.
Supplier Uncertainty reflects unpredictable behavior of suppliers to their customers which in-
cludes unpredictability of product quality, delivery time, operations, or the properties of mate-
rials within the same batch [LL06; CP04]. Moreover, technology uncertainty tends to focus on
technology changes [LL06; CP04; Kim+10].

Commitment is defined as the willingness of partners to exert effort on behalf of the rela-
tionship [LL06; WLN10] and the believe that an ongoing relationship is important to be main-
tained [MSP11]. There are various items used for measuring commitment. Those measurement
items focus on the willingness or the intention to maintain relationships and to devote time
and resources such as described in [JZ03; AML10; Zha02; RSK09; LL06; WLN10; MSP11;
Liu+12; Möl10; MB00; GFC09; RRG00] and [Vij10]. Moreover, we define Loyalty as a behav-
ioral intention as part of Commitment since its measures are part of Commitment in terms of the
continuation of business or the purchase of products from an organization [GFC09].

Innovation helps organizations survive in the long run since the competition through product
and technology innovation is stronger than competition among organizations offering similar
products [CF05]. The effect of innovation is not only relevant within individual organizations
but also covers the inter-organizational context such as supply chains as discussed in [CF05;
Cha03] and [CGP11]. If an organization succeeds in innovation, there is a possibility that it can
maintain its position in the market among its competitors as well as that it gains additional market
share. Innovation is difficult to be measured since it is not clear to which extent the innovation
is successful. However, some studies use the number of new products, the percentage of sales
of a new product, the percentage decrease in time or resources when new technology or new
inventions are applied.

Top Management Support describes the support from top-level managers having an un-
derstanding and seeing the importance of a partner’s relationship, especially in the supply chain
context [LL06; CP04]. The role of top managers is important for driving the implementation
towards successful strategies since they have a better understanding of the needs of an organiza-
tion’s strategies [CP04].

Relationship Learning is considered as a process to improve behavior or joint activities in a
relationship by collaboratively creating more value than by doing it individually [CMM10]. The
measurement of learning tends to evaluate if there is knowledge created during the collaboration
and if knowledge is communicated and applied to create value [CMM10; GFC09].

Equity and Fairness is a perception of an organization that its partners act fairly [HCV09].
The concepts of equity and fairness are similar to the concept of reciprocity of a relationship,
as introduced in [Kim+10]. Reciprocity refers to the degree of fairness that the partners per-
ceive about sharing risks, burdens, and benefits [Kim+10]. Inter-organizational justice [Duf+12;
Liu+12] is also categorized as fairness since it refers to the perceptions of fairness of business
partners. [Duf+12] and [Liu+12] defined four different types of justice which include distribu-
tive justice, procedural justice, interpersonal justice, and information justice.

Distributive justice reflects the perceptions of the weaker partners about the fairness of the
division of benefits compared to more powerful partners. Procedural justice refers to the percep-
tions about the fairness of the formal procedures governing a decision process. Interpersonal jus-
tice reflects the fairness at the individual level such as if an individual is treated with politeness,
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dignity, and respect by other individuals. Lastly, information justice focuses on the adequacy
of information provided by partners. Besides, reward and cost introduced in [WLN10] are also
included in fairness since they focus on sharing benefits between organizations. The measure-
ment of reward and cost tends to measure if benefits are shared equally and if the partners are
willing to share unexpected costs. This is similar to the measurement scales of fairness used
in [Kim+10].

Internal Information Technology, such as information management systems and decision
support systems, has an important role in supporting business collaboration [RRG00; KW05]. In
this work, we distinguish information technology between internal information technology and
shared information technology. Internal information technology covers any information sys-
tems or any technologies supporting internal business processes and activities. In other words,
internal informational technology is used only by one organization, while Shared IT refers to
any information systems or technologies that span beyond organizational boundaries [RRG00].
Such shared information technology systems include communication platforms and information
systems that provide a control or monitoring platform to other partners.

Strategy Quality is intangible and ambiguous. However, its measurement scales used
in [CS12] tend to focus on the formation, implementation, and comprehensiveness of strate-
gies. A high degree of strategic quality within supply chains could enhance the competitive
advantage of the entire supply chain [CS12].

Contract defines the rights and obligations of partners through formal rules, terms, and
procedures by explicitly stating how various future situations will be handled [LLL09]. Contract
is considered as one mechanism for creating structural systems which all partners must comply
with. The measurement of contract is quite straight forward by examining if all agreements and
obligations are formally defined.

Supply Chain Practice [Li+06; ZB07] refers to any activities that promote effective man-
agement of supply chains, such as strategic purchasing [CPL04; FKK10], supply management
orientation [SCW00], and supply chain management strategies [GWI08]. The Relationship Ac-
tivities are also considered as a part of the Supply Chain Practice since all collaboration activities
between the business partners could result in an improvement of the supply chain management.

Investment, dedicated investment [WLN10], specific investment [LLL09; CGP11; MSP11;
Koh+12], or relationship investment [Liu+12] refers to the investment in various ways such as
resources and activities made by organizations and dedicated to the relationships with business
partners. Investments can be tangible (e.g. manufacturing tools and resources) and intangible
(e.g. knowledge, ideas, technology or capability) [CMM10]. Investment has been recognized to
have a positive effect on an organization’s performance. However, the more specialized invest-
ment is, the lower its value is in general use [CGP11].

The studies of investment [LLL09; CGP11; CMM10; WLN10; MSP11; Liu+12; Koh+12]
observed in the review describe measures for investment. These describe simple measurement
scales that ask if organizations and its partners have made some significant investments in re-
sources, knowledge, and technology.

Complementarity refers to the lack of similarity or the overlap between core businesses
or capabilities, and the extent to which the unique strengths and resources of partners are ex-
changed. Several studies show that it positively correlates with Relationship Learning [CMM10].
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More complementarity means that among different business partners there are also different
knowledge bases. Therefore, it is more likely that when there is a diversity and non-redundancy
in knowledge then organizations and its partners will have learning opportunities.

Environment Dissimilarity covers the diversity of the market environment, sourcing and
distribution choices [CMM10]. Thus, it offers flexibility to organizations as well as affects
Relationship Learning. Due to the environmental dissimilarity, organizations and its partners
are confronted with greater risks and challenges which in turn lead to learning. Environmental
dissimilarity can be identified with several items such as government intervention, volatility of
regulations, currency exchange rate, overall economic situation, etc. [CMM10].

Competitive Advantage is the extent to which an organization is able to create a defensible
position over its competitors [Li+06]. It comprises capabilities that allow an organization to
differentiate itself from its competitors. Important competitive capabilities include price/cost,
quality, delivery, and flexibility, as described in [Li+06].

Opportunism is the self-seeking behavior with guile (e.g. deceitfulness, a lack of candor
or honesty) including hidden information or hidden action [MSP11]. Opportunism includes a
wide variety of potentially different behaviors. In an inter-organizational context the behavior
is considered to be opportunistic if the behaviors are inconsistent with some prior contract or
agreement. In literature on business partner selection, opportunism is also mentioned as a criteria
of assessing partners [Möl10]. The measurement scales used to justify opportunism tends to
find out if partners perform or act in a opportunistic way to achieve their goals (e.g. alter/detour
information, lie, breach agreements).

Success can be interpreted in several ways including the achievement of business goals and
the improvement of dedicated aspects. Therefore, we group the concepts of success and im-
provement which also includes the improvement of Supply Chain Management (SCM) [LL06].

4.4.2 Deriving the Influencing Relationship Model

The hierarchical structure consists of constructs as well as relationships between these con-
structs. The relationships are either part-of relationships or influencing relationships. Based on
this hierarchical structure the second step for simplifying the constructs and their relationships
can be applied. This includes applying inference as well as redundancy checking rules. The
application of inference rules helps inferring additional influencing relationships which are not
explicitly found in literature studies. By applying these inference rules we can obtain a complete
model of all constructs including the influencing relationships among the constructs.

Inference Rules

The inference rules consider both types of relationships between constructs for deriving addi-
tional knowledge. These include influencing relationships as well as part-of relationships. We
developed four inference rules, as illustrated in Figure 4.8. Rule #1 and Rule #2 infer influencing
relationships from constructs, i.e. main constructs, which are comprised of either one or more
other constructs, i.e. sub-constructs. For instance, the construct Trust consists of the constructs
Credibility and Benevolence. In other words, Credibility and Benevolence are sub-constructs of
Trust.
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Figure 4.7: A hierarchical structure of inter-organizational success factors (note: this figure
illustrates only part-of relationships, but does not show influencing relationships)

In particular, Rule #1 specifies that if an additional construct influences the main construct
then this additional construct also influences the sub-construct. For instance, applied to the
running example, if the additional construct named Adaptability influences Trust, then we also
perceive that Adaptability influences Credibility and Benevolence. Similarly, Rule #2 specifies
that if the main construct influences an additional construct, then the sub-construct also influ-
ences the additional construct. For instance, applied to the running example, if Trust influences
the additional construct named Adaptability, then we also perceive that Credibility and Benevo-
lence influence Adaptability. These properties are reflected by rule#1 and #2. Formally, the first
two rules are expressed as follows:

Rule #1: If y is a part of x, and z influences x, then it implies that z influences y.

Rule #2: If y is a part of x, and x influences z, thist implies that y influences z.

Rule #3 and #4 are inference rules for deriving additional knowledge. In contrast to rules
#1 and #2, the rules #3 and #4 infer additional knowledge from the relationships of the sub-
constructs. In particular, for rule #3, it is important to note that only if an additional construct
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Figure 4.8: Inference rules and redundancy checking rules

influences all sub-constructs then the additional construct also influences the main construct.
For example, if Performance influences Credibility and Benevolence, then it infers that Perfor-
mance also influences Trust. Similarly, if all sub-constructs influence an additional construct,
then the main construct also influences the additional construct. For instance, if Credibility and
Benevolence influence Performance, then it also infers that Trust influences Performance. These
properties are represented by Rule #3 and Rule #4.

Rule #3: If y1, y2, y3...yn are a part of x, and for every part of x, there is an influencing rela-
tionship from z to each part, then it implies that z influences x.

Rule #4: If y1, y2, y3...yn are a part of x, and for every part of x, there is an influencing rela-
tionship from each part to z, then it implies that x influences z.

After applying all inference rules, a complete set of influencing relationships are obtained.
This servers as a basis for applying redundancy checking rules, as discussed in the next sections.

Redundancy Checking Rules

The overall aim of this step is deriving a minimum set of influencing relationships which are nec-
essary for inferring the complete set of influencing relationships by applying the aforementioned
inference rules. For this reason, we perform a redundancy checking step to remove redundant
influencing relationships that can be inferred by the inference rules.
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Considering the inference rules, the influencing relationships of a main construct also cover
the influencing relationships of its sub-constructs. This means that all influencing relationships
of the sub-constructs can be safely eliminated since all of this information can be inferred again
based in the influencing relationships of the main construct. For instance, the influencing re-
lationship from Performance to Trust covers the influencing relationships from Performance to
Credibility and from Performance to Benevolence. Hence, in this case, the influencing relation-
ships between Performance and the sub-constructs of Trust (i.e., Credibility and Benevolence)
are considered as redundant.

In order to remove redundant relationships we define two redundancy checking rules as
shown in Figure 4.8, Redundancy checking rules. These rules, i.e. Rule #5 and Rule #6, are
described as follows:

Rule #5: If y is a part of x, z influences x and z influences y, then z influences y is a redundant
relationship.

Rule #6: If y is a part of x, x influences z and y influences z, then y influences z is a redundant
relationship.

Implementation and Results

The implementation of these steps is achieved by applying a reasoning mechanism based on
the inference and redundancy checking rules introduced earlier. The reasoning mechanism is
implemented by the DReW system 1 [XEH12] which is a reasoning engine for the evaluation of
the combination of ontologies and logical rules.

In this work, the inputs are (i) constructs (cf. Fig. 4.7), with part-of relationships, which are
naturally modeled as OWL ontologies, and (ii) the inference rules and redundancy checking rules
in the form of logical rules. The DReW reasoner internally translates all the inputs into logical
rules and calls the DLV system 2 [Leo+06] to perform the reasoning tasks. The implementation
yields 121 remaining relationships which are important for deriving relationships by using the
inference rules. These constructs and the remaining relationships are illustrated in Figure 4.9,
representing the cause and effect model of inter-organizational success factors.

In the model an arrow describes a directed influencing relationship. For example, the arrow
from Trust to Contract means that Trust influences Contract. Moreover, the influencing rela-
tionships of sub-constructs can be derived using the inference rules and based on the part-of
relationships of the main construct. For instance, applied to the running example, Trust influ-
ences Contract, can imply that Credibility and Benevolence also influence Contract since they
are sub-constructs of Trust (according to Rule #2).

1http://www.kr.tuwien.ac.at/research/systems/drew (visited March 01, 2014)
2http://www.dlvsystem.com (visited March 01, 2014)
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4.5 Network Analysis

From the essential influencing relationships shown in Figure 4.9, we apply inference rules for de-
riving the complete set of influencing relationships. Based on the completed model we analyze
the most influencing constructs as well as the mostly influenced constructs. This is achieved
by performing a network analysis of degree centrality. In this work, we distinguish between
out-degree and in-degree centrality since the model is directed. Out-degree and in-degree anal-
ysis can provide a straightforward answer of the most influencing and the mostly influenced
constructs by looking at the numbers of outgoing and incoming relationships. In other words,
the out-degree of a construct is the number of times that the construct appears as a source of
the influencing relationship. In-degree analysis investigates the number of incoming influenc-
ing relationships or the number of times that the construct appears as a target of an influencing
relationship.

However, constructs are defined as a hierarchical structure. In particular, the interpretation
of the network analysis applied in this work has to deal with hierarchy. This makes an interpre-
tation of the result from the analysis of other centrality measures complicated and ambiguous.
Furthermore, as mentioned earlier, our analysis is based on the complete influencing model,
where all influencing relationships are derived by applying inference rules (cf. Fig. 4.8). Hence,
the analysis of other centrality measures, such as betweenness (focusing on the number of times
a node bridges two other nodes in their shortest path) and closeness (focusing on the total dis-
tance to all other nodes), becomes obsolete, since all hidden relationships are already inferred
in the complete model. Therefore, we only focus on the out-degree and in-degree analysis to
provide insights of the most influencing and mostly influenced constructs.

4.5.1 Out-degree Analysis

The ranking of constructs by out-degree shows the most important constructs which influence
other constructs the most. The results of the out-degree analysis are illustrated in Figure 4.10.
Each circle represents a particular construct where the label represents the name of the construct.
The size of circle visualizes the number of outgoing influencing relationships. That is, the
higher the number of outgoing relationships the bigger the circle is. From the result shown in
Figure 4.10, the top ranked constructs in terms of out-degree include three main groups which
are Relational Capital, Relational Norm, and Commitment. This implies that those three groups
of constructs influence many inter-organizational success factors.

Every part of Relational Capital is found to have a considerably high out-degree as well.
These include Trust with its dimensions Credibility and Benevolence, Shared Vision, and Con-
nectedness. Similarly, Commitment as well as its part Loyalty are also in a top rank in regards to
out-degree. This shows that trustworthiness and faithfulness in business partners are important
for developing IORs since they are the basis of several other success factors.

Furthermore, Relational Norm including Communication (and its dimensions: Information
Sharing and Information Quality) and Cooperation and Integration (including Shared Informa-
tion Technology and Relationship Activities) also play an important role as a source to drive other
success factors since they appear to have a high out-degree as well. Moreover, the out-degree of
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Figure 4.10: The constructs ranked by out-degree

Supply Chain Practice, Relationship Value, and Internal Information Technology are also high
enough to be considered as antecedences of other success factors.

In summary, in order to improve IORs, organizations should consider maintaining or im-
proving success factors in the groups of Relational Capital, Relational Norm, Commitment and
the success factor Information Technology as well as implementing the Supply Chain Practice.
Moreover, they should periodically encourage and promote Relationship Value among business
partners since it can motivate business collaboration.

The result mainly indicates that trustworthiness, loyalty, communication, cooperation and
relationship values are necessary for maintaining and improving IORs. If organizations deceive
their business partners, this may result in losing trustworthiness and loyalty from their business
partners and in turn negatively affect their relationships. In the worst case, when cheating is
started, betrayal may continue happening among business partners which eventually leads to a
great loss in the entire business chain. Similarly, lack of good collaboration and communica-
tion may result in poor business operations. Especially, when a problem arises in a business
chain, organizations require effective cooperation and communication in order to quickly iden-
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Figure 4.11: The constructs ranked by in-degree

tify the problem and urgently implement the solution. Poor cooperation and communication
may cause failure in business operations which consequently leads to business loss and finally
harms IORs. Therefore, organizations should do business with their integrity and sincerity as
well as continuously maintain and improve their communication and cooperation with business
partners. Furthermore, these results are similar to the game theory [NM07] which shows that
trustworthiness leads to the cooperation, and cooperation leads to better outcome for all partic-
ipants in the game [Mea13]. However, without enough trust to cooperate one may start to act
only for the benefit of themselves. One way to enable the cooperation is to encourage the value
of relationships [Mea13]. Once when participants understand benefits and outcomes from their
relationships, business collaboration will be driven.

4.5.2 In-degree Analysis

Figure 4.11 illustrates the ranking of constructs by in-degree. Similar to the out-degree analysis
the circles represent constructs. However, in the case of the in-degree analysis, the size of the
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circles represents the number of incoming influencing relationships. In other words, the bigger
the circle, the higher the construct is influenced by other constructs.

Most of the constructs under the group of Relationship Orientation are shown to have a
high number of in-degree. Those include Relationship Quality, and Performance. The construct
Performance contains the sub-constructs Financial Performance, Operational Performance, and
Satisfaction. Noteworthy constructs are also the sub-constructs of Operational Performance,
which include Adaptability/Flexibility, Failure, Customer Responsiveness, Reliability, and Pro-
duct/Service Quality. Furthermore, a high in-degree is also shown in the sub-constructs of satis-
faction which contains Result Satisfaction as well as Relationship Satisfaction.

These constructs can be considered as consequences of other inter-organizational success
factors. The result implies that the constructs in the group of Relationship Orientation tend to
rely on other constructs. In other words, they require support from other constructs in order to
be achieved and fulfilled.

Surprisingly, Success does not appear as the highest in-degree construct, but instead the
constructs under the group of Relationship Orientation does. The reason is that best to our
understanding most of the studies reviewed often use the constructs of the group Relationship
Orientation for assessing the success of IORs. Generally speaking, this implies that the success
of IORs can be reflected by the constructs under the group of Relationship Orientation (i.e.
Performance and Relationship Quality as well as their sub-constructs).

4.6 Summary

This chapter presents a review which aims at identifying inter-organizational success factors
and their influencing relationships affecting IORs. We conducted a systematic literature review
covering 177 publications for identifying success factors related to IORs. The success factors
have been integrated and consolidated in a cause and effect model. Consequently, the resulting
cause and effect model serves as a basis for analyzing the most influential and most influenced
success factors. The content in this chapter has been submitted as a journal publication and is
still in the process of review [Kra13].

The success factors found in literature have been grouped according to their definitions and
measurements resulting in a hierarchical structure. This structure serves as a basis for applying
inference rules for deriving additional knowledge which is not explicitly addressed in literature.
The resulting structure containing additional inferred knowledge has been simplified by applying
redundancy checking rules. Thereby, duplicate information is eliminated which resulted in the
minimum set of influencing relationships. The resulting constructs as well as their minimum set
of influencing relationships are presented in the cause and effect model.

The cause and effect model has further been analyzed in terms of out-degree and in-degree
analysis. This allows identifying the most influencing as well as the most influenced constructs.
The result of the out-degree analysis shows that the success factors in the groups of Relational
Capital, Relational Norm, Commitment as well as the success factors Supply Chain Practices,
Internal Information Technology and Relationship Value are the most influencing success factors
in IORs. The result of the in-degree analysis shows that the success factors in the Relationship
Orientation group tend to be the most influenced success factors.
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The cause and effect model presented in this chapter explains the existence of the influencing
relationships between success factors. However, it does not indicate the tendency of relation-
ships (i.e. positive relationships or negative relationships). Nevertheless, this review provides
an understanding of success factors in IORs as well as the directed influencing relationships
between success factors.

The identified success factors are used for considering appropriate KPIs derived from EDI-
FACT messages. The details of the KPI identification based on the success factors found in this
work is further provided in the next chapter (i.e., Chapter 5). Furthermore, the knowledge gained
in this review may be used by organizations as a strategic guideline for identifying appropriate
success factors playing key roles in inter-organizational success as well as for evaluating and
monitoring an organizations’ achievements.
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CHAPTER 5
Identifying Inter-organizational Key

Performance Indicators

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the second task for addressing the research question on
the identification of inter-organizational KPIs (cf. Chapter 1.1.3) is to investigate EDIFACT
messages for deriving KPIs and assigning them to success factors. This chapter elaborates on
the method applied for identifying inter-organizational KPIs as well as presents a set of KPIs
derived from EDIFACT messages. The objective of this work is to lift EDI data to quantifiable
KPIs which are in turn connected to business objectives for supporting the evaluation of IORs
on a strategic level (as introduced in Fig. 1.6).

5.1 Motivation

Our main research goal is to enable the quantitative evaluation of IORs. In doing so, quantifi-
able KPIs have to be defined and mapped to inter-organizational success factors. In this way, we
can evaluate the IORs quantitatively through success factors which are measured by quantifiable
KPIs. For obtaining such KPIs, we consider EDIFACT messages since they contain relevant
data. This is because from a technical perspective inter-organizational collaborations are of-
ten supported by means of EDI. Hence, the EDIFACT messages are considered as a potential
data source for identifying KPIs. In this work, we identify KPIs based on concrete EDIFACT
messages rather than based on the extracted BI concepts which represent EDIFACT values on
a conceptual level. This is because BI concepts are user-defined and, hence, more flexible for
arbitrary definitions based on users’ interest. In other words, the naming of BI concepts and
their mapping to EDIFACT values may vary depending on the domain of interest. This makes
KPI identification difficult and inaccurate.

In practice, EDIFACT standards are further concretized by bi- or multilateral agreements
between collaborating business partners, so-called Message Implementation Guidelines (MIGs).
Therefore, in this work we take MIGs of EDIFACT messages under consideration. Based on
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Figure 5.1: Overview of KPI identification method

a data set of real-world MIGs, we derive inter-organizational KPIs and proposed guidelines for
their calculation from EDIFACT data elements. Furthermore, we aggregate these KPIs to define
quantitative measurements reflecting inter-organizational success factors.

The the chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.2 provides an overview on related work.
The method for identifying inter-organizational KPIs from MIGs is described in Section 5.3
including the resulting KPIs. Finally, we conclude with a discussion of the results in Section 5.4.

5.2 Related Work

Due to the ambiguity and intangibility of related measurements, the evaluation of IORs is
challenging. Most of the studies regarding the evaluation of IORs (e.g., [Cas08], [SQ03])
tend to build upon the analysis of success factors having an impact on IORs. For example,
trust [SBS07; ZH06; Sau+04], information sharing [LL06; Che11] and joint working [KHT07;
Joh+04; Duf+12] are mentioned as such factors, which are, however, difficult to measure. In or-
der to be able to define KPIs for IORs, related success factors and ways of measuring them need
to be investigated. Hence, we conducted a literature review on factors influencing IORs’ success
as well as their measurement as presented in Chapter 4. According to the review, 56 success
factors are identified. We found that among these success factors ∼89% are measured by mea-
surement items rated by an evaluator and, hence, include a considerably subjective dimension.
Only ∼11% of them are measured by quantifiable KPIs, such as financial performance [CGP11;
Hsu+08] and operational performance [AML10; ZB07]. This motivates us to investigate whether
it is possible to measure success factors of IORs quantitatively.

5.3 Identifying Inter-organizational KPIs

In this section, we present (i) a method for deriving KPIs from EDIFACT messages and (ii) the
results of applying this method on a real-world data set of MIGs. Figure 5.1 shows an overview
of the presented KPI identification method. We obtain segments, composite data elements, data
elements, and qualifiers from MIGs (cf. Fig. 5.1, Mark 1). Based on this extracted data, we iden-
tify KPIs (cf. Fig. 5.1, Mark 2) and group them to corresponding success factors (cf. Fig. 5.1,
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Table 5.1: MIGs used for identification of inter-organizational KPIs

MIG Set /
Industry

Includes / Excludes Included Version(s) Based on EDIFACT
Release(s)

# MIGs
/ MSG.
types

Odette EDIFACT
MIGs (Automo-
tive)

Only official EDIFACT versions
of Odette messages available in
GEFEG.FX 6.1 were included.

Only latest versions of
MIGs have been used if
several versions of same
MIG were available.

Various releases of
EDIFACT (Syntax
unknown): D.96A,
D.98B, D.03A,
D.05B, D.07A

19 / 12

VDA MIGs (Au-
tomotive)

Only EDIFACT-based messages
available in GEFEG.FX 6.1 were
included (VDA 4933-4980, VDA
9001). VDA-messages not based
on EDIFACT have been excluded
(VDA 4905-4927).

All version 1.0 except
VDA 4938 GLOBAL IN-
VOIC (version JAI 3.1,
2010)

D.96A, D.97B,
D.04A, D.05B,
D.06A, D.07A (all
Syntax 3)

32 / 8

JAI Global Mes-
sages MIGs (Au-
tomotive)

All JAI Global Messages available
in GEFEG.FX 6.1 messages were
included.

Only Version 2008 (in-
cludes JAI 1.1, JAI 2.0,
JAI 3.0)

D.03A (Syntax un-
known), D.04A (S.3),
D.04B (S.3), D.07A
(S.3)

6 / 6

EANCOM MIGs
(Consumer
goods)

All EANCOM messages available
in GEFEG.FX 6.1 were included.

Only EANCOM 2002 S4,
Edition 2010 (Int.)

D.01B (Syntax 4) 49 / 49

EDIFICE MIGs
(Electronics /
High-tech)

All EDIFICE messages available in
GEFEG.FX 6.1 were included, in-
cluding messages of non-EDIFACT
message types, but based on EDI-
FACT segments and elements.

Only Version 2011-1. D.10A (Syntax 4) 24/ 20

Siemens SES
MIGs (Technol-
ogy)

Only EDIFACT-based messages
available in GEFEG.FX 6.1 were
included. Siemens Y-Messages
have been excluded.

Only SES 07/2012. D.10A (Syntax 4) 23 / 20

EDIFOR MIGs
(Transport &
Logistics)

All EDIFOR messages available in
GEFEG.FX 6.1 were included.

Only latest versions of
MIGs have been used if
several versions of same
MIG were available.

Various releases of
EDIFACT (Syntax
unknown): D.96A,
D.01B

7 / 4

Total number of MIGs: 160

Mark 3). In the following, we discuss the data set used in this work and provide the explanation
on two steps of the KPI identification (i.e., frequency analysis and semantics analysis).

5.3.1 Data Set

While our objective is to identify inter-organizational KPIs that can be extracted from EDIFACT
message interchanges in real-world scenarios, it is difficult to obtain real-world message sets
from a representative number of organizations that are sufficiently large for research purposes.
Therefore, we analyze industry MIGs instead, since we consider them to represent an abstraction
and generalization of arbitrary EDIFACT messages exchanged in the real world. MIGs used in
industry are usually only available as semi-formal specifications, often in PDF format, which
are difficult to be analyzed automatically. However, the commercial software suite GEFEG.FX1,
which is currently the market leader in the field of design tools for EDI standards, provides a
formal model of MIGs. In this model, MIGs are defined as subsets of full EDI standards, i.e.,

1http://www.gefeg.com (visited March 01, 2014)
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elements and codes that are marked as optional in the standards may be selectively removed in
MIGs. This formalization allows for automated processing of contained segments, data elements
and code lists, such as for purposes of set analyzes as conducted in this work. Moreover, the
GEFEG.FX software suite also contains a number of concrete instantiations of real-world MIGs
that are encoded according to this formal model. For the data considered in this work, we relied
on a set of 160 different industrial MIGs that we extracted from MIG sets of various industries
contained in GEFEG.FX, Version 6.1 SP1. A detailed description of the data set is shown in
Table 5.1.

5.3.2 Method for KPI Identification

Our proposed method for KPI identification consists of two major steps: (i) frequency analysis
and (ii) consideration of KPIs based on the semantics of data elements and message types. In
the following, these two steps are described in detail.

Analysis of Frequencies. Our proposed method for KPI identification relies on data ele-
ments (DEs) conveyed in EDIFACT messages. In EDIFACT, such DEs may also be arranged
in logical groups called composite data elements (CDEs) and segments. We assume that DEs
that are more frequently used in MIGs are more likely to be available in real-world contexts
and, hence, make our results more practical. For this reason, we automatically extract individual
DEs, CDEs and segments appearing in the MIGs of the above described data set and count the
number of MIGs that contain each individual DE to calculate their number of occurrences. In
this chapter, we provide an excerpt example of the complete frequency analysis of all MIGs and
use these examples to demonstrate the method for conducting the frequency analysis.

For example, DE 1082 Line item identifier appears in eight MIGs, therefore the number of
occurrences of this DE is eight in total (cf. Table 5.2, row No.3). Similarly, DE 5402 Currency
exchange rate has three occurrences in total (cf. Table 5.2, row No.4). The summary of occur-
rences for DE Line item identifier and DE Currency exchange rate are shown in Table 5.3, row
No.3 and No.4 respectively. The numbers of occurrences of all DEs are further averaged. These
averages are used as a threshold for selecting DEs as candidates for deriving inter-organizational
KPIs from them. For example, DE Line item identifier is selected as a potential candidate, while
DE Currency exchange rate is not selected (cf. Table 5.3, row No.3 and No.4, column “Select”).

Furthermore, we also extract CDEs and segments. CDEs contain several DEs, such as CDE
C186 Quantity details (cf. Fig. 5.2a) consisting of DE 6063 Quantity type code qualifier and DE
6060 Quantity. Segments may consist of several DEs as well as CDEs. For example, the NAD
(Name and address) segment (cf. Fig. 5.2b) consists of CDE C082 Party identification details,
DE 3035 Party function code qualifier, DE 3039 Party identifier, DE 3207 Country name code,
etc.

Both CDEs and segments may have so-called qualifiers to specify their exact meaning. Qual-
ifiers are DEs which have qualifying functions for specifying the meaning of its qualified CDEs
and segments. Consider the following instance of CDE Quantity details having as its content
two DEs with values “21” and “50” (cf. Fig. 5.2a). This CDE instance contains DE Quantity
type code qualifier (here: “21”) and DE Quantity (here: “50”). The DE Quantity type code qual-
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Table 5.2: Examples of extracted segments, Composit Data Elements (CDEs), Data Elements
(DEs) from EDIFACT order message type (ORDERS)

Qualifier Value Qualified DE MIG
No.1 CDE: Quantity details (C186), Qualifier: Quantity type code qualifier (6063)

1 = Discrete quantity
DE 6060: Quantity EANCOM-2002-S4-Edition2010-International-30-ORDERS

ODETTE-EDIFACT-latest-versions-14-ORDERS

DE 6411: Measurement unit code EANCOM-2002-S4-Edition2010-International-30-ORDERS
ODETTE-EDIFACT-latest-versions-14-ORDERS

Total occurrences of Quantity type code qualifier “1” = 4

21 = Ordered quantity
DE 6060: Quantity EANCOM-2002-S4-Edition2010-International-30-ORDERS

ODETTE-EDIFACT-latest-versions-14-ORDERS

DE 6411: Measurement unit code EANCOM-2002-S4-Edition2010-International-30-ORDERS
ODETTE-EDIFACT-latest-versions-14-ORDERS

Total occurrences of Quantity type code qualifier “21” = 4

61 = Return quantity DE 6060: Quantity EANCOM-2002-S4-Edition2010-International-30-ORDERS
DE 6411: Measurement unit code EANCOM-2002-S4-Edition2010-International-30-ORDERS

Total occurrences of Quantity type code qualifier “61” = 2
No.2 Segment: Name and address (NAD), Qualifier: Party function code qualifier (3035)

BY = Buyer

DE 3039: Party identifier
EDIFICE-2011-1-5-ORDERS
EANCOM-2002-S4-Edition2010-International-30-ORDERS
EDIFICE-2011-1-6-ORDERS

DE 1131: Code list identification code
EDIFICE-2011-1-5-ORDERS
EANCOM-2002-S4-Edition2010-International-30-ORDERS
EDIFICE-2011-1-6-ORDERS

DE 3036: Party name
EDIFICE-2011-1-5-ORDERS
EANCOM-2002-S4-Edition2010-International-30-ORDERS
EDIFICE-2011-1-6-ORDERS

Total occurrences of Party function code qualifier “BY” = 9

SE = Seller

DE 3039: Party identifier

EDIFICE-2011-1-5-ORDERS
EANCOM-2002-S4-Edition2010-International-30-ORDERS
EDIFICE-2011-1-6-ORDERS
SES-07-2012-19-ORDERS

DE 1131: Code list identification code
EDIFICE-2011-1-5-ORDERS
EANCOM-2002-S4-Edition2010-International-30-ORDERS
EDIFICE-2011-1-6-ORDERS

DE 3036: Party name

EDIFICE-2011-1-5-ORDERS
EANCOM-2002-S4-Edition2010-International-30-ORDERS
EDIFICE-2011-1-6-ORDERS
SES-07-2012-19-ORDERS

Total occurrences of Party function code qualifier “SE” = 11

SF = Ship from
DE 3039: Party identifier EANCOM-2002-S4-Edition2010-International-30-ORDERS
DE 1131: Code list identification code EANCOM-2002-S4-Edition2010-International-30-ORDERS
DE 3036: Party name EANCOM-2002-S4-Edition2010-International-30-ORDERS

Total occurrences of Party function code qualifier “SF” = 3
No.3 DE: Line item identifier (1082)

- -

ODETTE-EDIFACT-latest-versions-13-ORDERS
EDIFICE-2011-1-5-ORDERS
SES-07-2012-19-ORDERS
VDA-latest-versions-4-ORDERS
ODETTE-EDIFACT-latest-versions-14-ORDERS
EANCOM-2002-S4-Edition2010-International-30-ORDERS
VDA-latest-versions-19-ORDERS
EDIFICE-2011-1-6-ORDERS

Total occurrences of Line item identifier = 8
No.4 DE: Currency exchange rate (5402)

- -

EANCOM-2002-S4-Edition2010-International-30-ORDERS
ODETTE-EDIFACT-latest-versions-13-ORDERS
ODETTE-EDIFACT-latest-versions-14-ORDERS

Total occurrences of Currency exchange rate = 3
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Table 5.3: Selection of data elements based on frequencies of occurrences (using the examples
shown in Table 5.2)

Row
No.

Segment / Composite Data Ele-
ment (CDE) / Data Element (DE)

Qualifier Qualifier Value Total Oc-
currences

Select

1 CDE C186: Quantity details DE 6063: Quantity type
code qualifier

1 = Discrete quantity 4 Yes
21 = Ordered quantity 4 Yes
61 = Return quantity 2 No

Average occurrences in ORDERS = 3.33

2 NAD: Name and address DE 3035: Party function
code qualifier

BY = Buyer 9 Yes
SE = Seller 11 Yes
SF = Ship from 3 No

Average occurrences in ORDERS = 7.67
3 DE 1082: Line item identifier - - 8 Yes
4 DE 5402: Currency exchange rate - - 3 No

Average occurrences of DE without qualifiers in ORDERS = 5.5

ifier is coded and can be resolved to “Ordered quantity”2. In this case, DE Quantity type code
qualifier qualifies DE Quantity. Hence this gives a specific meaning of this DE Quantity as an
ordered quantity. Similar to qualified CDEs, an example of a qualified NAD segment is provided
in Figure 5.2b. This segment instance consists of two DEs and one CDE: (i) DE Party function
code qualifier (here: “SE”), (ii) CDE Party identification details consisting of DE Party identi-
fier (here: “TU Vienna”), and (iii) DE Country name code (here: “AT”). The DE Party function
code qualifier is coded and resolves to “Seller”3. In this case, DE Party function code qualifier
qualifies the NAD segment. This means that every DE in the NAD segment is qualified. Hence,
in this example the CDEs and DEs contained in this segment instance refer to name and address
information of a seller. This shows that qualifiers are necessary for considering the semantics
of qualified CDEs and qualified segments. Hence, for CDEs and segments found in MIGs we
consider qualifiers in our method for identifying KPIs.

Therefore, for each CDE and segment we investigate whether there is a corresponding qual-
ifier based on a heuristic rule: If a data element stands at the beginning of a CDE or at the
beginning of a segment and its name ends with the string “qualifier” (ignoring character case),
then it is considered to qualify the remaining data elements of that CDE or of that segment (in-
cluding data elements embedded in nested CDEs), respectively [Eng+13a]. According to this
rule, we extract CDEs and segments with their related qualifiers appearing in MIGs and select
the qualifier based on the frequency of occurrences. Table 5.2 shows examples of CDEs and seg-
ments found in MIGs of the purchase order message type (ORDERS). For example, the qualified
CDE Quantity details is found together with its qualifier, i.e., DE Quantity type code qualifier
(cf. Table 5.2, row No.1). In the data set of the ORDERS MIGs, the DE Quantity type code
qualifier is found with the following values: “1” (Discrete quantity), “21” (Ordered quantity),
and “61” (Return quantity)”. “Discrete quantity” is found to qualify DE Quantity and DE Mea-
surement unit code in the ORDERS message type in EANCOM MIG set and Odette EDIFACT
MIG set. In total, we found two MIGs containing “Discrete quantity” which qualifies DE Quan-
tity and two MIGs containing “Discrete quantity” which qualifies DE Measurement unit code.

2http://www.unece.org/trade/untdid/d12b/tred/tred6063.htm (visited March 01, 2014)
3http://www.unece.org/trade/untdid/d12b/tred/tred3035.htm (visited March 01, 2014)
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Figure 5.2: Example of qualification

Therefore, in total the frequency of occurrences of “‘Discrete quantity” equals four times. The
other qualifiers (i.e., “21”, and “61”) are extracted similarly, as shown in Table 5.2, row No.1
(i.e. “Ordered quantity” appears four times and “Return quantity” appears two times). More-
over, this extraction method is also applied for segments as depicted in Table 5.2, row No.2 for
NAD segment. In the example, three values of DE Party function code qualifier are found: “BY”
(Buyer), “SE” (Seller), and “SF” (Ship from). They qualify DE Party identifier, DE Code list
identification code, and DE Party name which belong to NAD segments. In summary, there are
nine MIGs containing “BY”, eleven MIGs containing “SE”, and three MIGs containing “SF”.

Similar to individual DEs, after extracting qualifiers of CDEs and segments we further select
the candidate qualifiers based on their frequencies of occurrence. The frequencies of qualifiers
are averaged and qualifiers which have frequencies above or equal to the average value are
selected for further consideration. For example, Table 5.3, shows examples for qualifiers be-
longing to CDE Quantity details (cf. Table 5.3, row No.1) and NAD segment (cf. Table 5.3,
row No.2). Among the qualifiers of CDE “Quantity details”, “Discrete quantity” and “Ordered
quantity” are selected for further consideration because they both have frequency of occurrences
above the average. Similarly, among the qualifiers of NAD, “Buyer” and “Seller” are selected
for further consideration.

Analysis of Semantics. From the data processing and selection process, we found 52 mes-
sage types. Each message type contains different DEs, and qualifiers for qualified CDEs and seg-
ments. The consideration of KPIs is based on the semantics of message types and the semantics
of DEs, qualified CDEs and qualified segments. The semantics of message types correspond to
their purposes. We investigate the purpose of those 52 message types in the EDIFACT standard
which can be found in the directories of United Nations Directories for EDI for Administration,
Commerce and Transport (UN/EDIFACT)4. From the investigation, we derive the message ex-
change directions as well as business parties playing key roles in the information exchange. The
summary of message exchange is shown in Figure 5.3. There are seven main parties identified

4http://www.unece.org/trade/untdid/d12b/trmd/trmdi2.htm (visited March 01, 2014)
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Figure 5.3: EDIFACT message types sent between business parties

from these 52 message types. They are supplier or seller, buyer or delivery party, transporter,
bank of supplier, bank of buyer, bank of transporter, and custom administration. The arrows
represent the exchange direction. For example, the arrow from supplier to supplier bank indi-
cates the direction of the exchanged Financial cancellation (FINCAN) message and Direct debit
(DIRDEB) message. This means that FINCAN and DIRDEB are usually sent from supplier to
supplier bank. In addition, the semantics of DEs rely on themselves, e.g., DE Line item identi-
fier simply refers to the number or identity of line item. However, the semantics of CDEs and
segments are based on their related qualifier as explained earlier.

Based on the message exchange scenario depicted in Figure 5.3 and the frequency analysis
described earlier, KPIs can be defined. We distinguish two types of KPIs: primary KPIs directly
derived from data elements and secondary KPIs aggregated from other KPIs. Primary KPIs are
identified by considering the matching of the semantics of the message type and the semantics
of DEs, CDEs, and segments. For example, in the ORDERS message, “Ordered quantity” and
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“Discrete quantity” are considered (cf. Table 5.3, row No.1). Since the purpose of the ORDERS
message is to provide the order information sent from buyer to seller (cf. Fig. 5.3), the “Order
quantity” is expected to be present in the messages. In this way, we conclude that the semantics
of “Ordered quantity” matches with the semantics of the ORDERS message. Hence, we de-
fine “Ordered quantity” as a primary KPI which can be calculated confidentially from “Ordered
quantity” in the ORDERS message. In contrast, the “Discrete quantity” is not considered as
potential data for calculating the KPIs since the semantics of “Discrete quantity” is ambiguous.
In particular, it could possibly refer to any kind of quantity. In this case, we exclude “Discrete
quantity” from our consideration. Furthermore, secondary KPIs are derived by considering pri-
mary KPIs together with DEs, CDEs, and segments. This depends on personal and professional
experience. Finally, we aggregate the resulting KPIs from this work into inter-organizational
success factors found in our previous literature review. The result is explained in detail in the
following.

5.3.3 Results and Evaluation

By following the method explained above, primary KPIs and secondary KPIs are identified. We
provide an excerpt of primary and secondary KPIs, as shown in Table 5.4. The complete set of
resulting KPIs can be found in the Appendix A. As mentioned before, we aggregate the identified
KPIs into inter-organizational success factors. In order to define inter-organizational success
factors we previously conducted a systematic literature review as explained earlier in Chapter 4.
According to our consideration from the measurements of identified success factors found in
literature review, there are twelve success factors related to IORs which can be measured by
the KPIs derived from EDIFACT messages. In the following, these success factors as well as
corresponding KPIs for measuring those success factors are discussed. Moreover, the discussion
on the evaluation of the identified KPIs are also provided.

Satisfaction or customer satisfaction [CP08; Che11] is an emotional response to the dif-
ference between what customers expect and what they actually receive. Satisfaction seems in-
tangible and difficult to measure directly since it is mainly about emotion. One of the most
quantifiable KPIs widely applied for measuring this success factor is customer retention rate. It
refers to the ratio of the number of retained customers to the current number of total customers.
However, ordered quantity as well as return quantity of products can also imply customer sat-
isfaction. Since satisfaction can influence order decisions of customers, the order quantity can
indirectly reflect customer satisfaction. Also, the quantity of returned products can be considered
as a signal of losing satisfaction.

Financial performance analysis is one of the most widely applied methods for analyzing
business performance. It is also applied in the inter-organizational context especially in sup-
ply chains [CGP11; Hsu+08]. Financial performance typically focuses on outcomes related to
economics, such as profitability, cost and revenue. Therefore, the information related to mone-
tary amounts is commonly used for evaluating financial performance, such as invoiced and paid
amount (cf. Table 5.4, financial performance). Furthermore, such KPIs could be translated into
cost and revenue. The translation depends on the role of the participants. For example, the paid
monetary amount found in Remittance advice message (REMADV) could be translated to either
cost, if the NAD (Name and address) or FII (Financial institution information) segment are qual-
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ified by the value “BY” (Buyer), or to revenue, if the NAD segment or FII segment are qualified
by the value “SE” (Seller).

Table 5.4: Excerpt of inter-organizational KPIs identified from EDIFACT messages

KPI Mapping to EDIFACT data / Literature Support
Satisfaction
Ordered quantitys,a,p Ordered quantity (Quantity in QTY qualified by value 21) from ORDERS, or INVOIC mes-

sages
Support: [SK10; SG06]

Returned quantitys,a,p Returned quantity (Quantity in QTY qualified by value 61) from INVOIC, RETANN, or IN-
VRPT messages
Support: [SG06; BS07]

*Customer retention rate i) Message interchange sender or party identification (Party identification in NAD qualified by
value BY) from ORDERS messages
ii) Calculation: (Total customers − Number of new customers)/Total customers of pervious
period
Support: [HHS05; CGH09]

Financial performance
Invoiced amounts,a Invoiced amount (Monetary amount in MOA qualified by value 39 or 77) from INVOIC, or

BANSTA messages
Paid amounts,a Paid amount (Monetary amount in MOA qualified by value 11) from FINSTA, REMADV, or

COACSU messages
*Revenues,a i) Payable, invoice line item, original, total payment and tax/duty amount (Monetary amount

in MOA qualified by value 9, 77, 98, 139 and 161 respectively) from BANSTA, CREMUL,
DEBMUL, COACSU or REMADV messages
ii) The related business parties are seller, supplier, beneficiary and payee from NAD or FII
qualified by value SE, SU, BE and PE respectively)
Support: [Yus+04; HS05; BS00; CF05; MG05; SG06; HHS05; CGH09; KS03; Yeu08;
GWI08; FHZ10; Li+06; RSK09; CP04]

Failure
Number of application
errorss,a,p,c

ERC in APERAK messages
Support: [SMN09]

Reliability
Lost goods quantitys,a,p Lost goods (Quantity in QTY qualified by value 126) from the INVOIC message

Support: [CQ03; SK10; SG06; Ara+07]
*On-time deliveryc,a,p i) Expected delivery date/time (Date/time in DTM qualified by value 10, 2, or 191) from OR-

DERS, DELFOR, DESADV, or DELJIT messages
ii) Actual delivery date/time (Date/time in DTM qualified by value 11, 50, or 310) from DE-
SADV, or RECADV messages
iii) Calculation: COUNT(Deliveries arriving before or on the expected delivery date/time)
Support: [WLN10; HSW04; JZ03; CQ03; AML10; CMM10; PSR01; Koh+12; NWL10;
ZH09; SK10; PLC08; LNC02; SG06; Cha03; CGH09; BB10; BS07; CLS08; Yeu08; KT02;
IGF04; Bag+05; SCW00; ZB07]

Adaptability/flexibility
Quantity not available for
despatch (fill rate)s,a,p

Quantity not available for despatch (Quantity in QTY qualified by value 255) from DESADV
messages
Support: [WLN10; HSW04; CQ03; OK03; SK10; LNC02; SG06; Cha03; Ara+07; KS03;
Bag+05; ZB07; GWI08]

*Quantity ready for ordera,p i) Quantity on hand (Quantity in QTY qualified by the value 17) from QUOTES messages
ii) Ordered quantity (Quantity in QTY qualified by the value 21) from ORDERS or QUOTES
messages
iii) Calculation: Quantity on hand − Ordered quantity
Support: [PP10; OK03]

Customer Responsiveness
Lead timea Lead time (Date/time in DTM qualified by value 169) from DESADV messages

Support: [WLN10; HSW04; JZ03; OK03; ZH09; SK10; SG06; SG06; Ara+07; BB10; BS07;
SMN09; GPT01; CLS08; Yeu08; IGF04; Bag+05; SCW00]
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*Time of order responsea i) Order date/time (Date/time in DTM qualified by 137) from ORDERS messages
ii) Order response date/time (Date/time in DTM qualified by 137) from ORDRSP messages
iii) Calculation: Order response date/time − Order date/time
Support: [CQ03; BS00; AML10; ZH09; PLC08; SG06; KT02; CPL04; CP04]

Information Sharing
Inventory report exchangec INVRPT messages

Support: [BS00; Wie+10; SK10; Zha02; ZB07]
Information Quality
*Forecast accuracya,p i) Forecast/reserved quantity (Quantity in QTY qualified by value 247, or 248) from SLSFCT

messages
ii) Ordered quantity (Quantity in QTY qualified by value 21) from ORDERS messages
iii) Calculation: Forecast/reserved quantity − Ordered quantity
Support: [WLN10; PP10; CMM10; NWL10; SK10; SG06; BS07; GPT01; CWR08; IGF04;
RGS11]

Credibility
Disputed amounts,a Disputed amount (Monetary amount in MOA qualified by value 257) from COMDIS message
Discount amounts,a Discounted amount (Monetary amount in MOA qualified by value 52) from INVOIC, or

QUOTES messages
*Contract violation (order
quantity)c

Ordered quantity (Quantity in QTY qualified by value 21) from ORDERS messages
ii) Minimum, maximum, or committed quantity (Quantity in QTY qualified by value 53, 54,
or 66 respectively) from CNTCND messages
iii) Calculation: COUNT if (Ordered quantity < Minimum quantity or Committed quantity)
or COUNT if (Ordered quantity > Maximum quantity)

Loyalty
Committed quantitys,a,p Committed quantity (Quantity in QTY qualified by value 66) from CNTCND messages
Contract
Contract exchange ratec CNTCND messages
Customer Uncertainty
Order change ratec ORDCHG messages
*Changed order quantitys,a,p i) Ordered quantity (Quantity in QTY qualified by value 21) from ORDCHG or ORDES mes-

sages
ii) Calculation: Previous ordered quantity − Ordered quantity

Note 1: The superscript s,a,p,c on KPI names indicate applicable aggregation functions: sum, average, percentage, count.
Note 2: The superscript * denote the secondary KPIs.
Note 3: Segments and message types mentioned in this table are represented as abbreviation codes of EDIFACT release
D10A. Full descriptions are provided in the following links:
http://www.unece.org/trade/untdid/d10a/trsd/trsdi1.htm
http://www.unece.org/trade/untdid/d10a/timd/timdi1.htm

Failure [CGP11] is one of the success factors in operational performance. The only informa-
tion related to failure could be found in the Application error and acknowledgment (APERAK)
message. Therefore, the KPIs identified from this data set reflect the failure at the application
level, such as the number of application errors.

Reliability [HSW04] mostly focuses on delivery performance such as whether the delivery
is on time, or how often the delivery is delayed, etc. Hence, the identified KPIs mainly focus on
the delivery perspective including the completeness of goods/products delivered to customers
(e.g. damaged/destroy goods, lost goods, etc.) and the number of on-time deliveries.

Adaptability/flexibility focuses on the ability of organizations to adapt themselves to changes
or customer’s requirements. In [JZ03] and [WE04], flexibility is the ability to deal with uncer-
tainty, modification, or any variety of customer needs. Hence, we consider the readiness of
goods/products that can be served for the customers orders as the KPIs reflecting this aspect.
Such KPIs show the ability of organizations to handle the orders of customers.
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Customer responsiveness tends to analyze how fast organizations respond to customer re-
quests [HSW04; CPL04]. Requests and responses between business partners are usually found
in the context of EDI messages since they require the exchange of information. As expected, we
found a number of message types having these purposes (e.g., requesting and responding) in-
cluding Order (ORDERS), Order response (ORDRSP), Request for quote (REQOTE), and Quote
(QUOTES) messages. Hence, we identify time of response for each pair of requesting message
and responding message as one of the KPIs reflecting customer responsiveness. The other ex-
ample is lead time which is the duration from the placement of an order until the goods are
received. This can also reflect how fast an organization responds to its customers orders.

Information sharing tends to measure whether organizations and their business partners
keep informing each other about changes or any information that affect their business [Li+06].
Therefore, the exchange of the information that is not related to business transactions such as
sales forecast and inventory level can be considered to reflect information sharing between busi-
ness partners. For instance, the number of inventory reports exchanged may reflect the success
factor information sharing.

Information quality, in contrast to information sharing, focuses on the quality of the ex-
changed information such as accuracy, completeness and timeliness [LL06]. In other words,
the information shared between business parties should be accurate, complete, and adequate for
supporting decision making. This is difficult to determine from a single data element. However,
by considering several data elements together we suggest that the accuracy can be determined
by comparing forecast/plan information to the actual transactional information. For example,
comparing sale forecast quantity to the actual order quantity. Moreover, the duration of delivery
preparation (i.e. time from the delivery request notification until the requested delivery date) can
also reflect whether the information is timeliness (i.e., is there enough time for the supplier to
provide goods/products for an order).

Credibility [WLN10; AML10] reflects the belief of an organization towards its partners that
they will perform the task as expected. Therefore, contract violation is suitable for measuring
credibility. The disputed monetary amount possibly also indicates credibility of suppliers since
disputed amount is usually raised by customers when they notice something unacceptable (e.g.
invoiced amount, payment amount). In this case, suppliers may loose their credit. In contrast,
allowance and discount could also help suppliers gain more credit.

Loyalty is determined in terms of the intention to continue doing business or buying product
from an organization [GFC09]. Committed quantity can reflect this success factor, since it in-
dicates the quantity of products that customers intend to buy or suppliers intend to provide. For
example, large committed quantity can be interpreted that customer still tend to do a business
with its supplier. In contrast, once the committed quantity is noticeably decreased, it might be a
sign of detachment.

Contract [LLL09] is an agreement between partners which is defined in a formal way. Con-
tract is considered as one mechanism for creating structural systems to which all partners must
comply. The measurement of contract is quite straight forward by examining whether all agree-
ments and obligations are formally defined and followed by all agreed parties. In the context
of EDIFACT messages, there is Contractual conditions message (CNTCND) which provides
the contractual information of business parties in order to enable an automation of transactions.
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From this, the number of contracts, and the contract rate (frequency of contract generated) could
reflect this success factor.

Customer uncertainty [LL06] is uncertainty from the customer’s side. It refers to the
unpredictable behavior of customers such as the change of orders and product requirements.
Thereby, the number of order changes as well as changed ordered quantities could directly re-
flect customer uncertainty.

Evaluation of KPIs

The identified KPIs are evaluated through the support of literature. In particular, we assess those
KPIs by answering the question of whether they are applied as indicators of performance and/or
indicators of the success of IORs in the B2B context.

In doing so, we investigate measurement items (e.g., measures, and questions or scale items
asked in surveys or interviews) of success factors found in the set of literature which is previously
selected for the review presented in Chapter 4. If the KPIs are directly applied as an indicator,
or mentioned as a determinant of success factors in a literature, the literature is considered as
a support for those KPIs. For example, the study of measuring supply chain performance in
[SG06], [BS07], [CGH09], and others explicitly mention as well as apply on-time delivery as a
performance measure. Therefore, those studies are considered as supporting evidences for using
the KPI on-time delivery. Hence, they are consequently added as a support for on-time delivery
(cf. Table 5.4). Moreover, some studies describe the measurement of success factors through
questions in a survey. Considering these questions, in case the literature contains questions
related to the identified KPI, the literature is added as an additional support for the KPI. In the
following an example is provided.

For instance, the study of supply chain practice and information sharing of Zhou and Benton
Jr. [ZB07] used survey questions to collect data. One of the questions related to information
sharing is “How often does your major customer electronically provide your firm with its infor-
mation in inventory level or future demand forecasting?”. This question is explicitly related to
the frequency of exchanging inventory reports and sale forecasts. Therefore, the study of Zhou
and Benton Jr. [ZB07] is added as a support for both the KPIs of inventory report exchange and
sale forecast exchange (cf. Table 5.4).

According to the investigation, 19 out of the 53 primary KPIs and 15 out of the 18 secondary
KPIs are confirmed that they have been applied as an indicator related to the success of IORs.
Most of the secondary KPIs have strong support for their application in reality, whereas a few
of primary KPIs are actually applied. The result shows that performance measurement in reality
relies more on complex KPIs (i.e., secondary KPIs) derived from several aspects rather than
primary KPIs which are calculated solely based on a single attribute. However, some primary
KPIs are necessary for calculating complex KPIs. As shown in the result, a lot of primary KPIs
considering financial performance (e.g., payable amount, final posted amount, invoiced amount,
etc.) have no support from literature. However, they can be transformed or aggregated as rev-
enue, profit, or cost. Moreover, the KPIs regarding credibility, loyalty, contract, and customer
uncertainty have no support as well. These success factors are measured by using questions
which are difficult or unable to be translated into quantifiable measures. Therefore, those KPIs
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are still unable to be claimed as an acceptable measure. Nevertheless, they can be considered as
the first inspiration of quantifiable measurements for their corresponding success factors.

5.4 Summary

In this chapter we presented a method for identifying inter-organizational KPIs from business
data in EDIFACT messages. The proposed method takes the frequencies of data elements into
account, as well as the semantics of both, data elements and message types, in order to derive
accurate results. We applied this method on a data set of real-world industry MIGs, presented
a set of derived inter-organizational KPIs, as well as described guidelines for their calculation
based on concrete EDIFACT data. Furthermore, we presented aggregations of these KPIs in
order to define quantitative measurements for inter-organizational success factors. The work
presented in this chapter has also been published in [Kra+13]. Moreover, we evaluated the
identified KPIs by finding evidences of their application in reality from existing literature.

The resulting set of KPIs identified in this work answers the second research question:
“What are inter-organizational KPIs that can be derived from EDIFACT messages?”. The
KPIs, the inter-organizational success factors defined in the previous chapter, as well as their
influencing relationships are stored in a knowledge base. This knowledge base serves as a basis
for analysis tasks. In particular, this knowledge base is used as one of the components of our
inter-organizational performance analysis framework. Mapping KPIs to actual data elements in
EDIFACT messages allows automating the discovery and calculation of KPIs, and consequently,
fosters automation of the performance evaluation. The detailed explanation on the application
of this knowledge is provided in Chapter 6, Section 6.3.2.
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CHAPTER 6
Inter-organizational Performance

Analysis Framework

The objective of this research is not only to provide the quantitative measurement for IORs
through inter-organizational KPIs, but also to lift performance measurements onto a strategic
level. This has been introduced earlier as the third research question (cf. Chapter 1.1.3). In
this chapter, we propose the framework for inter-organizational performance evaluation which
applies quantitative KPIs as well as allows connecting those KPIs to organizations’ strategies.
Particularly, as introduced in Figure 1.6, the main idea of the framework is to connect business
information concepts derived from EDI messages, KPIs, success factors, and business objectives
for enabling the evaluation of IORs on a strategic level. The framework allows modeling and
defining KPIs based on business information, and connecting these KPIs to business objectives
through success factors. The detailed discussion of the proposed framework is provided in the
following.

6.1 Motivation

Applying inter-organizational KPIs derived from EDI messages makes the evaluation of inter-
organizational performance quantifiable, and in turn allows reflecting IORs tangibly. However,
the KPIs derived from EDI messages are considered as performance measures at an operational
level. To analyze and monitor business performance against business strategies or objectives,
those KPIs must be linked to corresponding strategies. The alignment between KPIs and busi-
ness strategies enables performance assessment against high-level business objectives. This
helps managers or strategists to understand the impact of operational results on IORs.

To this end, we propose a framework for evaluating IORs by means of inter-organizational
business performance analysis from EDI messages. On the one hand, the framework supports the
identification of relevant KPIs from business information contained in EDI messages. Besides
business information conveyed in EDI documents, the framework also takes the information
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of inter-organizational processes refer to as choreography into account. Such information in-
cludes event logs, and choreography models derived from the exchange of EDI messages. These
sources of information are discovered by applying our business information extraction frame-
work (cf. Chapter 3) as well as adapted process mining techniques [Eng+12a; Aal11; Aal+07]
on EDI messages.

On the other hand, the framework allows defining business objectives following the Balanced
Scorecard (BSC) method. It supports the alignment of identified KPIs and business objectives
which enables the evaluation of inter-organizational business performance. The framework is
realized as a plug-in for ProM [Don+05].

The main contribution of the work presented in this chapter is the integration of process
mining techniques adapted for inter-organizational information exchange, i.e., a bottom-up ap-
proach, and the BSC method, i.e., a top-down approach. In particular, by deriving process mod-
els from the exchange log of EDI messages through process mining yields the actual process
models used in real-world scenarios rather than the ones that are predefined. Therefore, deriving
and calculating KPIs based on such mined models gives us the accurate results reflecting real-
ity. While such bottom-up approach provides accurate performance results, the top-down BSC
approach connects these performance results to strategies. In other words, it provides a way to
interpret performance results as an achievement of organizations’ strategies.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.2 provides an overview on related work.
In Section 6.3, the framework is described in detail including the architecture as well as the
technical realization. A demonstration of the framework has been performed based on two case
studies using real-world data which are presented separately in Chapter 7.

6.2 Related Work

Previously, we proposed the use of KPIs calculated from EDI data for the evaluation of IORs in
order to improve quantifiability and explicitness. As presented in Chapter 4 and 5, we investi-
gated appropriate success factors and ways of measuring them by conducting a literature review
on factors influencing IORs as well as their measurement. Based on the success factors and their
measurements found, we identified KPIs from EDI (UN/EDIFACT) messages and aggregated
them into success factors.

Recently, the work of Engel et al. [Eng+12a] applied process mining techniques to discover
process models from EDI messages for deriving KPIs reflecting business process performance.
ProM provides several plug-ins supporting analysis based on low-level log data (e.g., ILP Miner
[Wer+08], α-Miner [AWM04], performance analysis through process mining [Hor07]) as well
as business data (e.g., data-aware process mining [LA13]). Results from process mining can also
be applied for in-depth analysis of business processes for answering specific business-related
questions. As in [ER14], they use the mined model of an inter-organizational purchasing pro-
cess as well as related business information (e.g., requested and actual delivery dates, ordered
quantities, etc.) for answering questions related to the operational performance regarding deliv-
eries (e.g., “Which line items take the longest to deliver?”, “Does the delivery time of line items
vary depending on the delivery point?”, etc.). These results can be used as KPIs for monitoring
business performance since KPIs are defined based on information that actually appears in real
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business scenarios. However, a drawback of these bottom-up approaches is that they usually fall
short of accurately reflecting business success on a strategic level.

Top-down approaches for performance analysis suggest to base the performance evalua-
tion on business objectives and to translate these objectives into measurements which enables
a performance evaluation on the business level. The BSC method [KN92] is a widely applied
top-down measurement system [Eck06]. As discussed in state-of-the-art (cf. Chapter 2, Sec-
tion 2.2), there are also several works on applying the BSC framework in inter-organizational
contexts such as Supply Chain Management (SCM). For instance, Brewer et al. [BS00] and
Bullinger et al. discuss the interrelationship between the BSC method and the SCM field and
introduce approaches for supply chain performance analyzes based on BSCs. Kleijnen et al.
[KS03] and Chia et al. [CGH09] study examples of KPIs commonly used for measuring supply
chain performance following the BSC paradigm. However, top-down approaches are difficult to
implement since business objectives and/or strategies are often too broadly defined and, hence,
too ambiguous to identify appropriate KPIs. Therefore, best practice in the BSC framework
suggests to align business strategy with KPIs through critical success factors [KN04]. How-
ever, success factors are still required to be translated into quantifiable KPIs in order to enable
quantitative performance analysis.

In this work we introduce the performance analysis framework which integrates the process
mining and the BSC approach. The framework is implemented by applying semantic technolo-
gies. In particular, we develop the BSC ontology for supporting the modeling of BSC elements
and the automatic calculation of BSC models. Best to our knowledge, there are two related
works on the BSC ontology. Bobillo et al. [Bob+09] proposed a fuzzy BSC ontology (fBSCO)
supporting fuzzy BSC implementation. However, the fBSCO focuses on BSC perspectives and
defines other BSC elements (e.g. business objectives, KPIs, etc.) as fuzzy variables which pur-
posely supports fuzzy implementation. Furthermore, the relationships of each BSC elements are
not explicitly provided in the fBSCO. Similarly, the ontology provided in [Nav+06] describes
only the concept of BSC elements without any detail of their relationships and attributes. In
contrast, our BSC ontology presented in this paper is designed for supporting full BSC imple-
mentation including the modeling of BSC elements including their relationships as well as the
calculation of BSC models.

6.3 EDImine BSC Framework for Inter-organizational
Performance Analysis

On the one hand, the bottom-up analysis of business (process) performance may fall short in
accurately reflecting business success on a strategic level. One the other hand, top-down ap-
proaches tend to be difficult to implement. We suggest that the top-down and bottom-up ap-
proaches may complement each other. In particular, the bottom-up approach is utilized for
defining the KPIs from real data which facilitates the calculation of KPIs in concrete use cases.
Subsequently, the top-down approach allows aligning business objectives with KPIs which en-
ables the evaluation of business performance of IORs on a strategic level. The framework pro-
posed for analyzing business performance, namely the EDImine BSC Framework, integrates a
bottom-up and a top-down approach. Figure 6.1 illustrates a high-level overview of the frame-
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Figure 6.1: The EDImine BSC Framework

work. The framework is built upon (i) EDI & BI (Business Information) ontologies (cf. Fig. 6.1,
Mark 1) [Eng+12b; Kra+12a], (ii) event logs (cf. Fig. 6.1, Mark 2), and (iii) process models (cf.
Fig. 6.1, Mark 3). Figure 6.2 shows EDI data preprocessing resulting in those three artifacts.
EDI messages as well as their contained values are stored and parsed as EDI ontologies (cf.
Fig. 6.2, Mark 1) following the conceptualizing approach introduced by Engel et al. (cf. Chap-
ter 2, Section 2.1.2). EDI ontologies are further extended with business information concepts by
applying our information extraction approach presented in Chapter 3 (cf. Fig. 6.2, Mark 2). This
yields EDI & BI ontologies. Furthermore, an even log is derived by using the EDI/event mapping
and event correlation approach with the toolset presented in [Eng+13b; ER14]. Finally, process
mining techniques such as Heuristics Miner algorithms [WAA06] are employed for discovering
inter-organizational process models (cf. Fig. 6.2, Mark 4). Optionally, the derived event log can
also be further preprocessed for filtering interested process instances, or cleaning undesired pro-
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Figure 6.3: The balanced scorecard (BSC) ontology based on [WML08] as a UML class diagram

cess instances or events, etc. These preprocessed artifacts serve as data sources covering both,
the business data and the process perspective, for supporting performance analysis.

The framework consists of the BSC ontology (cf. Fig. 6.1, Mark 4) and a set of predefined
success factors and KPIs (cf. Fig. 6.1, Mark 5). The BSC ontology provides a conceptual
description of BSC elements including business objectives, success factors, and KPIs. The BSC
ontology serves two purposes. First, it allows the modeling of definition and calculation of
KPIs based on the aforementioned data sources. Second, it supports the alignment of KPIs and
relevant business objectives according to the BSC method. Having a predefined set of success
factors and KPIs available, allows to automatically identify available KPIs according to the
business information available in the data sources.

In the following, the BSC ontology and the BSC calculation, including the method for cal-
culating the scores of business objectives and KPIs, are described in detail. The knowledge
base storing the set of predefined success factors and KPIs described in Chapter 4 and 5 is also
provided along with ontological rules for automatic KPIs suggestion.

6.3.1 BSC Ontology

Figure 6.3 shows a simplified view of the BSC ontology represented as a UML class diagram.
Please note that we represent the ontology as an UML class diagram because, in this section,
it is necessary to describe BSC concepts together with their attributes. Attributes of concepts
in the BSC ontology are designed based on the calculation method employed in the framework.
In other words, these attributes are necessary for calculating the score of KPIs and business
objectives. In our work, we do not calculate the score of success factors since success factors
are only applied as a mediator to connect KPIs and their corresponding business objectives. In
the following, we explain the BSC ontology along with the example provided in Figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.4: Example of an instance of the BSC ontology

In the BSC ontology, BSC elements are comprised of perspectives (Perspective) (e.g., fi-
nance, customer, process, learning and growth), business objectives (BusinessObjective), suc-
cess factors (SuccessFactor), and KPIs. A perspective contains related business objectives.
A business objective can be measured by success factors which are measured by quantifiable
KPIs. In other words, success factors are used as mediators to connect business objectives to
KPIs. For example, Figure 6.4 describes a BSC model instance conforming to the presented
BSC ontology. It illustrates a BSC model consisting of the Financial and Process perspec-
tive, the business objective IncreaseRevenue and ImproveOperationalPerformance ,
the success factor FinancialPerformance and OperationalPerformance, as well as the
KPI TotalRevenue, AverageRevenuePerOrder, and AverageInvoiceDuration. In par-
ticular, the Financial perspective contains the business objective IncreaseRevenue. The
business objective IncreaseRevenue is measured quantitatively by the KPI TotalRevenue
and AverageRevenuePerOrder based on the success factor FinancialPerformance. The
Process perspective contains the business objective ImproveOperationalPerformance

which is measured based on the KPI AverageInvoiceDuration through the success fac-
tor OperationalPerformance. For the calculation of a business objective, we further define
a critical threshold as an attribute of business objective as follows:
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• Critical threshold. The critical threshold of a business objective is a percentage value
that defines the lowest percentage of achievement that the business objective should have.

Furthermore, we categorize KPIs into two types: primary KPIs (PrimaryKPI) and secondary
KPIs (SecondaryKPI). A primary KPI is a KPI that can be calculated by applying an aggregation
function (i.e., sum, average, count, etc.) on a metric, whereas a secondary KPI can be calculated
based on several metrics and other KPIs by following a calculation expression. Attributes of
KPIs are defined as follows:

• Target value. The target value is required for considering whether the KPI is achieved. It
is the desired value where the KPI should reach for. For example, the KPI TotalRevenue,
provided in the example (cf. Fig. 6.4), has a target value as EUR 1,000,000. This means
that the desired total revenue should reach EUR 1,000,000.

• Limit type. The limit type provides the desired direction of the KPI value. There are
three limit types: “More is better”, “Less is better”, and “Two-side”. The “More is better”
indicates that actual values higher than the target value are preferred. The “Less is better”
indicates that actual values lower than the target value are preferred. The “Two-side”
indicates that actual values equal to the target value are preferred. For instance, the limit
type of the KPI TotalRevenue (cf. Fig. 6.4) is “More is better” which implies that the
total revenue more than EUR 1,000,000 (i.e., its target value) is preferred.

• Critical threshold. The critical threshold defined in this work is a relative value with
respect to the target value. Depending on the limit type, it defines the boundary from
the target value where the KPI becomes critical. For example, the critical threshold of
TotalRevenue is defined as EUR 200,000 (cf. Fig. 6.4). According to its limit type
which is “More is better”, its critical threshold defines the lowest bound that the KPI
should achieve. Therefore, if the actual value of TotalRevenue is less than EUR 800,000
(i.e., the revenue drops more than EUR 200,000 from the target value), the KPI is con-
sidered as critical. In contrast, the KPI AverageInvoiceDuration has the limit type
“Less is better”, the target value is 2 days and the critical threshold is 5 days (cf. Fig. 6.4).
In this case, it indicates that the KPI becomes critical if its actual value is more than 7 (2
+ 5) days.

• Analysis period. The analysis period defines a calculation period of the KPI such as
weekly, daily, or monthly.

• Weight. The weight assigns a relative importance to the KPI. In our implementation, we
define the weight of a KPI as a percentage value.

• Aggregation function. Primary KPIs apply aggregation functions (e.g., sum, average,
count, etc.) for calculating their values. Therefore, primary KPIs have the additional
attribute of an aggregation function in order to specify the function that will be applied on
the related metrics. For instance, the KPI Total Revenue has an aggregation function
“SUM” (cf. Fig. 6.4). This refers to the calculation of the KPI as a sum of its related
metric InvoicedAmount.
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Figure 6.5: Example of process model and possible derived process instances

• Expression. For secondary KPIs which require the calculation based on algebraic ex-
pressions, the expression attribute is necessary for defining algebraic expressions over
variables and constants. The KPI AverageRevenuePerOrder is an example of a sec-
ondary KPI (cf. Fig. 6.4). In the example, it is calculated based on the expression “X
/ Y”. The binding of the variable “X” and “Y” is provided in the variable map which is
explained in the following.

• Variable map. Variable map is an attribute for secondary KPIs. It defines the binding
between variables (used in the expression) and values of the related metrics or KPIs. Let’s
consider the previous example of the KPI AverageRevenuePerOrder. As explained
earlier, the KPI AverageRevenuePerOrder has a calculation expression as “X / Y”.
The variable map indicates that “X” is the value of the KPI TotalRevenue and “Y” is
the total number of orders calculated by applying the “COUNT” function on the metric
OrderID.

The other concept defined in the BSC ontology is Metric. The Metric is not a BSC element
but it is required as a basis for calculating KPIs: metrics are calculated on individual events of
a process instance, whereas KPIs aggregate one or more metrics over a specific period of time.
Our employed ontology of metrics builds upon the work of Wetzstein et al. [WML08]. Metrics
are divided into instance metrics (InstanceMetric), aggregate metrics (AggregateMetric), and
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composed metrics (ComposedMetric). Instance metrics are based on query statements and can
be further divided into instance data metrics (InstanceDataMetric) and instance process metrics
(InstanceProcessMetric).

Instance data metrics use queries on EDI & BI ontologies where raw data elements from
EDI standards are conceptualized into generic BI concepts. The reader is referred to Chapter 3
for details on encoding EDI messages through BI concepts. These BI concepts are used in
query statements of instance data metrics for querying data on a conceptual level (e.g., ordered
quantity, invoiced amount, etc.). Instance data metrics may be employed primarily for metrics
focusing on business performance that are calculated from business information in EDI messages
(e.g., ordered quantity). Instance data metrics have the following attributes:

• Query statement. To retrieve the information from EDI & BI ontologies, a query state-
ment must be defined. In our implementation, we define queries based on the Datalog
syntax [MSS05]. As shown in an example provided in Figure 6.4, the instance data met-
ric InvoicedAmount has the query as “INVOIC_LineItem_InvoicedAmount(X), has-
Value(X, Y)”. In particular, the first part is defined to query instances of invoiced amounts
(i.e., “INVOIC_LineItem_InvoicedAmount(X)”) and the second part is defined to query
the value of those instances of invoiced amounts (i.e., “hasValue(X, Y)”).

• Variable map. The variable map is used to bind variables in query statements to their rep-
resentative names. For example, the variable map of the instance data metric Invoiced-
Amount indicates that the variable “X” refers to “DataElement” that contain the value of
invoiced amount and the variable “Y” refers to “InvoicedAmount” (cf. Fig. 6.4).

• Control event type. Control event type specifies the type of event in a process model
where the calculation mechanism should perform a query. For instance, let’s assume that
the example provided in Figure 6.4 is defined based on the process model depicted in
Figure 6.5. In the example, the instance data metric InvoicedAmount has a control
event type as “Invoice”. This means, at querying time, the calculation mechanism should
retrieve invoiced amounts that are only related to the events of type “Invoice” (cf. Fig. 6.5).
Limiting the query for specific types of events can help improving the correctness of
information retrieval as well as reducing search scope which in turn speed up querying
tasks.

Instance process metrics use query statements that reference time-based values gathered
from process models and event logs. Hence, instance process metrics may be used primarily for
metrics focusing on process performance and are calculated from event data and process models,
such as event sequence patterns or event timestamps (e.g., order date/time). In this case, in order
to ensure the correctness of information retrieval, event sequence patterns have to be specified.
Based on the specified patterns, the querying mechanism has to be able to perform querying
tasks following the patterns. In doing so, the implementation of the querying mechanism of
this framework leverages the concept of log replay [AAD12] to step through the event log and
retrieve corresponding activity timestamps accurately. Instance process metrics consist of the
following attributes:
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• Query statement. The query statement of instance process metric consists of variable and
event type. In particular, the only information that is retrieved for instance process metrics
are timestamps of events. In order to query timestamps of events, the information of event
type (which are of interest) and the related variable are required. For example, let’s assume
that the instance example provided in Figure 6.4 is defined based on the process model in
Figure 6.5. In the example, the instance process metric DeliveryAndInvoiceDate has
a query statement as “[X, Delivery][Y, Invoice]”. Based on this query, at the calculation
time, the mechanism will query all timestamps of “Delivery” events and timestamps of
“Invoice” events as well as assign “X” and “Y” as a corresponding variable.

• Variable map. Similar to the variable map of instance data metrics, the variable map
is used to define names for variables that appear in the query. For instance, as shown
in the instance process metric DeliveryAndInvoiceDate, the variable “X” refers to
“DeliveryDate” and the variable “Y” refers to “InvoiceDate”.

• Source type. Source type is necessary for ensuring information retrieval based on the
specified event sequence patterns. In our implementation, we allow two source types:
“Event” or “Transition”. If the source type is “Event”, the mechanism will retrieve times-
tamps of all possible events that are defined in the query statement. If the source type is
“Transition”, the mechanism will retrieve timestamps of events that match the sequence
order of event types defined in the corresponding query statement. For example, let’s
again assume that the instance example provided in Figure 6.4 is defined based on the
process model in Figure 6.5. The instance process metric DeliveryAndInvoiceDate
is defined for retrieving the timestamps of “Delivery” events and related “Invoice” events
for further calculation of the invoice duration. However, according to the process model,
several event sequences can be derived as shown in the example of process instances (cf.
Fig. 6.5). In the case of process instances#1, it is obvious that the duration of invoice is
the duration between the “Delivery” event and its consecutive “Invoice” event (cf. 6.5,
Mark 1). However, in the process instance #2 and #3, querying becomes ambiguous since
there are several possible pairs of the events “Delivery” and “Invoice”. Therefore, it is re-
quired to specify an event sequence pattern in order to ensure the correctness of informa-
tion retrieval. In the example, the instance process metric DeliveryAndInvoiceDate
has a sauce type as “Transaction”. This restricts the query mechanism to retrieve times-
tamps of “Delivery” events and timestamps of their consecutive “Invoice” events since the
“Delivery” is firstly defined and followed by “Invoice” in the query statement (i.e., “[X,
DeliveryEvent][Y, InvoiceEvent]”). Therefore, the timestamps of “Delivery” events and
“Invoice” events of the pairs depicted in Figure 6.5, Mark 1, 3, 5, and 7 will be selected
at calculation time.

Aggregate metrics aggregate values of instance metrics by using aggregation functions such
as sum, average, count, etc. Composed metrics allow the use of algebraic expressions on several
metrics in order to further aggregate metrics (e.g., duration between ordering and invoicing).
The attributes belonging to aggregate metrics and composed metrics are similar to the attributes
of KPIs:
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• Aggregation function. The aggregation function is required for aggregate metrics. It
defines the aggregation function (e.g., sum, average, count, etc.) that is applied on a
related metric.

• Expression. Composed metrics requires an expression attribute for specifying the alge-
braic expression over constants and/or variables related to their corresponding metrics.

• Variable map. Furthermore, composed metrics have the attribute of variable map for indi-
cating the binding between the variable and the values of the related metrics. For example,
the composed metric InvoiceDuration maps the variable “X” to the “DeliveryDate”
and the variable “Y” to the “InvoiceDate” of the metric DeliveryAndInvoiceDate.

6.3.2 Success Factors, KPIs, and Suggestion Rules

The above described ontology and the above described method for BSC calculation address
the problems of calculating KPIs from heterogeneous EDI data schemas as well as aligning
KPIs with business strategy as introduced in the previous chapter. For addressing the challenge
of defining concrete KPIs for evaluating IORs from EDI messages, we conducted a system-
atic literature review on inter-organizational success factors as well as their related measure-
ments. The selection of relevant studies was based on search criteria covering the topics of inter-
organizational success factors, inter-organizational performance evaluation, and business partner
selection. We considered only studies published in the period from 2000 to 2012. Using Google
Scholar with these search criteria pointed us to 177 qualified published works. The reader is
referred to Chapter 4 for details on the review. Based upon this literature review, we identified
56 success factors. We studied a sample of EDIFACT message type specifications in various re-
leases (ranging from D96A to D10A) and identified sets of KPIs reflecting these success factors
that can be calculated from information in such messages. Furthermore, we presented aggrega-
tions of these KPIs in order to define quantitative measurements for inter-organizational success
factors. Details on the employed method for KPI identification can be also found in Chapter 5.

Knowledge Base of Success Factors and KPIs

The identified inter-organizational success factors and KPIs are stored as a knowledge base sup-
porting automatic KPI identification and suggestion. In other words, those identified success
factors, KPIs, as well as their relationships are stored as instances in the knowledge base con-
forming to the conceptual model shown in Figure 6.6, Mark 1. The conceptual model shows
the modeling of the relationships between success factors (SuccessFactor), KPIs (KPI), and
metrics (Metric). KPIs identified from EDIFACT messages relate to metrics that are required
for their calculation through the uses property. Furthermore, they are associated with corre-
sponding success factors by the object property named measures. In addition, success factors
are also organized as a hierarchical structure and influence each other as explained earlier in
Chapter 4, Section 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 with the properties namely partOf and influences.

An example of knowledge base at an instance level is provided in Figure 6.6, Mark 2. Ac-
cording to the example, Satisfaction, FinancialPerformance, and Performance are
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Figure 6.6: Predefined inter-organizational success factors and KPIs stored as a knowledge base

success factor. Satisfaction and FinancialPerformance are part of Performance. Fur-
thermore, the success factor Satisfaction influences the achievement of FinancialPer-
formance. This relationship is expressed by influences property (cf. Fig. 6.6, Mark 3). The
influencing relationships are derived by applying inference rules of inferring influencing rela-
tionships of success factors (cf. Chapter 4, Section 4.4.2) on the cause and effect model presented
in Chapter 4, Section 4.4.2. Based on the result of inter-organizational KPI identificatin (cf.
Chapter 5), the identified KPIs are assigned to their corresponding success factors. For example,
the KPI TotalLineItemAmount measures the success factor FinancialPerformance and
the KPI AverageOrderQuantityPerOrder measures the success factor Satisfaction (cf.
Fig. 6.6, Mark 4 and 5). These KPIs are connected to metrics which are required for the calcula-
tion. Both KPIs and metrics have data properties containing necessary attribute values for their
calculation (cf. Fig. 6.6, Mark 6 for example of KPI attributes and Mark 7 for example of metric
attributes).

KPI Suggestion Rules

Based on the knowledge base, the framework is able to suggest available KPIs for the selected
success factors by (i) identifying available KPIs and (ii) applying suggestion rules. In order to
identify available KPIs, the suggestion mechanism queries for KPIs which uses the available
metrics. Metrics are considered available if they relates to BI concepts that appear in data source
(i.e., EDI & BI ontologies). In particular, the mechanism searches for BI concepts contained
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Figure 6.7: KPI suggestion rules

in data property named relatesTo (cf. Fig. 6.6, Mark 8) in data source. If all BI concepts
related to a metric are available in data source, this metric is then available. Consequently, if
all metrics used by a KPI are available, this KPI is also considered available. After available
KPIs are identified, the mechanism applies suggestion rules. These rules are defined solely by
the author. Based on the partOf and influences relationships between success factors, we define
two suggestion rules as described in Figure 6.7. There are two type of suggestions: (i) direct
measures, and (ii) indirect measures.

Direct measures are KPIs which are directly assigned to measures either a success factor
or one of its sub-part. KPIs which are directly assigned to a success factor are automati-
cally identified as a direct measure. Considering the example provide in Figure 6.6 at an in-
stance level, the success factor FinancialPerformance has a measures relationship with
the KPI TotalLineItemAmount (cf. Fig. 6.6, Mark 4). Therefore, the suggestion mecha-
nism implies that the the KPI TotalLineItemAmount is a direct measure of the success factor
FinancialPerformance. In the case of inferring direct measures from sub-part of success
factors, the mechanism applies the inference rule #1.

Rule #1: If success factor y is a part of a success factor x and KPI k measures the success factor
y, then it implies that KPI k directly measures the success factor x.

Moreover, a success factor can be influenced by other success factors. This can imply that if
a success factor has an influence on a particular success factor, the achievement of this success
factor will have an impact to the achievement of a particular one as well. Therefore, the measure-
ment of a success factor influencing other success factors can indirectly indicate an achievement
of others. These indirect measures are inferred by using suggestion rule #2.

Rule #2: If success factor y influences a success factor x and KPI k measures the success factor
y, then it implies that KPI k indirectly measures the success factor x.
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By reasoning over the knowledge base with these inference rules, the suggestion mechanism
is able to suggest available KPIs for any selected success factors. For instance, to suggest direct
measures for the success factor Performance (cf. Fig. 6.6, Mark 9), rule#1 is applied. In this
case, the KPI AverageOrderQuantityPerOrder and TotalLineItemAmount will be sug-
gested as direct measures for Performance. Since the success factors (i.e., the success factor
Satisfaction and FinancialPerformance) that are measured by them are a part of the
success factor Performance. In the case of indirect measures, the KPI AverageOrderQuan-
tityPerOrder can be inferred as an indirect measure for the success factors FinancialPer-
formance by using rule#2 through the influencing relationship with the success factor Satis-
faction (cf. Fig. 6.6, Mark 3).

6.3.3 BSC Calculation

The calculated result of a BSC model indicates the achievement of each business objective by
means of scores. Best to our knowledge, there is no formal method for the calculation of a
scorecard according to the BSC approach. In theory, the BSC is introduced as a conceptual
framework for monitoring and analyzing business performance across several perspectives. In
practice, the implementation of the BSC method as well as the calculation of a scorecard depends
on organizations. Therefore, we rely on one of the existing BSC software tools. In particular,
our calculation of scores applies existing methods of the ADOscore tool1, which is summarized
in the following. The score of a business objective is calculated as the weighted sum of the
related KPIs’ scores:

ScoreBusinessObjective =
∑n

i=1 ScoreKPIi ×WeightKPIi where n is a number of KPIs
related to a business objective.

The calculation of a KPI depends on its target value, the critical threshold, and the limit
type. As explained earlier, the target value is used for determining the success of KPIs by
comparing it against the actual value whereas threshold is used for triggering a KPI’s status.
In our implementation, the status of KPIs is represented by traffic colors (i.e., green, yellow,
and red). The color green, yellow, and red represent the status “Very good”, “Not good”, and
“Critical” respectively. Therefore, we define two types of threshold for triggering the status: the
Green-Yellow and the Yellow-Red threshold. The threshold Green-Yellow is used for triggering
a KPI status from “Very good” to “Not good”. The threshold Yellow-Red, i.e. the critical
threshold, is used to trigger a status from “Not good” to “Critical”. The calculation of the
KPI score relies on the critical threshold being the lowest value that a KPI should have. The
calculation of the KPI score is also influenced by the limit type which is divided into “More is
better”, “Less is better”, and “Two-side”. The calculation methods calculate the KPI score by
means of percentage of achievement comparing to the target and the critical threshold. These
methods are described in the following.

1. “More is better”: The calculation of the KPI score is as follows1:

ScoreKPI = actual−(target−criticalThreshold)
target−(target−criticalThreshold) × 100

1http://www.boc-group.com/at/produkte/adoscore/ (visited March 01, 2014)
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Figure 6.8: KPI and metric panel of the BSC EDImine plug-in for ProM 6

2. “Less is better”: The calculation of the KPI score is as follows1:

ScoreKPI = actual−(target+criticalThreshold)
target−(target+criticalThreshold) × 100

3. “Two-side”: The calculation of the KPI score for the “Two-side” depends on the actual
value. If the actual value is less than the target value then the calculation is performed as
method 1, otherwise method 2 is applied.

6.3.4 The Implementation of the Framework

Based on EDI & BI ontologies, the event log derived from EDI messages, and the mined process
model, the EDImine BSC Plug-in for ProM 6 allows the modeling of a BSC model composed of
BSC elements and their relations. The BSC model is modeled as an OWL [AV04] ontology. We
apply the OWL-API [HB11] for manipulating the BSC model, and the DReW system [XEH12]
for reasoning and querying over the model and EDI & BI ontologies.

Figure 6.8 shows the KPI and metric configuration panel. The business information view (cf.
Fig. 6.8, Mark 1) and process model view (cf. Fig. 6.8, Mark 2) are integrated for supporting
the modeling task. For each activity type of a process model the related business information is
displayed. Thereby, the information in both, the business data and process perspectives, are per-
ceived coherently. At the same time, the plug-in also allows the modeling of KPIs (cf. Fig. 6.8,
Mark 3) based on metrics as well as assigning other attributes (e.g., threshold, analysis period,
weight, etc.) required for the BSC calculation.

In addition to the bottom-up identification of KPIs, the plug-in allows top-down modeling
where business objectives are aligned with KPIs through success factors. In the business ob-
jective configuration panel BSC perspectives (cf. Fig. 6.9, Mark 1), business objectives (cf.
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Figure 6.9: Business objective configuration panel of the BSC EDImine plug-in for ProM 6

Figure 6.10: BSC result visualization panel of the BSC EDImine plug-in for ProM 6. Monetary
figures and quantities of goods have been concealed for confidentiality purpose.
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Fig. 6.9, Mark 2), and success factors (cf. Fig. 6.9, Mark 3) can be modeled together with their
attributes (e.g., threshold, weight, etc.) and linked to each other as shown in Figure 6.9. KPIs
which are modeled in the aforementioned KPI and metric configuration panel can be assigned
to success factors (cf. Fig. 6.9, Mark 4) for enabling quantifiable measurement against business
objectives.

Figure 6.10 illustrates a BSC result visualization calculated from a BSC model. The results
calculated from a BSC model are visualized as BSC tables. Each table shows results belonging
to each analysis period. The business objectives and KPIs are colored in traffic-light color code
according to their target achievement status. Each business objective and KPI is visualized with
a score (i.e., percentage of achievement comparing with target and threshold) and a status.

6.4 Summary

In this chapter, we presented the EDImine BSC Framework for evaluating inter-organizational
performance based on EDI messages. The main contribution of this work is to leverage the
advantages of both, bottom-up and top-down performance analysis approaches, by integrating
process mining techniques and the BSC method in a single framework. The integration allows a
bottom-up KPI definition and calculation and a top-down alignment of business objectives and
KPIs. Furthermore, we realized the framework with semantic technologies which enables (i)
the definition of KPIs on an abstract level regardless of the EDI transfer syntaxes in use, (ii)
the modeling of BSC elements and their relations, and (iii) the automatic calculation of a BSC
model. Our proposed BSC ontology used in the framework conceptualizes the complete set of
BSC elements and metrics which are required for the conceptual modeling of BSC models and
their corresponding calculation. This in turn supports the reusability of the BSC ontology.

The framework helps connecting the measurements on the operational level to the strate-
gic level and, hence, it lifts the evaluation to a strategic level as well. Therefore, it solves the
last research question: “How can we lift the evaluation of business performance to the strategic
level?”. Consequently, the main research question about the evaluation of IORs can be addressed
by using our framework which combines all of the previous contributed artifacts (i.e., the busi-
ness information extraction approach, and the knowledge on inter-organizational success factors
and KPIs). The framework has also been published in [Kra+]. In the following chapter, two case
studies are presented where the EDImine BSC Framework has been applied for demonstrating
the framework described.
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CHAPTER 7
Case Studies

In the following, we present two case studies for evaluating inter-organizational performance
by using the EDImine BSC Framework. The EDI data used in the first case study is collected
from a beverage manufacturing company. In the second case study, the data used stems from
a consumer goods manufacturing company. In this chapter, we provide an introduction to the
implementation of the case studies as preliminaries. The detailed implementation of each case
study is further discussed in the following sections.

7.1 Preliminaries

In the case studies, we analyze inter-organizational business performance of two companies
based on samples of their EDI messages. The implementation of the case studies follows the
steps depicted in Figure 7.1. Starting from the sample set of EDI messages collected from the
companies, these messages are preprocessed for both (i) business-information-oriented prepro-
cessing and (ii) process-oriented preprocessing. In business-information-oriented preprocessing,
EDI messages are interpreted and stored in EDI ontologies and knowledge bases (cf. Fig. 7.1,
Mark 1). Furthermore, the values contained in EDI ontologies are conceptualized into generic
business information (BI) concepts by applying the business information extraction approach
presented in Chapter 3 (cf. Fig. 7.1, Mark 2). In process-oriented preprocessing, the EDI data is
mapped to process events which are further correlated into corresponding process instances (cf.
Fig. 7.1, Mark 3). Those process instances as well as related events are stored as an event log.
Depending on the intended analysis, the event log can be filtered for process instances which
satisfy desired requirements. The event log is then used for mining process models by applying
various process mining techniques (cf. Fig. 7.1, Mark 4). The preprocessed artifacts consisting
of (i) EDI & BI ontologies and KB, (ii) preprocessed event logs, and (iii) mined process mod-
els are used as data sources for the performance analysis with the EDImine BSC Framework
described in Chapter 6.

As mentioned earlier, the case studies presented in this chapter demonstrate the evaluation
of inter-organizational performance of two companies by using our approach. The sample EDI
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Figure 7.1: Implementation of the case studies

messages expressed in the UN/EDIFACT format are collected from two companies: (i) a bev-
erage manufacturing company and (ii) a consumer good manufacturing company. The imple-
mentation of each case study follows the aforementioned steps shown in Figure 7.1. The case
study of the beverage manufacturing company is presented in Section 7.2. Section 7.3 provides
details on the second case study of a consumer good manufacturing company. The first case
study focuses on performance analysis based on the processes reflecting the exchange of EDI
messages (e.g. message flow). The second case study concentrates on the purchasing processes
of individual line items. For the sake of confidentiality, in each case study we will further on
refer to the beverage manufacturing company as CompanyA and to the consumer good manu-
facturing company as CompanyB. In addition, all monetary figures and quantities of goods have
been multiplied by an undisclosed constant factor.

This chapter is structured as follows. Section 7.2 and Section 7.3 discuss the first and the
second case study respectively. Each of them is self-contained. In particular, it provides the
information of (i) the data set used in the case study, (ii) the data preprocessing performed ac-
cording to the steps introduced in Figure 7.1, (iii) the balanced scorecard (BSC) implementation
using the EDImine BSC Framework, and (iv) the results and discussion. Finally, this chapter is
concluded in Section 7.4.
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7.2 Case 1: Beverage Manufacturing Company

The first case study presented in this section is the evaluation of business performance of a
beverage manufacturing company which is again referred as CompanyA. The data set contains
sample EDI messages exchanged during purchasing processes of CompanyA, and their cus-
tomers or business partners. Similar to the first case study, the process starts when a customer
sends an order to CompanyA. In such an order, the customer usually specifies order details such
as line items, ordered quantities, and requested delivery date. After goods have been shipped,
CompanyA sends invoices for informing the customer about purchased goods, quantities, and
prices.

In order to evaluate business performance of CompanyA on a strategic level, we implement
the BSC method for evaluating the achievement of CompanyA’s business objectives. Following
the EDImine BSC Framework, we first preprocess sample EDI messages for deriving business
information contained in the messages as well as an event log together with mined process
model reflecting their purchasing processes. Consequently, we model a BSC for CompanyA by
defining business objectives related to their mission and link them to success factors and KPIs
derived from the discovered business and process information. The success factors and KPIs
used in the case study are based on the knowledge from our conducted literature review about
inter-organizational success factors and their measurements (cf. Chapter4). In particular they
are selected from the predefined knowledge base of inter-organizational success factors and KPIs
provided in the framework (cf. Chapter6, Section 6.3.2). The scores of the business objectives
and KPIs, as defined in the following, are calculated based on the BSC model.

7.2.1 Data Set

The above described business process of CompanyA is supported by EDI messages that are
interchanged between the IT systems of CompanyA and their customers. The data set consists
of 282 received EDIFACT ORDERS (Purchase order) messages, and 427 sent INVOIC (Invoice)
messages collected between August 6, 2012 and February 28, 2013 (dates refer to interchange
timestamps). ORDERS messages were all encoded according to the D96A1 EDIFACT release,
while INVOIC messages were sent in D01B2 releases of EDIFACT.

7.2.2 Data Preprocessing

Before analyzing business performance, the sample EDI data is preprocessed. As mentioned
earlier, the framework allows identifying KPIs based on three artifacts derived from EDI data: (i)
EDI & BI ontologies where EDI data is conceptualized and abstracted into business information
concepts, (ii) an event log containing business processes together with related events, and (iii) an
inter-organizational process model derived from such event logs. In the following, we describe
the preprocessing of EDI data in detail.

EDI & BI Ontologies – Semantic Preprocessing. In the semantic preprocessing stage we
parse sample EDI messages into EDIFACT ontologies [Eng+12b] where all data elements are

1http://www.unece.org/trade/untdid/d96a/content.htm (visited March 01, 2014)
2http://www.unece.org/trade/untdid/d01b/content.htm (visited March 01, 2014)
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Table 7.1: EDI/event mappings used for the first case study

Activity Event Associated EDI Artifact
Attribute Message Segment Seg- Composite Data Element

Type Group ment Data Element

Receive
order

(Event trigger) ORDERS
EDIFACT
D96A

(Message instance)
time:timestamp (Message interchange timestamp)
org:resource (Interchange sender)

orderNumber - BGM - Document/message number
(1004)

Send
invoice

(Event trigger) INVOIC
EDIFACT
D01B

(Message instance)
time:timestamp (Message interchange timestamp)
org:resource (Interchange sender)

orderNumber 1 RFF Reference
(C506)

Order number (purchase)
(1154 [1153=’ON’])

stored according to the structure of the related EDIFACT standard (cf. Fig. 7.1, Mark 1). The
EDIminer toolset [Eng+13b] is used for generating EDIFACT ontologies and parsing all data
elements from EDI messages into ontologies. Furthermore, we generate BI ontology using our
proposed business information extraction approach based on a predefined mapping of BI con-
cepts and actual EDI data elements (cf. Fig. 7.1, Mark 2). The resulting BI ontology contain
generic BI concepts (e.g., ordered quantity, invoiced amount, etc.) that represent EDI data ele-
ments on a conceptual level regardless of a particular syntax.

Event Log – Event Mapping and Correlation. In order to generate an event log from
the EDI data set, we start by defining a set of EDI/event mappings. The mapping follows the
Message Flow Mining (MFM) method [ER14] focusing on generating event logs that reflect the
message interchanges between business partners. Table 7.1 describes the MFM mapping used in
this case study. According to the purchasing process of CompanyA, we define EDI/event map-
pings for Receive order and Send invoice as an activity. For the activity Receive order, we define
a mapping that uses ORDERS message instances as event triggers and populate their timestamp
attributes with the message interchange timestamp. Similarly, the activity Send invoice has a
mapping that uses INVOIC message instances, and message interchange timestamp as event
triggers and timestamp attributes respectively. The organizational resource (org:resource) as-
sociated with generated events is set to the interchange senders for all mappings. Furthermore,
we add orderNumber as a common attribute to all mappings in order to allow the correlation of
generated events to process instances.

Using the event mappings described, the data set under consideration yields a set of 709
events (282 Receive order, and 427 Send invoice events). As mentioned earlier, we intend to
investigate the performance of the purchasing process composed of receiving orders and send-
ing invoices events. We assume that orderNumbers are unique. Hence, we correlate events to
process instances by grouping them according to orderNumber and filter the resulting process
instances for cases which contain complete traces (i.e., having at least one activity instance of
each activity type). In total, there are 282 complete cases consisting of 282 Receive order, 299
Send invoice events stored in an XES log.

Inter-organizational Process Model – Process Mining. Based on the event log from the
event mapping and correlation preprocessing stage, we apply process mining techniques (i.e.,
the Heuristics Miner [WAA06]) for deriving an inter-organizational process model. Figure 7.2
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Figure 7.2: The mined process model of the first case study

illustrates the mined model of a message exchange during a purchasing process of CompanyA
and their business partners.

7.2.3 Balanced Scorecard Implementation using the EDImine BSC Framework

For designing the BSC model for CompanyA we investigated their mission which is to become
number one in their product line. To accomplish the mission, CompanyA may need to improve
their business performance in all perspectives (i.e., finance, customer, process, and learning and
growth) for raising their competitiveness. Therefore, we define “Increase revenue”, “Increase
customer satisfaction”, and “Improve operational performance” as business objectives since they
can support the success of the mission. Furthermore, we select appropriate success factors from
our predefined set as shown in Table 7.2.

For each success factor, the framework can suggest the appropriate predefined KPIs from
the available data (i.e., EDI & BI ontologies, the event log, and the mined process model derived
from the sample of EDI messages). Moreover, the framework also allows modeling arbitrary
user-defined KPIs. In this case, we define and select the available KPIs suggested from the
framework and customize their attributes (e.g., weight, target value, thresholds, etc.) accord-
ingly3. Since target and threshold values are confidential and hence concealed by CompanyA,
we determine appropriate values based on historical data of CompanyA instead. The selected
KPIs are shown in the BSC model described in Table 7.2. Furthermore, the calculations of KPIs
are provided in Table 7.3.

Total revenue is selected to reflect financial performance because it indicates the status
of the organization’s earning. Since INVOIC messages contain information of the line item
monetary amount, we can calculate this KPI by adding up all line item monetary amounts. We
set the target value as 100,000. If it is less than 50,000, the KPI will be in critical state.

Average ordered quantities per customer is used to measure customer satisfaction. The
reason is that if a customer is not satisfied, ordered quantities are expected to be reduced as a
consequence. We expect that the ordered quantities reaches 3,750 per month. However, if it is
less than half of the target value then it is considered critical.

Number of customers is the total number of customers in each month. Since the mission
is to be the leading vendor in their product line, gaining more customers is necessary to expand

3In this case study, we specify critical thresholds as relative values with respect to target values in order to allow
for the simple definition of thresholds for two-sided KPIs.
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Table 7.2: The balanced scorecard for the first case study

Business Success KPI Weight Limit Target
Objective Factor (%) Type (Critical thr.)

Financial Perspective
Increase revenue Financial

performance
Total revenue 100 More 100,000 (50,000)

Customer Perspective
Increase customer sat-
isfaction

Satisfaction Average ordered quantities per customer 50 More 3,750 (1,875)
Number of customers 50 More 6 (2)

Process Perspective
Improve operational
performance

Operational
performance

Average duration between requested and
actual delivery date

20 Two-
side

0 (2)

Average process time 30 Less 7 (14)
Percentage of on-time deliveries 50 More 100 (20)

Analysis period of the BSC is set to “Monthly”.
Critical thresholds of all business objectives are 50% (having a score less than 50% is critical).
Weight of related KPIs must be 100% in total for each business objective.

their market share. In this case, a unique sender of orders is considered as a new customer.
Therefore, we calculate this KPI by counting unique ORDERS message senders (cf. Table 7.3).

Average duration between requested and actual delivery date aims to evaluate the op-
erational performance since it can reflect the reliability of the delivery service. The expected
duration is zero meaning the actual delivery date is exactly on the requested delivery date. The
limit type of this KPI is set to Two-side since late or early deliveries are undesired. We set two
days as the critical threshold which means that if the majority of the actual deliveries arrive two
days later or earlier than the requested date, this KPI will become critical.

Average process time is the duration of the purchasing process. This KPI must be calcu-
lated based on process-oriented information. According to the mined model (cf. Fig. 7.2), it is
the duration between when an ORDERS message is received and a last corresponding INVOIC
message is sent. Since, according to the data, the process takes around two weeks, we set the
target value to seven days and the critical threshold to 14 days. Therefore, process instances
which take more than three weeks (21 days) are considered as critical cases. Furthermore, in

Table 7.3: KPI calculation of the first case study

KPI Calculation
Total revenue SUM(invoiced amount of line item in INVOIC)
Average ordered quantities per customer SUM(ordered quantities of line item in ORDERS) / COUNTDIS(interchange sender

in ORDERS)
Note: Counting distinct senders of ORDERS messages yields the total number of
customers.

Number of customers COUNTDIS(interchange sender in ORDERS)
Average duration between requested and
actual delivery date

AVG(actual delivery date in INVOIC − requested delivery date in ORDERS)

Average process time AVG(timestamp of the last Send invoice event − timestamp of first Send order event)
Percentage of on-time deliveries COUNT if (actual delivery date in INVOIC − requested delivery date in ORDERS)

between 1 and -1 / COUNT(actual delivery date in INVOIC − requested delivery
date in ORDERS) × 100

KPI calculation formulas are described as aggregation functions applied over sets of results calculated from algebraic expressions.
These algebraic expressions are applied on each of the process instances which start in the given analysis period
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Figure 7.3: Examples of process instances possibly derived from the mined model (cf. Fig. 7.2)

order to ensure the correctness of information retrieval, the query mechanism has to be able to
identify the first Receive order and the last Send invoice. In this case, process mining plays an
important role to retrieve correct information against desired activity sequence patterns. Con-
sidering the examples of process instances provided in Figure 7.3, in the first process instance
the calculation of this KPI is straight forward since there is one Send invoice activity. However,
process instances #2 and #3 have multiple Send invoice activities which yield several possible
pairs of Receive order and Send invoice (i.e., Fig. 7.3, Mark 2, and 3 for process instance #2 and
Mark 4, 5, and 6 for process instance #3). Nevertheless, only the durations of Receive order and
the last Send invoice (i.e., Fig. 7.3, Mark 1, 3, and 6) are of interest for calculating this KPI. In
this case, by considering the mined process model (cf. Fig. 7.2) we define the activity sequence
pattern such that in each process instance the timestamp of Receive order and the timestamp of
Send invoice having no other subsequent activities will be retrieved. Based on this pattern, our
query mechanism leverages the concept of log replay [AAD12] to step through the event log and
retrieve corresponding activity timestamps accurately.

Percentage of on-time deliveries is the most weighted KPI, i.e., 50%, measuring the success
factor “Operational performance”. It indicates how well the delivery is performed by compar-
ing the on-time deliveries against all deliveries. In this case, the deliveries arrived within the
requested delivery date is considered on-time. Therefore, in the calculation we count the num-
ber of deliveries that arrived between one-day earlier or later the requested delivery date (i.e.,
between 1 and -1 day from the requested delivery date) as a number of on-time deliveries (cf.
Table 7.3). The optimal case is all deliveries are on-time or 100% of on-time deliveries. If the
percentage of on-time deliveries drops to 80%, it is considered as critical.

7.2.4 Results and Discussion

Based on the aforementioned BSC model and by using our developed prototype we calculate
the achievement score of business objectives and KPIs according to the calculation methods
explained in Section 6.3.3. Table 7.4 shows the calculated result of the BSC model. To avoid
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Table 7.4: The balanced scorecard calculated from August 2012 to February 2013.

Business Objective & KPI % of Achievement (Actual Value of KPI)
Aug
2012

Sep
2012

Oct
2012

Nov
2012

Dec
2012

Jan
2013

Feb
2013

Financial perspective
Increase revenue 73.36 68.98 68.26 100 100 100 94.28
Total revenue 73.36

(86,682)
68.98

(84,488)
68.26

(84,131)
100

(114,768)
100

(114,313)
100

(147,274)
94.28

(97,139)
Customer perspective
Increase customer satisfaction 50 50 49.24* 96.29 63.96 87.73 51.38
Average ordered quantities per
customer

100
(5,576)

100
(5,672)

48.48
(2,784)

92.59
(3,611)

77.92
(3,336)

75.47
(3,290)

52.76
(2,864)

Number of customers 0* (2) 0* (2) 50 (5) 100 (6) 50 (5) 100 (6) 50 (5)
Process perspective
Improve operational performance 87.94 80.21 93.85 98.52 75.28 95.54 99.06
Average duration between re-
quested and actual delivery date

100 (0) 95 (-0.1) 100 (0) 96.18
(-0.08)

94.37
(-0.11)

95.38
(-0.09)

96.42
(-0.07)

Average process time 59.79
(12.63)

65.14
(11.88)

79.51
(9.87)

97.62
(7.33)

59.23
(12.71)

88.21
(8.65)

99.27
(7.1)

Percentage of on-time deliveries 100
(100)

83.33
(96.67)

100
(100)

100 (100) 77.27
(95.45)

100 (100) 100
(100)

The business objectives and KPIs marked with * are in critical status.

the problem of over- and underestimation for both business objectives and KPIs we limit the
maximum score and minimum score of achievement to 100% and 0%, respectively. For instance,
“Total revenue” has the actual value of 114,768 in Nov 2012 (cf. Table 7.4). The related target,
critical threshold, and limit type are 100,000, 50,000, and “More is better” (cf. Table 7.2).
Hence, the score of this KPI is calculated by using method 1 (cf. Section 6.3.3). The resulting
score is 129.54% (i.e., 114,768−(100,000−50,000)

100,000−(100,000−50,000) × 100) but due to the maximum limit it yields
100%.

The result reveals that CompanyA successfully achieved their business objectives in all per-
spectives. In customer perspective, the business objective “Increase customer satisfaction” has
a significant improvement. Although the scores of the first three periods (i.e., Aug 2012, Sep
2012, and Oct 2012) are quite low, the score of the following periods are quite high due to the
increasing number of customer in Oct 2012. The reason that the “Increase customer satisfac-
tion” is in a critical status in Oct 2012 is that the average ordered quantities are considerably
reduced (i.e., from 5,672 to 2,784). Consequently, the business objective “Increase revenue” has
results following a similar trend. However, its statuses are still healthy since the total revenue
is acceptable when comparing to target value and critical threshold. In addition, it also shows
that CompanyA maintains their operational performance very well. Overall, the scores of the
business objective “Improve operational performance” are quite steady. The delivery perfor-
mance reflected by the KPI “Percentage of on-time deliveries” and “Average duration between
requested and actual delivery date” is satisfactory. Also, the average process times through-
out the periods are in an acceptable range (i.e., less than 21 days). Overall, the performance
of CompanyA has improved. However, customer satisfaction in February 2013 significantly
dropped according to the decrease in ordered quantities per customer. An investigation of this
problem may be required to prevent drops in customer satisfaction which might in turn affect
the performance in other perspectives.
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However, in this case study, the KPIs in the learning and growth perspective related to em-
ployees and product development (e.g., number of new products, employee turnover rate, etc.)
as well as some other KPIs which can directly reflect CompanyA’s business objectives (e.g.,
profit, number of customer complaints, etc.) still could not be derived. This is because there is
no such information available in EDI messages. Therefore, the information solely derived from
EDI messages may be insufficient for reflecting performance in some perspectives. Moreover,
some interested KPIs may not be able to be derived since there exists no required information in
the available EDI data.

7.3 Case 2: Consumer Goods Manufacturing Company

In the second case study, we evaluate business performance of a consumer good manufactur-
ing company which is further referred as CompanyB. In the preprocessing step, we start from a
real-world sample of CompanyB’s EDI interchange data and apply the Physical Activity Mining
(PAM) method [ER14] for generating an event log reflecting the actual delivery process execu-
tion of CompanyB. Based on the preprocessed data and derived artifacts, we employ the ED-
Imine BSC Framework in order to lift the gathered information to the strategic level and derive
additional business intelligence of potential interest from the EDI data. Finally, we discussed
our results with representatives of CompanyB.

In the following, we establish some basic facts and assumptions on CompanyB and its busi-
ness processes that are relevant for the design of the case study. CompanyB declares its primary
mission to be the provision of highest quality products and services. Moreover, since Com-
panyB delivers to a large number of individual supermarket branches, CompanyB’s process of
ordering, invoicing and delivery of goods to individual customers is of particular importance to
the business’ success and thus receives particular attention in this case study. This process starts
when a customer sends an order to CompanyB. In such an order, the customer usually specifies a
requested delivery date for the ordered goods. Subsequently, CompanyB despatches the goods.
This is generally done in due time to meet the requested delivery date of the customer. If an or-
der cannot be fulfilled at once, the ordered items may be shipped in partitions. After goods have
been shipped, CompanyB sends invoices for the corresponding line items. Again, line items that
were ordered in a single order may be scattered over different invoices.

7.3.1 Data Set

The above described business process of CompanyB is supported by EDI messages that are
interchanged between the IT systems of CompanyB and its customers. The data set consists of
1389 received EDIFACT ORDERS (Purchase order) messages, 1289 sent DESADV (Despatch
advice) and 1840 sent INVOIC (Invoice) messages collected between March 1, 2013 and June
5, 2013 (dates refer to interchange timestamps). ORDERS messages, which were received by
CompanyB, were all encoded according to the D96A4 EDIFACT release, while DESADV and
INVOIC messages were sent both in D96A and D01B5 releases of EDIFACT.

4http://www.unece.org/trade/untdid/d96a/content.htm (visited March 01, 2014)
5http://www.unece.org/trade/untdid/d01b/content.htm (visited March 01, 2014)
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Table 7.5: EDI/event mappings used for the second case study

Activity Event Associated EDI Artifact
Attribute Message Segment Seg- Composite Data Element

Type Group ment Data Element

Order
item

(Event trigger)

ORDERS
D96A

25 LIN
Item number
identification
(C212)

Item number (7140)

time:timestamp - DTM Date/time/period
(C507)

Document/message date/time
(2380 [2005=’137’])

org:resource (Interchange sender)

itemID 25 LIN
Item number
identification
(C212)

Item number (7140)

orderID - BGM - Document/message number
(1004)

Deliver
item

(Event trigger)
INVOIC
(D96A/
D01B)

25 (D96A)
26 (D01B) LIN

Item number
identification
(C212)

Item number (7140) (D96A)
Item identifier (7140) (D01B)

time:timestamp - DTM Date/time/period
(C507)

Delivery date/time, actual
(2380 [2005=’35’])

org:resource (Interchange sender)

itemID 25 LIN
Item number
identification
(C212)

Item number (7140) (D96A)
Item identifier (7140) (D01B)

orderID 1 RFF Reference (C506) Order number (purchase)
(1154 [1153=’ON’])

Invoice
item

(Event trigger)
INVOIC
(D96A/
D01B)

25 (D96A)
26 (D01B) LIN

Item number
identification
(C212)

Item number (7140) (D96A)
Item identifier (7140) (D01B)

time:timestamp - DTM Date/time/period
(C507)

Document/message date/time
(2380 [2005=’137’])

org:resource (Interchange sender)

itemID 25 LIN
Item number
identification
(C212)

Item number (7140) (D96A)
Item identifier (7140) (D01B)

orderID 1 RFF Reference (C506) Order number (purchase)
(1154 [1153=’ON’])

7.3.2 Data Preprocessing

The preprocessing steps follows the process shown in Figure 7.1. Similar to the previous case
study, we divided data preprocessing into three main steps: (i) semantic preprocessing of EDI
& BI ontologies, (ii) event mapping and correlations, and (iii) mining the inter-organizational
process model. In the following each step is elaborated on.

EDI & BI Ontologies – Semantic Preprocessing. We used the EDIminer toolset to parse
the EDI messages into EDI ontologies and corresponding Message KBs. Furthermore, we gener-
ated BI ontology based on manually defined mappings of BI concepts to actual data elements of
EDI messages. These mappings were defined such that semantically equivalent data elements of
different EDIFACT standards releases were unified in common BI concepts and the hierarchical
structure of these concepts reflects aggregations and/or compositions of these BI concepts.

Event Log – Event Mapping and Correlation. Similar to the previous case study, we
defined a set of EDI/event mapping using the EDIminer toolset. The employed mapping def-
initions are shown in detail in Table 7.5. Because the data set under consideration contains
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messages based on both the D96A and D01B releases of EDIFACT, we define mappings for
these two releases. However, since these two EDIFACT releases overlap in many cases, most
mapped EDI artifacts are identical in both kinds of mappings; the cases in which the mappings
differ are explicitly highlighted in Table 7.5. Since we use the EDIminer toolset for defining
EDI/event mappings, these mappings are based on the above described ontological data model
of EDIFACT messages and allow for direct access to qualified data elements. In case mappings
are based on qualified data elements, these are shown as underlined labels in Table 7.5. For
example, for EDIFACT release D96A, label Document/message date/time refers to the value of
data element 2380 (Date/time/period) qualified by value ’137’ (code for “Document/message
date/time”) in data element 2005 (Date/time/period qualifier). This qualification relationship is
specified in Table 7.5 as “(2380 [2005=’137’])”.

We consider the ordering, delivery and invoicing of goods as the crucial activities for our
analysis since they are directly related to the performance of the delivery process. Hence, we
define EDI/event mappings for Order item, Deliver item and Invoice item activities. Further-
more, since we intend to investigate delivery performance with regard to individual line items,
we focus on the lifecycles of individual line items in the defined mappings as well. Conse-
quently, we use individual line items in the EDI messages as event triggers for all of the three
aforementioned activities.

Firstly, for the Order item activity we define a mapping that uses individual line items in
ORDERS messages as event triggers and populate their timestamp attributes with the document
dates of the messages (i.e., Document/message date/time).

Secondly, for the Deliver item activity, one may consider using individual line items in DE-
SADV messages as event triggers. However, since the DESADV messages in our data set only
contain document dates as well as estimated delivery dates, this would only allow us to gen-
erate events that reflect the shipment of goods or the estimated delivery of goods, respectively.
However, in this case study we are rather interested in the actual deliveries of the goods at the
customer’s site. For this reason, we exploit that the INVOIC messages in our data set contain ac-
tual delivery dates for the invoiced line items and define a mapping for the Deliver item activity
that uses individual line items in INVOIC messages as event trigger and corresponding values
of Delivery date/time, actual as their timestamps. Consequently, we do not further consider the
observed DESADV messages for our case study.

Thirdly, for the Invoice item activity we define a mapping that uses individual line items
in INVOIC messages as event trigger and the invoice’s document date (i.e., Document/message
date/time) as a timestamp for the generated events.

Finally, we add common attributes to all three of the aforementioned mappings and map
them to the corresponding EDIFACT data elements. We define the itemID and orderID event
attributes in order to allow for subsequent correlation of generated events to process instances
by means of (itemID, orderID) tuples. The organizational resource (org:resource) associated
with generated events is set to the interchange senders from EDIFACT’s UNB envelope for all
mappings.

Using the above described event mappings, the data set under consideration yields a set of
52622 events (14026 Order item, 19318 Deliver item and 19318 Invoice item events). As men-
tioned earlier, we intend to investigate the performance of the delivery process from a line-item
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centric perspective in the context of individual orders. We assume that orderIDs are generally
unique. Hence, we correlate events to process instances by grouping them according to (or-
derID, itemID) tuples. This results in 21215 process instances (cases). We store the generated
events and process instances in an XES log and use the LTL Checker Plug-In of the ProM pro-
cess mining suite to filter the results for cases which contain complete traces (i.e., having at
least one activity instance of all three defined activity types). This reduces the log size to 4751
compliant cases and 14779 events (4751 Order item, 5014 Deliver item and 5014 Invoice item
events).

However, the above described reduced log is still afflicted with an apparent anomaly. Be-
cause the timestamps in the raw EDI data set are encoded with a precision of days only, in traces
where delivery and invoicing was conducted on the same day, the timestamps for Deliver item
events and Invoice item events are identical. This may lead to random order of these events
in such traces in the event log. Notably, there are only 16 cases in which the invoicing date is
strictly before the delivery date. However, in these cases the delivery date lies in a future (August
2013) that is beyond the time of writing this thesis (July 2013) and can therefore not specify an
actual delivery date. These 16 cases all feature the same orderID. Hence, we assume that these
16 cases are part of an exceptional outlier and further assume that in the “real” business process
delivery actually always occurs before invoicing. In other words, we assume that this anomaly
results only from the way dates are encoded in our data set. Hence we further modify these logs
programmatically so that Deliver item events always precede Invoice item in traces if (and only
if) their timestamps are identical. Moreover, we remove the aforementioned 16 cases where the
delivery dates lie in the future. The resulting log comprising 4735 traces serves as the basis for
our subsequent analysis.

An analysis of the sender/receiver information in the EDIFACT interchange headers (i.e., the
Global Location Numbers (GLNs) in the UNB segment) of the messages reveals that CompanyB
receives ORDERS messages from 13 different customers and sends INVOIC messages to six
different customers. Three of these customers are overlapping, i.e., they handle both orders
and invoices electronically via EDI. These three customers account for 1574 (∼33%) of the
4751 complete cases. The remaining 3177 (∼67%) complete cases originate from a fourth
customer where ORDERs are sent from a subsidiary company having a different GLN then the
headquarters receiving the INVOICes. In this case study, we use the EDI data of four different
customers for our subsequent analyzes.

Inter-organizational Process Model – Process Mining. The resulting event log is further
mined for a process model. In this task, we applied the Heuristics Miner algorithms [WAA06]
for discovering the process model. Figure 7.4 shows the mined process model as a flexible model
representation.

7.3.3 Balanced Scorecard Implementation using the EDImine BSC Framework

For modeling and calculating the BSC, we define business objectives as well as correspond-
ing success factors and KPIs and apply them on the input data. In order to evaluate business
performance against business objectives by using the EDImine BSC Framework, we firstly de-
fine business objectives and related success factors to be used in the BSC for this case study.
We considered CompanyB’s primary mission statement – which is the provision of products
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Figure 7.4: The mined process model of the second case study

and services of the highest quality – and translated it into business objectives which reflect this
focus, as shown in Table 7.6. The “Improve product and service quality” business objective
focuses on the quality of the manufactured goods as well as on related services such as delivery,
after-sale services, etc. “Maintain customer satisfaction” reflects the organization’s intention to
retain existing customers as well as to attract new customers as an indirect indicator of product
and service quality. Furthermore, “Increase revenue” and “Improve operational performance”
have been included as business objectives for CompanyB, as these represent typical goals of
profit-oriented companies. Note that in real-world applications of the EDImine BSC Frame-
work, business objectives may be derived from an already existing BSC of the company under
analysis. As also shown in Table 7.6, for each of the business objectives we select the identi-
fied inter-organizational success factors from our knowledge base (cf. Chapter 6, Section 6.3.2)
which relate to that objective. Based on the available data from CompanyB we identified con-
crete KPIs for measuring each success factor as shown in Table 7.6. The modeling of the KPI
attributes such as critical thresholds relies on the information given from the company. Further-
more, the calculations of KPIs are provide in Table 7.7 In this case study, we consider busi-
ness objectives having achievement scores less than 50% to be critical. The BSC is calculated
monthly, hence, the score of business objectives and KPIs are calculated month by month.

Total revenue, as shown in Table 7.6, it is defined to reflect the success factor “Financial
performance” We set the the target value of revenue to 600,0006. We consider a total revenue of
less than 300,000 as critical.

Average revenue per customer and Average ordered quantities per customer are used to
evaluate customer satisfaction. The target value of “Average revenue per customer” is one fourth
of the target value of total revenue since CompanyB has four main customers as mentioned in
the preprocessing step. Moreover, customer satisfaction is also reflected by ordered quantities
which we model by means of a KPI “Average ordered quantities per customer”.

Number of late deliveries, Percentage of on-time deliveries, Standard deviation of du-
ration between requested delivery date and actual delivery date, and Average duration
between requested delivery data and actual delivery date are assigned as KPIs indicating
the reliability of the company. In the process perspective, we focus on the performance of the
delivery and invoicing processes. We define four KPIs related to delivery performance to reflect
the success factor “Reliability”: “Number of late deliveries”, “Percentage of on-time deliver-
ies”, “Standard deviation of duration between requested delivery date and actual delivery date”,

6We refrain from specifying units since all monetary figures and quantity figures have been altered in this thesis.
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Table 7.6: The balanced scorecard for the second case study

Business Success KPI Weight Limit Target
Objective Factor (%) Type (Critical thr.)

Financial Perspective
Increase revenue Financial

performance
Total revenue 100 More 600,000 (300,000)

Customer Perspective
Maintain customer
satisfaction

Satisfaction Average revenue per customer 50 More 150,000 (60,000)
Average ordered quantities per customer 50 More 18,000 (6,000)

Process Perspective
Improve product and
service quality

Reliability Number of late deliveries 50 Less 0 (5)
Percentage of on-time deliveries 30 More 100 (20)
Standard deviation of duration between
requested delivery date and actual deliv-
ery date

10 Two-
side

0 (2)

Average duration between requested de-
livery date and actual delivery date

10 Two-
side

-1 (2)

Improve operational
performance

Operational
performance

Maximum duration of invoicing 50 Less 1 (7)

Average duration of invoicing 50 Less 1 (2)

Analysis period of the BSC is set to “Monthly”.
Critical thresholds of all business objectives are 50% (having a score less than 50% is critical).
Weight of related KPIs must be 100% in total for each business objective.

and “Average duration between requested delivery data and actual delivery date”. “Number of
late deliveries” can influence customer satisfaction and trust since late deliveries may harm the
reputation of organizations. Since we want to emphasize the penalty on late deliveries, we give
it a 50% weight which is half of the total score of the business objective “Improve product and
service quality”. The optimal case is not to have any late deliveries, therefore we set the target
value to zero and set the critical threshold7 to five late deliveries. Similarly, the KPI “Percentage
of on-time deliveries” reflects the reliability of CompanyB’s delivery service. The optimal case
is to have 100% of on-time deliveries; less than 80% of on-time deliveries is considered critical.
The KPI “Average duration between requested delivery date and actual delivery date” is also
used to evaluate overall delivery performance. The duration between requested delivery date
and actual delivery date should be as little as possible. We set the target value to -1 (i.e., delivery
at most one day in advance) and the critical threshold to 2 days with the limit type as two-sided
(i.e., more than three days early or one day late is considered critical).

Maximum duration of invoicing, and Average duration of invoicing are used as KPIs
reflecting operational performance. For evaluating the operational performance, we focus on
invoicing times and the duration between ordered date and actual delivery date. The KPI “Max-
imum duration of invoicing” is used to indicate the longest invoicing period after some delivery
completed. We focus on the duration between delivery item event and its following invoice item
event. In doing so, the calculation is implemented by subtracting timestamp of Deliver-item
event from the corresponding timestamp of Invoice-item event. However, the querying mech-
anism of timestamps need to ensure the correctness of event sequence. Considering examples
provided in Figure 7.5, there are several possibilities of event sequences according to the mined

7In this case study, we specify critical thresholds as relative values with respect to target values in order to allow
for the simple definition of thresholds for two-sided KPIs.
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Table 7.7: KPI calculation of the second case study

KPI Calculation
Total revenue SUM(invoiced amount of line item in INVOIC)
Average revenue per customer SUM(invoiced amount of line item in INVOIC) / COUNTDIS(interchange sender in

ORDERS)
Note: Counting distinct senders of ORDERS messages yields the total number of
customers.

Average ordered quantities per customer SUM(ordered quantities of line item in ORDERS) / COUNTDIS(interchange sender
in ORDERS)

Number of late deliveries COUNT if (actual delivery date in INVOIC − requested delivery date in ORDERS)
greater than or equal 1

Percentage of on-time deliveries COUNT if (actual delivery date in INVOIC − requested delivery date in ORDERS)
between 1 and -3 / COUNT(actual delivery date in INVOIC − requested delivery
date in ORDERS) × 100

Standard deviation of duration between
requested delivery date and actual deliv-
ery date

STDV(actual delivery date in INVOIC − requested delivery date in ORDERS)

Average duration between requested de-
livery date and actual delivery date

AVG(actual delivery date in INVOIC − requested delivery date in ORDERS)

Maximum duration of invoicing MAX(timestamp of Invoice item event − timestamp of Deliver-item event)
Average duration of invoicing AVG(timestamp of Invoice item event − timestamp of Deliver-item event)

KPI calculation formulas are described as aggregation functions applied over sets of results calculated from algebraic expressions.
These algebraic expressions are applied on each of the process instances which start in the given analysis period

process model (cf. Fig. 7.4). In the case of process instance #1, it is obvious that the duration of
invoicing is the duration between of Deliver-item event and its consecutive Invoice-item event
(cf. Fig. 7.5, Mark 1). However, in the case of process instance #2 and #3, querying becomes
ambiguous. In particular, there are two Deliver-item events followed by one Invoice-item event
in process instance #2. This yields two possible pairs of Deliver-item event and Invoice-item
event (i.e., Fig. 7.5, Mark 2 and 3). The confusion of acquiring the correct information becomes
clearer in the example of process instance #3 where there are two Deliver-item events and each
of them is followed by its corresponding Invoice-item event. This results in four possible pairs
(i.e., Fig. 7.5, Mark 4, 5, 6 and 7). For calculating the duration of invoicing, we focus on time
duration between Deliver-item event and its consecutive Invoice-item event. Since we want to
measure time of invoice response after delivery finished. Therefore, the query is required to
be limited to our interested pattern. As mentioned earlier, our framework leverages log replay
concept for ensuring the correctness of information retrieval. By having a process model at
hand, we can determine appropriate sequence patterns for querying any interested information.
The log replay then enables querying mechanism to step through event log and to retrieve infor-
mation correctly according to a specified pattern. Therefore, in our case of invoicing duration
we specified that the query must follow the pattern having a Deliver-item event which consecu-
tively followed by an Invoice-item event. Applying the query following this pattern on examples
shown in Figure 7.5 the duration between event pair of 1, 3, 5, and 7 are retrieved. Normally,
CompanyB’s invoices should be issued 1-2 days after the delivery date. Hence, the target value
is set to one day. However, invoicing later than one week is considered unusual. Hence, we set
the critical threshold to seven days. In order to evaluate the overall performance of invoicing, the
KPI “Average duration of invoicing” is applied. The query of invoicing duration of the previous
mentioned KPI is also applied for this KPI. The majority of invoicing processes is expected to
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Figure 7.5: Examples of process instances possibly derived from the mined model (cf. Fig. 7.4)

last around 1-2 days. Therefore, the average duration of invoicing should be one day (i.e., one
day after some delivery).

According to the above described BSC model and definition of KPIs, we calculate the
achievement scores of each of the KPIs. In turn, the achievement scores of the business ob-
jectives can be calculated as the weighted sum of the related KPIs’ scores. To avoid over- and
underestimation, for both business objectives and KPIs we limit maximum and minimum scores
to 100% and 0% respectively.

7.3.4 Results and Discussion

Since the EDI messages were collected between March 2013 and the beginning of June 2013,
KPI scores and business objective scores were calculated for March 2013, April 2013 and May
2013. There are no results for the period of June 2013 because the EDI messages sent/received
in this period belong to the process instances that start in the previous months (i.e., there are no
Order item events in June). Table 7.8 shows the calculated BSC for these three months. Since
in this case performance results are diverse. Therefore, we visualized the status of results by
gray-scale. In particular, results with no highlight means they are still in a desired state, whereas
results highlighted by light-gray and dark-gray means they are not good and critical respectively.

In the period of March 2013, CompanyB perfectly achieves its business objectives in both the
financial and customer perspectives. The business objectives “Increase revenue” and “Maintain
customer satisfaction” are successfully achieved with a score of 100% since all of their related
KPIs score 100% as well. However, the KPIs of the process perspective exhibit less desirable
scores. Delivery performance – reflecting the business objective “Improve product and service
quality” – is much lower than targeted. There are four late deliveries in this month, which is only
slightly below the critical threshold of five late deliveries per month. Similarly, the percentage
of on-time deliveries and the standard deviation of duration between requested delivery date and
actual delivery date are also achieved lower than the expectation. Although none of the KPIs
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Table 7.8: The balanced scorecard calculated from March 2013 to May 2013

Business Objective March 2013 April 2013 May 2013
/ KPI Score

(%)
Actual
Value

Score
(%)

Actual
Value

Score
(%)

Actual
Value

Financial perspective

Increase revenue 100 n/a 58.61 n/a 2.74 n/a
Total revenue 100 682,088 58.61 475,832 2.74 308,209

Customer perspective

Maintain customer satisfaction 100 n/a 36.58 n/a 0 n/a
Average revenue per customer 100 170,522 48.26 118,958 0 77,052
Average ordered quantities per customer 100 19,359 24.89 13,493 0 9,148

Process perspective

Improve product and service quality 25.72 n/a 56.44 n/a 50.61 n/a
Number of late deliveries 20 4 times 100 0 times 80 1 times
Percentage of on-time deliveries 23.18 84.64% 0 78.45% 11.69 82.34%
Standard deviation of duration between requested and ac-
tual delivery date

33.84 1.32 days 28.89 1.42 days 28.54 1.43 days

Average duration between requested and actual delivery
date

53.78 -1.92 days 35.52 -2.29 days 42.53 -2.15 days

Improve operational performance 64.59 n/a 57.15 n/a 57.15 n/a
Maximum duration of invoicing 29.17 5.96 days 14.29 7 days 14.29 7 days
Average duration of invoicing 100 0.25 days 100 0.28 days 100 0.27 days

The status of the results are visualized by gray-scale since the results are diverse. Results with no highlight means they satisfy the
target values. Results highlighted with light-gray and dark-gray means their status are not good and critical respectively.

for “Improve product and service quality” is critical, the business objective itself is in a critical
status since the overall achievement score is lower than 50%. However, the business objective
“Improve operational performance”, focusing on invoicing processes, is still acceptable.

In April and May 2013, the performance indicators of the financial and customer perspec-
tives significantly drop. The total revenue decreases and its score drops approximately 50% each
month. Similar to the financial perspective, the performance in the customer perspective drops
as well. The “Maintain customer satisfaction” business objective is in a critical state. In partic-
ular, the score of the KPIs “Average revenue per customer” and “Average ordered quantities per
customer” drop to 48.26% and 24.89%, respectively, in April and both severely drop to 0% in
May. While the KPIs in the financial and customer perspectives keep declining, the KPIs of the
process perspective remain steady.

In April, scores of the business objective“Improve product and service quality” seem to be
slightly improved. The variation and the average duration between requested delivery date and
actual delivery date are slightly worse than last month. In other words, deliveries are more
unreliable. However, the KPI “Number of late deliveries” achieves a score of 100% since there
are no late deliveries in this month. In contrast, the score of the KPI “Percentage of on-time
deliveries” drops to 0%. This means that there are many early deliveries. Nevertheless, the
very positive score of the KPI “Number of late deliveries” accounts for the overall acceptable
score of the business objective “Improve product and service quality” of 56.44%. In the process
perspective, CompanyB’s performance in May is similar to that of April. There is only one late
delivery which is reflected in a good status of the KPI “Number of late deliveries”. In addition,
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(a) Number of cases by ordered quantities (b) Number of cases by invoice process time frame

Figure 7.6: Pie charts

the percentage of on-time deliveries as well as the average and variation of durations between
requested delivery date and actual delivery date are also similar to the previous months.

We further investigated the cases of late deliveries as well as late invoices for deriving clues
for such anomalies. In doing so, other analysis techniques can be applied for answering in-
depth questions, such as “What are factors affecting delivery performance?”, “How much does
customer satisfaction depend on operational performance?”, etc. (cf. [ER14]). According to the
analysis of the cases having late deliveries, we found that their corresponding ordered quantities
are quite large. In detail, we analyzed the number of cases according to ordered quantities.
Figure 7.6a shows a pie chart describing the distribution of cases regarding ordered quantities.
It is shown that the majority (74%) of all cases has ordered quantities up to 50. 14% of all
cases have ordered quantities between 51-100, whereas the rest of the cases (12%) have ordered
quantities above 100. By considering ordered quantities of five late-delivery cases, we found
that two of them have ordered quantities of more than 100 (i.e., 460.8 and 194.4) and another
two of them have ordered quantities between 51-100 (i.e., 64.8 and 97.2). These four cases
have a high number of ordered quantities compared to the majority of all cases. Only one case
of late deliveries has an ordered quantity of 43.2. However, this case refers to the line item
contained in the same order of the other two late deliveries (the aforementioned cases having
ordered quantities of 194.4 and 97.2). Therefore, the late delivery in this case may have been
affected by large ordered quantities of the other two cases. Moreover, we investigated the cases
having late invoices. There are 148 cases having invoices more than two days after deliveries.
We analyzed the time frame between the activity of “Delivery item” and “Invoice item” of these
cases by using the dotted chart analysis provided in ProM 6 [SA07]. Figure 7.7 shows the dotted
chart of cases having late invoices. The analysis showed that 82.43% of late-invoice cases have
time frames which included weekends, as depicted in Figure 7.6b. Therefore, we subtracted
two days (i.e., Saturday and Sunday) from the duration between “Delivery item” and “Invoice
item” of those cases in order to obtain the accurate total working days of invoicing. In total,
we found 108 cases which took more than two working days for invoicing. Among these cases,
73% belong to cases of one particular customer.
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Figure 7.7: Dotted chart showing time frame of 148 cases of late invoices (Dots in red, green,
and blue represent Order-item, Deliver-item, and Invoice-item event respectively.)

In summary, the scores of the business objectives in the financial and customer perspective
keep falling in each of the months. The average of ordered quantities per customer dropped
around 30% each month. Consequently, the total revenue also keeps declining. This might be
the result of poor operational performance since all related business objectives score low. As a
consequence this may reduce customer satisfaction which in turn leads to declining revenues.
However, this cannot be concluded with certainty from the results since the analysis period of
three months is too short. Nevertheless, the results suggest that CompanyB may investigate
the underlying cause for the low scores of KPIs related to customer satisfaction as well as put
additional efforts into the improvement of operations performance. From our in-depth investiga-
tions, three main insights can be derived. First, the analysis of late deliveries shows that ordered
quantities may be the cause of the delays. Second, most of the late-invoice cases occurred dur-
ing weekends. Finally, late invoices usually belong to the cases of one particular customer.
According to our findings, the company should further analyze their manufacturing or delivery
processes especially in the cases of large ordered quantities for finding the root cause of the poor
delivery performance. Furthermore, the company should pay attention on their invoicing pro-
cesses that are spanned over weekends in order to prevent the delays of invoices. Furthermore,
they should inspect the reason of those late invoices towards the one particular customer that has
been found as part of our investigation.

When comparing CompanyB’s real revenue figures (i.e., as disclosed to us by a company
representative) with the revenue figures from our results based on EDI data, it turns out that
only a fraction (between 5% and 50%) of the actual revenue of the company gets reflected in our
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analysis. This implies that a significant portion of real-world business transactions of CompanyB
is actually not reflected in the sample of EDI messages used in this case study. Furthermore,
information in EDI messages is limited to certain kinds and, hence, some KPIs of interest may
not be derived from EDI data at all. For instance, in this case study KPIs related to the learning
and growth perspectives of BSCs (e.g., number of new products, employee turnover rate, etc.)
as well as some KPIs which may directly reflect CompanyB’s business objectives (e.g., profit,
number of customer complaints, etc.) could not be derived.

7.4 Summary

In this chapter, we presented two case studies demonstrating the inter-organizational perfor-
mance analysis with the EDImine BSC Framework (cf. Chapter 6). The first case study pre-
sented in this chapter has been published in [Kra+], while the second case study is currently
under submission.

The case studies demonstrate that the framework supports an organization in evaluating
inter-organizational performance based on EDI messages. With the integration of top-down
and bottom-up performance analysis approaches (i.e., the BSC method and process mining),
organizations are able to define their strategies and evaluate them quantitatively through the
alignment of quantifiable KPIs. The case studies show that, on the one hand, the framework
allows the companies modeling their balanced scorecards following a top-down approach. On
the other hand, it allows the companies identifying, defining as well as calculating KPIs from the
information derived using the bottom-up approach. By connecting those KPIs to the strategies
defined in the scorecards, the companies can quantitatively assess their business performance
against business objectives on a strategic level.

According to the case studies, we found that deriving business performance results solely
from EDI data may not suffice for holistic business performance analysis. Furthermore, the case
studies show that inter-organizational processes derived from EDI data are relatively simple in
real-world setting. In other words, the result yielded from the presented framework covers only
the analysis on transactions realized through EDI. However, in reality, inter-organizational busi-
ness processes may be realized through other different approaches as well, such as paper-based
documents, telephone, or emails. Moreover, one business transaction may rely on multiple ap-
proaches. For instance, a customer may place an order and receive an invoice as EDI messages,
but the notifications about delivery or defects belonging to the same transaction may be com-
municated via emails or telephone. In order to derive more complex business processes and
enable the performance analysis for the entire organization, every data source involved in busi-
ness transactions have to be taken into account.
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CHAPTER 8
Conclusion

In this thesis, we presented a framework for evaluating inter-organizational performance based
on EDI messages which are exchanged in the course of IORs. In this chapter, a summary of
this thesis is provided in Section 8.1 followed by a summary of the contributions in Section 8.2.
Finally, the limitations of our work as well as an outlook on future works is provided in Sec-
tion 8.3.

8.1 Summary of this Thesis

The goal of the research conducted in this thesis is to provide an approach for evaluating IORs
from EDI messages. To accomplish the goal, we addressed the sub-problems of (i) extracting
business information from EDI messages, (ii) identifying inter-organizational KPIs, and (iii) lift-
ing performance evaluation to the strategic level. The ontological approach for business informa-
tion extraction was developed for tackling the first problem. In addressing the second problem,
we first identified inter-organizational success factors and studied their influencing relationships
as well as their measurements by conducting a literature review. Then, we investigated in-
dustrial MIGs of UN/EDIFACT standards for identifying KPIs and aggregated those KPIs into
corresponding success factors. For aggregating the KPIs we considered the measurements of
the success factors found in the review. Built upon these artifacts (i.e., the business information
extraction approach and the knowledge of inter-organizational success factors and KPIs), the
framework for evaluating inter-organizational performance from EDI messages was developed.
The framework addresses the third problem of lifting an evaluation to the strategic level. In the
framework, we applied BSC method and process mining techniques for the top-down alignment
of KPIs and business strategies as well as for the bottom-up definition and calculation of KPIs
based on the information derived from EDI messages. The framework was demonstrated using
two case studies. In the case studies, the performance evaluation was performed by using our
proposed framework. The case studies showed the feasibility in both, practical and technical
aspects.
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8.2 Contributions of this Thesis

The research yields four main contributions which are not only applied in the scope of our
work but are designed to be reused in future works. These contributions are summarized in the
following.

An Approach for Business Information Extraction from EDI Messages. One of the
cornerstones of the work presented is an ontological approach for business information extrac-
tion. The approach is built upon EDI ontologies where EDI data is preliminarily interpreted
according to codes and qualifiers. Furthermore, the interpreted data is stored in ontologies as
well [Eng+12b]. The business information extraction approach extends EDI ontologies by gen-
erating the Business Information (BI) ontologies on top of the existing EDI ontologies. The BI
ontology contains generic BI concepts which are used to represent EDI data on a conceptual
level. The generation of these BI concepts is based on user-defined mappings which are de-
fined as ontological rules. Through the mappings, EDI data is classified into corresponding BI
concepts, and hence they are conceptually represented as generic BI concepts.

Therefore, the approach supports automated interpretation of arbitrary EDI messages based
on codes and qualifiers provided in their specifications. At the same time, the approach also
provides flexibility through user-defined mappings which allows conceptualizing EDI data into
generic BI concepts for any specific business domains.

Inter-organizational Success Factors and Influencing Model. In order to identify KPIs
related to the success of IORs, we started by investigating inter-organizational success factors.
The conducted review investigated success factors impacting IORs. In the review, we identified
the success factors having an impact on the success of IORs as well as the influencing rela-
tionships between those success factors. Based on the review, we created a cause and effect
model of inter-organizational success factors and developed inference rules deriving additional
influencing relationships from the model. The model explains the minimum set of influencing
relationships between success factors. The full set of influencing relationships can be obtained
by applying the inference rules.

In the scope of this thesis, the cause and effect model is stored as a knowledge base that
supports KPI suggestion against success factors. Furthermore, the knowledge of influencing
relationships between inter-organizational success factors leads to the understanding of their im-
pacts on the success of IORs. Such an understanding is required for strategic management, es-
pecially in inter-organizational settings. Having this knowledge at hand, strategists can identify
as well as effectively define relevant success factors which are important for their organizations.

Inter-organizational KPIs and the Method of KPI Identification from EDI Messages. In
addition studying inter-organizational success factors, we further investigated EDI messages in
order to derive KPIs and aggregate these KPIs into appropriate success factors found in the afore-
mentioned review. Therefore, a method for identifying KPIs from EDI messages was created.
The method was applied on industrial MIGs which represent generalizations of EDI data used
in specific industries. The idea of the method is to consider both, (i) frequency of occurrences
of EDI data elements as well as (ii) semantics of EDI data elements and message types. The fre-
quency of occurrences of EDI data elements implies the possibility of the data element appearing
in the real-world scenarios, whereas considering the purpose of message types ensures the accu-
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racy of the information. By applying this method, we derived a set of inter-organizational KPIs
and grouped them in corresponding success factors.

The identified KPIs are added to the aforementioned knowledge base of success factors for
supporting KPI suggestion. The set of identified KPIs and their calculation guidelines provide
means of quantitative measurement for evaluating IORs. Furthermore, the method of KPI iden-
tifications developed in this thesis can be applied for deriving KPIs from any EDI standards,
since it is independent of the syntax.

Inter-organizational Performance Analysis Framework. The EDImine BSC Framework
presented in this thesis supports the inter-organizational business performance analysis from
EDI messages. The framework integrates top-down and bottom-up performance analysis ap-
proaches. In detail, the framework allows top-down alignment of business objectives at a strate-
gic level and KPIs at an operational level. At the same time, it also allows a bottom-up definition
and calculation of KPIs based on the information derived from EDI messages. The information
from EDI messages is derived using process mining techniques and other preprocessing methods
(i.e., business information extraction). The BSC method allows us to connect KPIs to a strategic
level, whereas process mining allows us to derive process models executed in reality. Using de-
rived process models ensures that KPI definitions and calculations reflect the real-world context
instead of merely relying on planned and/or a-priori models. According to the case studies pre-
sented in Chapter 7, the case studies show the feasibility of the framework in both, technical and
practical aspects. Based on the case studies, the framework allows companies to evaluate their
inter-organizational business performance quantitatively on a strategic level based on the infor-
mation derived solely from reality (i.e., EDI messages and their exchange log). Consequently,
this enables a quick assessment of the impact of business performance on IORs.

The integration of the BSC method and process mining leverages the benefits of both top-
down and bottom-up approaches. Best to our knowledge, there exists no technical framework of
performance analysis that provides such an integration. Hence, the framework extends state-of-
the-art of BSC and process mining in the context of performance analysis.

Furthermore, the framework leverages semantic technologies for implementing the BSC
method which enables the automation of BSC calculations as well as supports the definition
of KPIs on a conceptual level. It is flexible in terms of the calculation since the ontology is
independent from any particular transfer syntax (e.g. XML, EDIFACT, etc.) and for supporting
different syntaxes only the calculation needs to be adapted at a technical level while the ontology
always stays the same. Moreover, the application of semantic technology also provides the
ability of inferring new knowledge through logical rules. As described in our work, we applied
inference rules on the knowledge base of success factors and KPIs for automatically identifying
available KPIs.

Moreover, the development of the contributions presented in this thesis is based on the com-
bination of techniques from multiple sub-disciplines in the field of computer science. These
include semantic and reasoning technologies, process mining, as well as management science.
Hence, this work can be considered as interdisciplinary research where contributions are devel-
oped across these disciplines. Therefore, in addition to the aforementioned contributions, the
value of this research is to leverage existing knowledge from different disciplines and apply it
for tackling the problem beyond the context of those disciplines.
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8.3 Limitations and Future Work

The scope of the proposed framework concentrates on the business performance analysis related
to IORs. The analysis is based on information derived from EDI messages exchanged among
business partners. In the following, the limitations of the framework as well as remaining chal-
lenges, beyond the scope of this thesis, are presented.

Integration of Different Data Sources. The case studies indicate that an analysis solely
based on EDI messages covers only one part of an organization’s performance. One reason is
that the companies communicate and exchange business information with their business partners
in several ways other than EDI. For instance, in the case study of a consumer good manufacturing
company (cf. Chapter 7, Section 7.3) we found that only a small set of all transactions is real-
ized by EDI. This implies that the remaining transactions are realized by some other approaches.
These approaches include paper-based documents, fax, telephone, email, etc. Moreover, some-
times one complete transaction may be realized by different message exchange approaches for
different tasks involved in one transaction. For example, a customer and a seller may exchange
their orders and invoices using EDI messages but during the delivery period they may contact
each other (e.g., enquiry about the deliveries, delivery problems report, etc.) via telephone or
emails. Hence, in order to enable an analysis covering entire organization’s performance, infor-
mation from relevant data sources must be integrated for supporting an analysis task. This raises
the challenge of an integration of heterogeneous data models, data representations, as well as
data conceptualizations in different domains. One aspect of enabling such an integration would
be the definition of one common data model for representing data from different heterogeneous
sources/domains.

Intra- and Inter-organizational Processes. As mentioned earlier, in this thesis we focus on
inter-organizational performance. The framework provides analysis capabilities based on inter-
organizational processes and business information exchanged between business partners. How-
ever, investigating internal processes additionally may reveal important insights which might
lead to a more effective (inter-organizational) business process management. In other words,
the integration of inter- and intra-organizational processes provides an understanding of busi-
ness activities within and outside organizational boundaries. This understanding can lead to
an improvement of business processes. Furthermore, in case a problem arises an investigation
on a complete and comprehensive view of business processes integrating both, inter- and intra-
perspective, can help organizations tackling the problem properly. In particular, investigating a
problem based on a complete view of processes, organizations can quickly identify the cause of
the problem. Furthermore, organizations can forecast the impact of the problem on themselves
and their business partners. The ability of problem prediction and planning is important for
business collaboration, especially in the context of supply chains. For instance, a single problem
spotted in a chain can affect business partners along the whole supply chain. Therefore, the inte-
gration between inter- and intra-organizational processes can be considered as a potential future
research opportunity.

Qualitative Performance Analysis Approaches. While the presented framework provides
a quantitative approach for measuring inter-organizational performance, qualitative measure-
ments are beyond the scope of our framework. Nevertheless, according to our work on the identi-
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fication of inter-organizational KPIs, we found that some success factors related to the success of
IORs are difficult to be measured as numbers. In this case, the measurements through qualitative
approaches are still necessary, such as interviews or surveys. Therefore, combining qualitative
approaches with quantitative approaches can provide complete means for performance evalua-
tion. However, the challenge of qualitative measurement is an ambiguity of measurement results
since qualitative measures cannot be expressed as definite numbers. Hence, integrating qualita-
tive and quantitative approaches becomes challenging. This poses the problem of interpreting
qualitative results and appropriately integrating them in a quantitative approach.

Inter-organizational Success Factors and Influencing Model. In the work of identify-
ing inter-organizational success factors, we identified success factors related to IORs as well
as derived their influencing relationships. The influencing model, the so-called cause and ef-
fect model, explains the impacts of success factors on others. In this thesis, we focused only
directed influencing relationships. The studies on the tendency of relationships (i.e., positive re-
lationships or negative relationships) and the weighted impact on relationships for enhancing the
influencing model remains for future research. The application of the model is not only limited
to our proposed framework, but can also be used to provide an understanding of success factors
and their impacts on IORs. This in turn supports strategic management in an inter-organizational
context.

Case Studies. Case studies provided in this thesis only demonstrate the feasibility and
applicability of the framework in both, technical and practical, aspects. However, they are not
sufficient for evaluating the usability and quality of the framework since the companies did not
participate in the case studies. Instead, they only provided us with sample EDI data. Although
we communicated with the company in the second case study, they can only provide the basic
information about their delivery approach, invoicing process, and estimated income. However,
the information about their business strategies and KPIs of interest are difficult to obtain. This
is because such information is confidential, cannot be disclosed to public, and our access to
such companies is limited. Therefore, the evaluation of the presented framework remains for the
future work.
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APPENDIX A
Inter-organizational KPIs

In the following, the complete sets of inter-organizational KPIs identified by applying the KPI
identification method discussed in Chapter 5 are provided. These KPIs are presented as (i) a
set of primary KPIs which are calculated by directly applying aggregation functions on business
information found in EDIFACT messages and (ii) a set of secondary KPIs which are calculated
based on primary KPIs or require complex calculation by using algebraic expressions. Fur-
thermore, they are grouped into corresponding success factors found in the review presented in
Chapter 4. A set of primary KPIs and secondary KPIs are presented in Table A.1 and Table A.2
accordingly.

Table A.1: Primary inter-organizational KPIs identified from EDIFACT messages

KPI Mapping to EDIFACT data / Literature Support
Satisfaction
Ordered quantitys,a,p Ordered quantity (Quantity in QTY qualified by value 21) from ORDERS, INVOICE, ORD-

CHG, RECADV, or RETANN messages
Support: [SK10; SG06]

Number of orders placedc ORDERS messages
Returned quantitys,a,p Returned quantity (Quantity in QTY qualified by value 61) from INVOIC, RETANN, or IN-

VRPT messages
Support: [SG06; BS07]

Received and accepted
quantitys,a,p

Received and accepted quantity (Quantity in QTY qualified by value 194) from INVOIC,
RECADV, RETANN, or RETINS messages

Received but not accepted
quantitys,a,p

Received but not accepted quantity (Quantity in QTY qualified by value 195, or 196) from
INVOIC, RECADV, RETANN, or RETINS messages
Support: [SG06; BB10; GPT01]

Returned by consumer
quantitys,a,p

Returned by consumer quantity (Quantity in QTY qualified by value 210) from INVRPT, or
RETANN messages

Rejected return quantitys,a,p Rejected return quantity (Quantity in QTY qualified by value 269) from RETINS messages
Support: [SG06; BB10; BS07; GPT01]

Financial performance
Payable amounts,a Payable amount (Monetary amount in MOA qualified by value 9) from BANSTA, CREMUL,

DEBMUL, FINSTA, or PAYMUL messages
Final posted amounts,a Final posted amount (Monetary amount in MOA qualified by value 60) from BANSTA, or

FINSTA messages
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Original amounts,a Original amount (Monetary amount in MOA qualified by value 98) from COACSU, BANSTA,
CREMUL, DEBMUL, FINSTA, REMADV, or INVOIC messages

Invoiced amounts,a Invoiced amount (Monetary amount in MOA qualified by value 39 or 77) from BANSTA,
FINSTA, REMADV, IFCSUM, or COACSU messages

Paid amounts,a Paid amount (Monetary amount in MOA qualified by value 11) from FINSTA, REMADV, or
COACSU messages

Total payment amounts,a Total payment amount (Monetary amount in MOA qualified by value 139) from FINSTA,
REMADV, or COACSU messages

Remitted amounts,a Remitted amount (Monetary amount in MOA qualified by value 12) from CREMUL, DEB-
MUL, FINSTA, PAYMUL, REMADV, or COACSU messages

Total credit amounts,a,p Total credit amount (Monetary amount in MOA qualified by value 346) from FINSTA mes-
sages

Total debit amounts,a Total debit amount (Monetary amount in MOA qualified by value 347) from FINSTA mes-
sages

Credit note amounts,a Credit note amount (Monetary amount in MOA qualified by value 210) from CREMUL, DEB-
MUL, or FINSTA messages

Debit note amounts,a Debit note amount (Monetary amount in MOA qualified by value 211) from FINSTA messages
Received amounts,a Received amount (Monetary amount in MOA qualified by value 119) from BANSTA, or FIN-

STA messages
Other transport chargess,a Other transport charges (Monetary amount in MOA qualified by value 104) from IFCSUM

messages
Support: [CQ03; OK03; ZH09; SG06; Bag+05]

Charge summary totals,a Charge summary total amount (Monetary amount in MOA qualified by value 24) from IFC-
SUM messages

Freight charges,a Freight charge amount (Monetary amount in MOA qualified by value 64) from IFTMAN
messages
Support: [CQ03; OK03; ZH09; SG06; Bag+05]

Other costs,a Other cost (Monetary amount in MOA qualified by value 160) from IFTMAN messages
Loading and handling costs,a Loading and handling cost (Monetary amount in MOA qualified by value 81) from IFCSUM

messages
Support: [CQ03; OK03; ZH09; SG06; Bag+05]

Tax/duty amounts,a Tax/duty amount (Monetary amount in MOA qualified by value 55, 124, 150, or 161) from
INVOICE, TAXCON, CUSDEC, FINSTA, or IFCSUM messages

Charge amounts,a Charge amount (Monetary amount in MOA qualified by value 8, 23, or 259) from CREMUL,
DEBMUL, FINSTA, IFCSUM, or COACSU messages

Adjusted amounts,a Adjusted amount (Monetary amount in MOA qualified by value 5, 165) from REMADV, PAY-
MUL, CREMUL, DEBMUL, FINSTA, or COACSU messages

Invoice quantitys,a,p Invoiced quantity (Quantity in QTY qualified by value 47) from INVOIC, MSCONS, or
RECADV messages

Ordered quantitys,a,p Ordered quantity (Quantity in QTY qualified by value 21) from ORDERS, INVOICE, ORD-
CHG, RECADV, or RETANN messages

Number of payment
cancellationc

FINCAN messages

Failure
Number of application
errorss,a,p,c

ERC in APERAK messages
Support: [SMN09]

Number of normal
acknowledgments,a,p,c

APERAK messages (without ERC)

Reliability
Short shipped quantitys,a,p Short shipped quantity (Quantity in QTY qualified by value 119) from DESADV, INVOIC,

RECADV, or RETANN messages
Support: [CQ03; SK10; SG06; Ara+07]

Damaged goods quantitys,a,p Damaged goods quantity (Quantity in QTY qualified by value 124) from INVOIC, RECADV,
or RETANN messages
Support: [CQ03; SK10; SG06; Ara+07]

Over shipped quantitys,a,p Over shipped quantity (Quantity in QTY qualified by value 121) from INVOIC, RECADV, or
RETANN messages
Support: [CQ03; SK10; SG06; Ara+07]
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Lost goods quantitys,a,p Lost goods (Quantity in QTY qualified by value 126) from the INVOIC message
Support: [CQ03; SK10; SG06; Ara+07]

Destroyed quantitys,a,p Destroyed quantity (Quantity in QTY qualified by value 65) from RECADV, or RETANN
messages
Support: [CQ03; SK10; SG06; Ara+07]

Outstanding quantitys,a,p Outstanding quantity (Quantity in QTY qualified by value 73) from RECADV, or RETANN
messages

Adaptability/flexibility
Quantity not available for
despatch (fill rate)s,a,p

Quantity not available for despatch (Quantity in QTY qualified by value 255) from DESADV
messages
Support: [WLN10; HSW04; CQ03; OK03; SK10; LNC02; SG06; Cha03; Ara+07; KS03;
Bag+05; ZB07; GWI08]

Quantity on hands (fill rate)s,a,p Quantity on hands (Quantity in QTY qualified by value 17) from QUOTES messages
Support: [WLN10; HSW04; CQ03; OK03; SK10; LNC02; SG06; Cha03; Ara+07; KS03;
Bag+05; ZB07; SS05; GWI08]

Back order quantitys,a,p Back order quantity (Quantity in QTY qualified by value 83) from INVOIC, RECADV, or
RETANN messages
Support: [SG06; Ara+07]

Customer Responsiveness
Lead timea Lead time (Date/time in DTM qualified by value 169) from DESADV messages

Support: [WLN10; HSW04; JZ03; OK03; ZH09; SK10; SG06; SG06; Ara+07; BB10; BS07;
SMN09; GPT01; CLS08; Yeu08; IGF04; Bag+05; SCW00]

Information Sharing
Inventory report exchangec INVRPT messages

Support: [BS00; Wie+10; SK10; Zha02; ZB07]
Sale forecast exchangec SLSFCT messages

Support: [Wie+10; Zha02; ZB07]
Credibility
Allowance amounts,a Allowance amount (Monetary amount in MOA qualified by value 8, or 204) from COACSU,

CREMUL, DEBMUL, FINSTA, ORDCHG, or QUOTES messages
Outstanding amounts,a Outstanding amount (Monetary amount in MOA qualified by value 263) from COACSU, or

FINSTA messages
Disputed amounts,a Disputed amount (Monetary amount in MOA qualified by value 257) from COMDIS message
Discount amounts,a Discounted amount (Monetary amount in MOA qualified by value 52) from FINSTA, RE-

MADV, INVOIC, PAYMUL, or QUOTES messages
Allowance quantitys,a,p Allowance quantity (Monetary amount in MOA qualified by value 130) from DESADV, IN-

VOIC, QUOTES, RECADV, or RETANN messages
Free goods quantitys,a,p Free goods quantity (Monetary amount in MOA qualified by value 192) from DESADV, or

QUOTES messages
Loyalty
Committed quantitys,a,p Committed quantity (Quantity in QTY qualified by value 66) from DELFOR, SLSFCT, or

CNTCND messages
Contract
Contract exchange ratec CNTCND messages
Customer Uncertainty
Order change ratec ORDCHG messages
Note 1: The superscript s,a,p,c on KPI names indicate applicable aggregation functions: sum, average, percentage, count.
Note 2: In this table, message types are represented as code only (e.g., ORDERS corresponds to Purchase or-
der messages). The full description of segments and message types in EDIFACT release D10A is provided in
http://www.unece.org/trade/untdid/d10a/trsd/trsdi1.htm and http://www.unece.org/trade/untdid/d10a/timd/timdi1.htm respec-
tively.
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Table A.2: Secondary inter-organizational KPIs identified from EDIFACT messages

KPI Mapping to EDIFACT data / Literature Support
Satisfaction
Customer retention
rate

i) Message interchange sender or party identification (Party identification in NAD qualified by value
BY) from ORDERS messages
ii) Calculation: (Total customers − Number of new customers)/Total customers of previous period
Support: [HHS05; CGH09]

Order quantity per
customer

i) Message interchange sender or party identification (Party identification in NAD qualified by value
BY) from ORDERS messages
ii) Ordered quantity (Quantity in QTY qualified by value 21) from ORDERS iii) Calculation: (Ordered
quantity / Total sender or party)
Support: [BS00]

Revenue per customer i)Message interchange sender or party identification (Party identification in NAD qualified by value
BY) from INVOIC messages
ii) Invoiced amount (Monetary amount in MOA qualified by value 39 or 77) from INVOIC messages
iii) Calculation: (Invoiced amount / Total sender or party)
Support: [BS00]

Financial performance
Revenues,a i) Payable, invoice line item, original, total payment and tax/duty amount (Monetary amount in

MOA qualified by value 9, 77, 98, 139 and 161 respectively) from BANSTA, CREMUL, DEBMUL,
COACSU or REMADV messages
ii) The related business parties are beneficiary, beneficiary’s bank, party to receive refund, payee, re-
ceiving financial institution, party to receive commercial invoice remittance, seller’s financial institu-
tion, receiver of cheque, selller, seller’s agent/representation or supplier from NAD or FII qualified by
value BE, BF, DCX, PE, RB, RE, RH, RV, SE, SR, or SU respectively)
Support: [Yus+04; HS05; BS00; CF05; MG05; SG06; HHS05; CGH09; KS03; Yeu08; GWI08;
FHZ10; Li+06; RSK09; CP04]

Costs,a i) Payable, invoice line item, original, total payment and tax/duty amount (Monetary amount in
MOA qualified by value 9, 77, 98, 139 and 161 respectively) from BANSTA, CREMUL, DEBMUL,
COACSU or REMADV messages
ii) The related business parties are buyer, buyer’s agent/representative, Debtor, Invoicee, Payor, Payer,
Paying financial institution or, Cheque order from NAD or FII qualified by value BY, AB, HX, IV, PL,
PR, PB, or PE respectively)
Support: [WLN10; JZ03; CQ03; Joh+04; MG05; PLC08; LNC02; SG06; Cha03; Ara+07; GPT01;
CWR08; SCW00; CGP11; RSK09; CP04]

Delivery costs,a i) Calculation: SUM(Primary KPI of (the transport charges, charge summary total, freight charge, other
cost, loading and handling cost, charge, invoiced amount)
Support: [WLN10; CQ03; ZH09; LNC02; SG06; BB10; Bag+05]

Profits,a i) Calculation: Secondary KPI of Revenue − Secondary KPI of Cost and/or Delivery cost
Support: [WLN10; Yus+04; Han+09; Ash+09; HS05; BS00; Joh+04; NWL10; MG05; ZH09; SK10;
SG06; Ara+07; CGH09; BS07; GPT01; Zha02; CPL04; Yeu08; FKK10; GWI08; FHZ10; Li+06;
CP04]

Reliability
On-time deliveryc,a,p i) Expected delivery date/time (Date/time in DTM qualified by value 10, 2, or 191) from ORDERS,

DELFOR, DESADV, or DELJIT messages
ii) Actual delivery date/time (Date/time in DTM qualified by value 11, 50, or 310) from DESADV, or
RECADV messages
iii) Calculation: COUNT(Deliveries arriving before or on the expected delivery date/time)
Support: [WLN10; HSW04; JZ03; CQ03; AML10; CMM10; PSR01; Koh+12; NWL10; ZH09;
SK10; PLC08; LNC02; SG06; Cha03; CGH09; BB10; BS07; CLS08; Yeu08; KT02; IGF04; Bag+05;
SCW00; ZB07]

Delay deliveryc,a,p i) Expected delivery date/time (Date/time in DTM qualified by value 10, 2, or 191) from ORDERS,
DELFOR, DESADV, or DELJIT messages
ii) Actual delivery date/time (Date/time in DTM qualified by value 11, 50, or 310) from DESADV, or
RECADV messages
iii) Calculation: COUNT(Deliveries arriving after the expected delivery date/time)
Support: [HSW04; JZ03; CQ03; AML10; CMM10; LNC02; SG06; Cha03; BB10; BS07; KS03;
Yeu08]

Adaptability/flexibility
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Quantity ready for
ordera,p

i) Quantity on hand (Quantity in QTY qualified by the value 17) from QUOTES messages
ii) Ordered quantity (Quantity in QTY qualified by the value 21) from ORDERS or QUOTES messages
iii) Calculation: Quantity on hand − Ordered quantity
Support: [PP10; OK03]

Customer Responsiveness
Time of order
responsea

i) Order date/time (Date/time in DTM qualified by 137) from ORDERS messages
ii) Order response date/time (Date/time in DTM qualified by 137) from ORDRSP messages iii) Calcu-
lation: Order response date/time − Order date/time
Support: [CQ03; BS00; AML10; ZH09; PLC08; SG06; KT02; CPL04; CP04]

Time of order query
responsea

i) Order query date/time (Date/time in DTM qualified by 137) from OSTENQ messages
ii) Order report date/time (Date/time in DTM qualified by 137) from OSTRPT messages iii) Calcula-
tion: Order report date/time − Order query date/time
Support: [CQ03; AML10; SG06; BB10; BS07; GPT01; KT02]

Time of request for
quote responsea

i) Request for quote date/time (Date/time in DTM qualified by 137) from REQOTE messages
ii) Quote date/time (Date/time in DTM qualified by 137) from QUOTES messages iii) Calculation:
Request for quote date/time − Quote date/time
Support: [CQ03; AML10; SG06; KT02]

Lead timea i) Order date/time (Date/time in DTM qualified by 137) from ORDERS messages
ii) Good receipt date/time (Date/time in DTM qualified by 310 or 50) from DESADV or RECADV
messages
iii) Calculation: Good receipt date/time − Order date/time
Support: [WLN10; HSW04; JZ03; OK03; ZH09; SK10; SG06; SG06; Ara+07; BB10; BS07; SMN09;
GPT01; CLS08; Yeu08; IGF04; Bag+05; SCW00]

Information Quality
Delivery preparation
timea

i) Order or delivery plan issue date/time (Date/time in DTM qualified by 137) from ORDERS,
DELFOR or DELJIT messages
ii) Requested delivery date/time (Date/time in DTM qualified by 10, 2 or 191) from DELFOR, DE-
SADV, DELJIT, ORDERS, or ORDCHG messages
iii) Calculation: Order or delivery plan issue date/time − Requested delivery date/time

Forecast accuracya,p i) Forecast/reserved quantity (Quantity in QTY qualified by value 247, or 248) from SLSFCT messages
ii) Ordered quantity (Quantity in QTY qualified by value 21) from ORDERS messages
iii) Calculation: Forecast/reserved quantity − Ordered quantity
Support: [WLN10; PP10; CMM10; NWL10; SK10; SG06; BS07; GPT01; CWR08; IGF04; RGS11]

Credibility
Contract violation (or-
der quantity)c

Ordered quantity (Quantity in QTY qualified by value 21) from ORDERS messages
ii) Minimum, maximum, or committed quantity (Quantity in QTY qualified by value 53, 54, or 66
respectively) from CNTCND messages
iii) Calculation: COUNT if (Ordered quantity < Minimum quantity or Committed quantity) or COUNT
if (Ordered quantity > Maximum quantity)

Customer Uncertainty
Changed order
quantitys,a,p

i) Ordered quantity (Quantity in QTY qualified by value 21) from ORDCHG or ORDERS messages
ii) Calculation: Previous ordered quantity − Ordered quantity

Note 1: The superscript s,a,p,c on KPI names indicate applicable aggregation functions: sum, average, percentage, count.
Note 2: In this table, message types are represented as code only (e.g., ORDERS corresponds to Purchase or-
der messages). The full description of segments and message types in EDIFACT release D10A is provided in
http://www.unece.org/trade/untdid/d10a/trsd/trsdi1.htm and http://www.unece.org/trade/untdid/d10a/timd/timdi1.htm respec-
tively.
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APPENDIX B
List of Abbreviations

Abbreviations of Terms

ANSI X12 American National Standards Institute X12
B2B Business-to-Business
BI Business Information
BSC Balanced Scorecard
CDE Composite Data Element
DE Data Element
EDI Electronic Data Interchange
GLNs Global Location Numbers
IORs Inter-organizational Relationships
KB Knowledge Base
KPI Key Performance Indicator
MFM Message Flow Mining
MIGs Message Implementation Guidelines
OWL Web Ontology Language
PAM Physical Activity Mining
PDF Portable Document Format
SCM Supply Chain Management
UN/EDIFACT The United Nations Electronic Data Interchange for Administration, Com-

merce and Transport
WSML Web Service Modeling Language
XES eXtensible Event Stream
XML Extensible Markup Language
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Abbreviations of EDIFACT Message Types

APERAK Application error and acknowledgement message
BANSTA Banking status message
CNTCND Contractual conditions message
COACSU Commercial account summary message
COMDIS Commercial dispute message
CREMUL Multiple credit advice message
CUSDEC Customs declaration message
DEBMUL Multiple debit advice message
DELFOR Delivery schedule message
DELJIT Delivery just in time message
DESADV Despatch advice message
DIRDEB Direct debit message
FINCAN Financial cancellation message
FINSTA Financial statement of an account message
IFCSUM Forwarding and consolidation summary message
IFTMAN Arrival notice message
INVOIC Invoice message
INVRPT Inventory report message
MSCONS Metered services consumption report message
ORDCHG Purchase order change request message
ORDERS Purchase order message
ORDRSP Purchase order response message
OSTENQ Order status enquiry message
OSTRPT Order status report message
PAYMUL Multiple payment order message
QUOTES Quote message
RECADV Receiving advice message
REMADV Remittance advice message
REQOTE Request for quote message
RETANN Announcement for returns message
RETINS Instruction for returns message
SLSFCT Sales forecast message
TAXCON Tax control message

Abbreviations of EDIFACT Segments

BGM Beginning of message
DTM Date/time/period
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ERC Application error information
FII Financial institution information
LIN Line item
MOA Monetary amount
NAD Name and address
QTY Quantity
RFF Reference
UNB Interchange header
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